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Abstract 

This thesis examines the problem of identity as both a missiological 

challenge and opportunity among Japanese students who come to the United 

States, become Christians, and then return to Japan. The research relies on three 

sources: quantitative research drawn from missiology, educational theory, second 

language acquisition studies, and anthropology; a Learning Community of 

Japanese students in West Michigan; and written testimonies and surveys from 

11 Japanese student returnees. Identity is posited as a basic theological problem 

for all humans, rooted in tensions between alienation and belonging. This 

problem is manifested in Japanese culture particularly through other-orientation 

and nihonjinron theories, which are shown to be obstacles to Christian faith and 

returnee readjustment. The paper calls for a form of discipleship that addresses 

the problems of identity, helping Japanese students develop an anchored identity 

in Christ which both informs and enriches, as well as critiques and transcends 

their cultural identity. Christ provides the anchor of identity, the center of gravity, 

and the narrative coherence for both Japanese student returnees and those who 

minister among them. Both Japanese students in the United States and those 

Americans who minister among them need the other to recognize the ways in 

which culture might snatch us away from Christ, but may also yield us to Christ.  
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Introduction 

 

 Three million Japanese people (approximately 2.5%) live outside Japan, with 

the largest number living in the United States. According to Asian Access, 

approximately 20,000 Japanese international students currently study in the 

United States, the third largest group of international students in this country. 

Such numbers represent a large-scale, strategic opportunity for evangelism. In 

fact, according to the Japanese Christian Fellowship Network, thirty times more 

Japanese become Christians outside Japan than within Japan. At the same time, 

such numbers indicate a need among the Japanese diaspora for the formation of 

an anchored identity that can be sustained through movement, change, and 

cultural dislocation and opposition. Japanese international students must sift 

through a powerful confluence of roles and experiences that both shape and 

confuse their identity: being Japanese, a student in the United States, bilingual, 

bicultural, returnee, and Christian.  

 Japanese students in the United States encounter a new atmosphere of 

personal, social, and religious freedoms. This is in contrast to the more 

proscriptive social and cultural expectations within Japanese society, which are 

expressed in nihonjinron and other-orientation. Nihonjinron is the myth and civil 
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religion of Japanism or Japaneseness--the sense that Japanese identity is 

singularly unique and all-encompassing, with its spiritual roots in historical 

shinkoku (land of the gods) and kokugaku (national learning) movements. A 

consequence of Japan's other-orientation leads to multiple, shifting personalities 

both on personal and societal levels. But the relative freedom in the United States 

provides students a new opportunity to explore questions of  identity, purpose, 

and faith. It also presents Christian communities in the U.S. with a unique 

opportunity for evangelism and discipleship among Japanese students. In turn, it 

creates an opportunity for those Christian communities to undergo challenge, 

learning, and growth through the students' own witness and critique, since they 

are able to look at American Christianity with fresh eyes and an outsider's 

perspective.  

 As returnees to Japan, these students potentially face a complex set of 

personal, cultural and sociological issues which might hinder or even reverse any 

process of discipleship begun in the U.S., such as cultural dislocation, 

bilingualism and biculturalism, belonging and non-belonging, and the 

ineffectualness of Japanese churches to address the tensions between gospel and 

culture, Japanese identity, and Christian identity. Few, if any, Japanese churches 

are prepared to address these tensions, or to minister to the kinds of questions 
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that returnees ask regarding personal identity, culture, and reintegration into 

Japanese society.  

 This paper is built on the assertion that there is a universal human identity 

problem, that this problem manifests itself in particular ways in Japan 

(particularly nihonjinron and other-orientation), and that this calls for discipleship 

that helps students develop an anchored identity in Christ which both informs 

and enriches, as well as critiques and transcends, their cultural identity. In short, 

this paper is an exploration of the problem of identity as a missiological 

opportunity among Japanese students who come to West Michigan, become 

Christians, and then return to Japan. I am interested in the ways that culture and 

conversion impinge on identity, how Japanese students can be discipled in the 

United States in such a way that they will be less likely to leave the faith or the 

church in Japan, and how they can begin to develop an identity deeply anchored 

in Christ. 

 The problem of identity is not just a theoretical issue for me; it is one I have 

pondered, even struggled with, over many years. Because I have lived and 

traveled around the world, participated in various multicultural and multilingual 

communities, and am a white, Protestant, American male--who both represents 

structures of privilege and repression, and enjoys the advantages of those 
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structures--I have had to question my own identity. Who am I? Where do I 

belong, or not? How do others perceive who I am and where I belong? Perhaps 

my wrestling over identity, and that of these students, is reflected in Kanzo 

Uchimura's experience 125 years ago of being immersed in a foreign language 

and culture as a young man. He became restless, at least in his early life, and 

could not interact with other Japanese people easily.1  

 So there is a very personal dimension to this paper. This subject is also 

important to me because of my work as a pastor with Japanese students through 

the West Michigan Japanese Ministry (WMJM). The WMJM is an ecumenical, 

intercultural, and missionary community in microcosm within the United States. 

It meets for bilingual worship, fellowship, and Bible study in three cities. It 

comprises both Japanese and Americans (as well as some Koreans, Chinese, 

minority Americans and others), college students and retirees, former and future 

missionaries to Japan, Christians and non-Christians. Non-Christians are 

included fully in the life of the community and, over the years, many such people 

have found a home in it, with or without publicly turning to Christ. I have also 

recognized identity as a real point of confusion and concern for many of the 

Japanese students I help pastor. This paper is an attempt to apply the available 

                                                 
1 Howes, Prophet, 47, 53. 
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research to this ministry context, to add the voice and personal experiences of a 

handful of students to the conversation, and to contribute some useful reflection 

for the WMJM's ministry with future students. 

 My research relies on three kinds of sources. First, the quantitative research 

draws from a variety of fields, including missiology, educational theory, second 

language acquisition, returnee studies, and studies of Japanese society, culture, 

history, and religion. Second, I invited a small number of Japanese students and 

young adults to meet with me once each week for seven weeks as I was 

conducting the quantitative research. This Learning Community was a place for 

me to bounce my ideas and questions off the very kinds of people who are the 

subject of this paper. They gave invaluable insights, challenged some of my 

conclusions, and helped me understand and clarify the issues better. While some 

of this has found its way directly into the paper, much of it is in the background. 

Finally, I drew on first-hand stories and reports in the form of testimonies of 

Christian faith given by 11 Japanese students who were part of the WMJM and 

have since returned to Japan. I followed up with these students with a survey 

seeking information about their experiences as returnee Christians. 

 Chapter 1 will lay the groundwork of key missiological foundations that 

undergird the later chapters. I will explore three overarching questions: 1) What 
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is the nature of conversion and its relationship to culture? 2) What is the nature 

of Christian community and unity, and its relationship to culture? and 3) What is 

the nature and purpose of mission with Japanese students in light of the reign of 

God?  

 Chapter 2 will delve into the universal problem of identity, with a detailed 

exploration of how it is manifested in Japanese culture. I will consider how those 

problems impinge upon Christian returnees and complicate Japanese Christian 

identity. The practical outcome of Chapter 2 is to give thought to how Japanese 

Christian returnees might be equipped to work out an identity as defined in 

Christ and not only by traditional sources of identity, i.e., civil religion 

(nihonjinron), with an overlay of Christianity. This chapter will conclude with the 

experience of Kanzo Uchimura as a case study of being both Japanese and Other. 

 Chapter 3 is the heart of the paper. I will narrow the focus to issues related 

directly to Japanese returnees, particularly changing perceptions of returnees 

within Japan, returnee readjustment and identity, and special challenges facing 

those returnees who become Christians while in the United States. This chapter 

will put real names and stories to the research by exploring and analyzing 

students' testimonies and surveys. 

 Chapter 4 will return to the relationship between identity and culture. After 
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first considering postmodern and Buddhist concepts of self, the paper will 

conclude with a brief sketch of what it means to have an identity anchored in 

Christ.  

 Finally, a Conclusion will draw together the practical implications and themes 

for the WMJM's ministry. This would be a good place to start for a quick 

overview of what ministry among Japanese students in the United States can 

look like.  
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Chapter 1 - Missiological Foundations 

 

Before examining returnee issues directly, it would be helpful to get a 

foothold on the interrelationships between culture, conversion, and Christian 

community, since these are basic in ministry with Japanese students. This chapter 

will explore three themes: first, the nature of conversion and its relationship to 

culture; second, the nature of Christian unity and its relationship to culture; and 

finally, a very brief analysis of the nature and purpose of mission with Japanese 

students in light of the reign of God as central to our understanding of both 

church and mission. These three themes help provide a theological and 

missiological framework for ministry with Japanese students. This exploration 

will interact primarily with the work of Andrew Walls and Lamin Sanneh for 

their work on a theology of translation and the relationship between gospel and 

culture, Lesslie Newbigin for his work on culture, conversion, and mission, Peter 

Phan as an Asian missiologist, and Kanzo Uchimura as an important historical 

representative of the inculturation of Christianity in Japan. 

 

1. Culture and Conversion 

 Conversion is a contentious concept in contemporary North American 

culture, even among many Christians. It raises strong suspicions of intolerance 
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and proselytism, and it challenges the dominant values of religious pluralism, 

spiritual individualism, and do-it-yourself syncretism. Conversion to Christianity 

in Japan is also risky and challenging. As the saying goes, the nail that sticks out 

gets hammered down (deru kugiwa utareru).1 Yet, those of us who work with 

Japanese students hope that our ministry and relationships will result in 

conversion. Seeing students come to Christ is one of the reasons the West 

Michigan Japanese Ministry (hereafter referred to as the WMJM) exists. 

Christians need not be apologetic about the fact, clearly stated by Walls, that 

"Christianity is about conversion."2 Similarly, Newbigin asserts that "the calling 

of men and women to be converted, to follow Jesus, and to be part of his 

community is and must always be at the center of mission."3 The testimonies of 

Japanese students who have come to faith while in the U.S. are treasures in the 

WMJM community's life together, serving to affirm and reinforce not only God's 

activity, but the validity and effectiveness of the community's ministry. Because 

conversion is so important, it requires some careful unpacking and nuanced 

reflection. It can be understood as the be-all-end-all of mission, evangelism, and 

                                                 
1 In other words, an individual's choices, feelings, or rights should not disrupt harmony and 

group norms. 

2 Andrew Walls, The Cross-Cultural Process in Christian History (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 2002), 

67. 

3 Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret: An introduction to the theology of mission (Grand Rapids: 

Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1995), 121. 
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the Christian life--especially in contemporary evangelical contexts--or, in the 

opposite direction, it can be rejected as an outdated relic of imperialism and 

intolerance. So what are we talking about when we talk about conversion? What 

is it hoped that students will convert to, and what are they converting from? What 

is the relationship between conversion, converts, and culture? Greater clarity on 

such questions will contribute to more thoughtful and effective ministry.  

In the very broadest sense, "people can be converted from and to many 

things. Documented accounts exist of conversion from capitalism to communism, 

from Shintoism to Judaism, from communism to Christianity, from an addiction 

to alcohol to a sober life, from Christianity to Hinduism and vice versa and so the 

list goes on."4 This kind of switching of doctrines or life conditions is not the 

whole story. Walls provides a cogent working definition: "Conversion means 

turning. Conversion to Christ is turning towards him."5 With Walls' definition as 

my starting point, I want to explore four key themes: 1) conversion is not 

proselytism; 2) conversion is turning to Christ; 3) the "turning" of conversion 

involves an intrinsic relationship with culture; and 4) conversion is the result of 

God's action. Each of these four themes will be probed briefly, followed by some 

                                                 
4 William Dryness and Veli-Matti Karkkainen, Global Dictionary of Theology (Downers Grove: 

InterVarsity Press, 2008), 199. 

5 Walls, Cross-cultural, 67. 
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preliminary conclusions relevant to ministry among Japanese students. What 

follows is not intended to be an exhaustive treatment of conversion, but some 

signposts for a general orientation for ministry. 

a. Conversion is not proselytism 

First, conversion is not to be conflated with proselytism. In the Old 

Testament, a proselyte submitted to Jewish laws and rituals, adopted Jewish 

customs (e.g., circumcision, obedience to Torah, Sabbath-keeping), and became 

"as a native of the land" (Ex. 12:48). Philo "frequently described resident aliens 

[i.e., Gentile proselytes] as those who had abandoned homeland, family, and 

friends in order to follow the people and God of Israel."6 Proselytes effectively 

turned their backs on their own nation,7 alienating them from their culture and 

people. The result, according to Walls, was that a proselyte would have "virtually 

no impact on their society; they would effectively have been taken out of that 

society."8 This has multiple negative effects. It arbitrarily makes one cultural 

expression of the faith superior to all others (therein lies the dark side of the story 

of much of the historical Western missionary movement), devalues the 

proselytes' native culture and prior social networks, and severely proscribes any 

                                                 
6 Guy Nave, "Conversion," in The New Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, vol. 1, ed. 

Katharine Doob Sakenfeld. (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2006), 729. 

7 Andrew Walls, The Missionary Movement in Christian History: Studies in the transmission of faith 

(Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1996), 52. 

8 Walls, Cross-cultural, 68. 
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further effective witness of Christ within that culture. Proselytes are "disabled 

from bringing Christ to bear on those areas"9 of life which are unique to them, 

and which may have no relevance to the adopted culture. Fortunately, the 

decisions of the Jerusalem Council in Acts 15 set in motion the untethering of the 

gospel and expressions of the church from captivity to any one culture. This is 

foundational to the three remaining implications. 

b. Turning to Christ 

Second, conversion is turning to Christ, not to Christianity. As noted above, 

people convert from and to all kinds of things. If conversion is about an 

individual's turning from, say, Buddhism to Christianity, the result is likely to be 

a cultural refugee or orphan. In a rich discussion of the place of conversion in 

mission, Phan sketches out several helpful premises.10 In contrast to the 

                                                 
9 Walls, Missionary Movement, 52. 

10 Peter Phan, "Conversion and Discipleship as Goals of the Church's Mission," in In Our Own 

Tongues: Perspectives from Asia on mission and inculturation (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 2003), 45-

64. The following quotations are all from this chapter. Phan is helpful, but not always 

consistent. He primarily defines conversion as a turning to Christ (49) in a "personal and 

absolute commitment to him" (51). But at other times, he indicates that conversion is not so 

much a turning to the person of Christ, but to the kingdom of God (61). Following this latter 

idea, he extends conversion to mean the turning of Asian "cultural, political, social, and 

economic structures" to "gospel values" (61), which, while this may be a legitimate result of the 

church's kingdom mission, is not conversion as Phan has previously defined it in relation to 

Christ (51). Similarly, he concludes with an interpretation that seems out of sync with what 

has been previously stated: in an Asian context where people are not likely to reject Hinduism, 

Buddhism, or Islam, conversion can mean being "a better follower of one's own religion" (61). 

This assertion seems to avert the central actions of turning toward Christ and taking up his 

mission that formed the core of Phan's definition of conversion. Admittedly, Phan, as a Roman 
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prevailing evangelical notion of conversion, the biblical sense implies no 

"rejection of one religion in favor of another...."11 Jesus' message to repent and 

believe the good news (Matt. 4:17; Mk. 1:15) contained "no question of abjuring 

one religion and joining another. At no time was Jesus advocating renouncing 

Judaism and joining another religion such as Christianity, if there had been such 

a thing then."12 Of course, this seems to gloss over the fact that Jesus was a Jew 

focused primarily on ministry to other Jews, not on people of other faiths. 

Nevertheless, the point is still valuable: conversion is not only, or even primarily, 

about religious affiliation. Again, Phan presses the point: "conversion is much 

more than renouncing one's former religion and joining another religion."13 

Rather than viewing conversion as primarily a change of one religion for 

another, its real heart is "an encounter with Jesus Christ,"14 a radical turning 

toward him in a "personal and absolute commitment" as his disciple.15 

Conversion and discipleship are not merely "internal, spiritual experience[s], but 

                                                                                                                                                 
Catholic, is consistent on this last point with Vatican II. In the space of two paragraphs, Phan 

writes that conversion no longer holds "the place of supreme honor assigned to it in the old 

theology of mission, namely, as the very goal of mission" (57), but then says that conversion "is 

the irreplaceable goal of Christian mission" (58). 

11 Phan, Tongues, 47. 

12 Phan, Tongues, 47. 

13 Phan, Tongues, 56. 

14 Phan, Tongues, 45. 

15 Phan, Tongues, 51. 
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following him, physically, and joining the community of his disciples"16 for the 

purpose of continuing Christ's mission. In sum, conversion entails "turning to 

Jesus as Lord and taking up his mission for the sake of the kingdom of God."17 

Turning to Jesus as Lord necessitates turning "to the way of life and the values 

that he embodied in his own person...."18 This is a beautiful and challenging 

vision, one that inspires a new sense of identity that transcends religion, that 

necessitates a deep-rooted change in worldview, and that minimizes religiosity. It 

does not give space for simply wrapping old values and views in new religious 

clothes (new wine into old wineskins). It just doesn't work. A lengthy quote does 

justice to the outlines of Phan's thinking. With reference to the first Jewish 

converts, he writes: 

They also changed their thinking about him, in the meaning of the Greek 

 metanoia, because they believed that he was not just any other Jew but the 

 embodiment of what the kingdom of God stood for, namely, the all-inclusive, 

 gracious, forgiving, healing, saving, tender, motherly, fatherly love of 

 Yahweh. Lest we think that such a conversion is just a warm and fuzzy 

 feeling, a hand-holding, body-swinging, hallelujah-shouting thing, Jesus' 

 command to repent and believe was both urgent and radical. Urgent, because 

 there was no possibility of tergiversating and procrastinating.... Radical, 

 because conversion or turning to Jesus demands a total and absolute denial of 

 self: 'If any want to become my followers, let them deny themselves and take 

 up their cross and follow me' (Mk 8:34). This is so because conversion is not 

 getting a membership into a club, or changing a religious preference, not even 

                                                 
16 Phan, Tongues, 52. 

17 Phan, Tongues, 59. 

18 Phan, Tongues, 61. 
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 joining a religious organization; it is becoming a disciple of Jesus. The first 

 and abiding consequence of turning to Jesus is becoming his disciple.... A 

 disciple (mathetes) is primarily one who 'follows' or 'walks behind' Jesus 

 (akoloutehin). A disciple enters a lifelong relationship with him--'to be with 

 him' (Mk 3:14).... A disciple of Jesus is primarily an apprentice, learning by 

 close observation and personal imitation, by doing what Jesus the Master does 

 and by sharing his life. As disciple of Jesus, a person will be persecuted, as 

 Jesus was, precisely because he or she must perform what Jesus did, namely, 

 service to the kingdom.19 

c. Turning and culture 

A third theme of conversion, and really the core of the matter, is the 

significance of turning and its relationship to culture. Two aspects will be 

considered: 1) the simultaneous transformation of and enduring validity of 

culture; and 2) the turning (or discipling) of nations. Walls' theology of the 

translatability of the gospel speaks to the heart of ministry among Japanese 

students, and so will be examined in some depth. The cultural, linguistic, and 

space-time specificity of Jesus Christ both validates culture and loads conversion 

with cultural significance. Walls writes: 

Incarnation is translation. When God in Christ became man, Divinity was 

 translated into humanity, as though humanity were a receptor language. 

 Here was a clear statement of what would otherwise be veiled in obscurity or 

 uncertainty, the statement "This is what God is like." But language is specific 

 to a people or an area. No one speaks generalized "language";  it is necessary 

 to speak a particular language. Similarly, when Divinity was translated into 

 humanity he did not become generalized humanity. He became a person in a 

 particular locality and in a particular ethnic group, at a particular place and 

 time. The translation of God into humanity, whereby the sense and meaning 

                                                 
19 Phan, Tongues, 49. 
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 of God was transferred, was effected under very culture-specific conditions.20 

  

 Newbigin wrote along similar lines before Walls. Newbigin insisted again 

and again that revelation and salvation are rooted in the historical and cultural 

particularity of Jesus Christ, not in some ephemeral Christ principle abstracted 

from the Jesus of history--the only Jesus there is, by the way.  

 Why must I go to one particular place and one particular time, to the name of a 

 particular man, a particular race and a particular country? Is not God equally 

 interested in all places and all peoples and all times? Why should you insist 

 that we start at this particular place? ...Firstly, if the starting point is to be 

 something, a person in whom God is revealed or a deed in which God’s power is 

 manifested, then it must be a particular person or a particular deed, and that 

 means a particular time and a particular place, and we will simply have to accept 

 the fact that this is so.21 

 

 How does this relate to conversion? Just as there was no incarnated Christ 

separate from his particular time, place, and culture, there is no gospel received 

apart from specific times, places, languages, and cultures. The gospel of Jesus 

Christ is a fully contextual reality, and can only be known and experienced in 

particular languages, histories, and cultures. How someone perceives and 

interprets the gospel is thus largely dependent upon their cultural location and 

identity. "We hear and respond to the Gospel," continues Walls, "we read and 

listen to Scriptures, in terms of our accumulated experience and perceptions of 

                                                 
20 Walls, Missionary Movement, 27. 

21 Newbigin, Lesslie, Christ Our Eternal Companion (Madras: The Christian Literature Society, 

1968), 24. 
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the world."22 American and Japanese students do not perceive and receive Christ 

with the same cultural pre-understandings and conditions, with the same sets of 

accumulated experience. Conversion not only honors but requires this cultural 

specificity. "[I]t is necessary that we hear the Gospel under, and in relation to, the 

conditions of our experiences and relationships, our environment and society--

our culture in fact."23 Why? Because it is our culturally, socially, and historically 

constituted lives which are "to be transformed by what Christ did in the Jesus 

Act."24 This brings us to the vital nexus between turning and culture. Cultural 

materials and particular histories are not to be discarded, abandoned, or replaced 

by some other "Christian" (read: Western) culture. That would be proselytism. 

The very idea of turning, Walls insists, means that there is something already 

there to be turned.25 Walls finds very early illustrations of this in both the Apostle 

Paul and Origen. As a Christian convert, Paul is constantly "wrestling with the 

convert's question—how to turn an existing way of thought and life toward 

Christ, how to critique the heritage, affirming, denying, discriminating."26 

Origen, steeped from birth in both the gospel and the Greek philosophical 

                                                 
22 Walls, Missionary Movement, 44. 

23 Walls, Missionary Movement, 46. 

24 Walls, Missionary Movement, 46. 

25 Walls, Missionary Movement, xvii. 

26 Andrew Walls, "In Quest of the Father of Mission Studies," International Bulletin of Missionary      

 Research 23, no. 3 (July 1999): 100. 
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tradition, saw no incompatibility between the two. He wrote to his student: "I 

beg you to draw from the Greek philosophers such things as can be made 

curricular or preparatory studies to Christianity.... The philosophers say that 

geometry and music and grammar and rhetoric and astronomy are the 

handmaidens of philosophy. Let us say that philosophy itself is the handmaid of 

Christianity."27 For Origen, "There is nothing wrong, nothing to be feared, in the 

materials from which Greek thought is constructed; they can be used in the 

Christian task of intellectual reconstruction.28 

 Conversion is neither about cultural abandonment nor substitution, but about 

transformation. "Conversion is the turning, the re-orientation, of every aspect of 

humanity--culture-specific humanity--to God."29 The question of what exactly is 

"already there" to be turned among Japanese students and in Japanese culture is 

part of the question which lies behind this entire paper. While recognizing this 

relationship between culture and conversion as essential, it can be both 

underplayed and overplayed. The danger of underplaying it is a dismissal of the 

intrinsic connection between culture, gospel, and conversion, a naive defense of 

sameness and a willingness to accept cultural imperialism in the guise of 

                                                 
27 Walls, "Quest," 101. 

28 Walls, "Quest," 103. 

29 Walls, Missionary Movement, 28. 
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evangelism or mission. The dangers of overplaying it are to see each culture as 

totally other and alien, to idolize culture, to see cultural difference as so great as 

to negate the possibility of intercultural mission and multicultural Christian 

community. This is why Walls is right to indicate that the gospel is 

simultaneously both prisoner and liberator of culture.  

The gospel--and by extension, the convert--has both a homing, indigenizing 

relationship with culture, as well as a pilgriming, dislocating one. Newbigin 

speaks of simultaneous continuity and discontinuity between gospel and culture, 

or identification and separation between the convert (and Christian community 

as a whole) and culture.30 On the one hand, a convert has been formed by her 

culture and history, thus her "Christian mind will continue to be influenced by 

what was in it before."31 She, along with the gospel, remains at home in her 

culture.  

Phan is also careful to note that conversion and discipleship must not lead to 

a severing of identity from one's cultural or social past. "Because conversion 

takes place within the total context of a person's life, it is necessarily related to 

the community or the culture to which the person belongs."32 This was no less 

                                                 
30 George Hunsberger, Bearing the Witness of the Spirit: Lesslie Newbigin's Theology of Cultural 

Plurality (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1998), 258. 

31 Walls, Missionary Movement, 8. 

32 Phan, Tongues, 53. 
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true for the earliest Christians, who faced life-threatening hostility for their faith, 

as it is today for Japanese Christians. Bediako writes,  

sooner or later the convert had to settle accounts with his past and his own 

 cultural tradition; either to reject them, or to integrate them into the present. 

 How to interpret the Pagan past-the entire Graeco-Roman cultural heritage 

 with its traditions, religious and intellectual; what to do about it; how to 

 situate oneself in relation to it--these became major points of discussion for 

 Graeco-Roman Christians.33 

 

  For those early Christians, the problem of identity finds resolution through 

reflection on the past, "its traditions, insights, no less than its perversities!"34 Our 

role in ministry with Japanese students is not to pry them away, even 

unintentionally, from their culture, with all its spiritual and philosophical 

history.35  Kanzo Uchimura understood this keenly. "When a Japanese truly and 

independently believes in Christ," he wrote, 

he is a Japanese Christian, and his Christianity is Japanese Christianity.... A 

 Japanese by becoming a Christian does not cease to be a Japanese. On the 

 contrary, he becomes more Japanese by becoming a Christian. A Japanese 

 who becomes an American or an Englishman or an amorphous universal 

 man, is neither a true Japanese nor a true Christian.... Does Christianity lose 

 by bringing the spirit of samurai into it? Was not Luther's German 

 Christianity a valuable and distinct contribution to Christianity? So, then, 

 pray be careful that you call your American or English Christianity a 

 universal religion, and condemn my Japanese Christianity as national or 

 sectional.36 

                                                 
33 Kwame Bediako, Theology and Identity: The impact of culture upon Christian thought in the second 

century and in modern Africa (Irvine: Regnum Books International, 1999), 32. 

34 Bediako, Identity, 49. 

35 Phan, Tongues, 54. 

36 From Complete Works, vol. 15, 1932, quoted in Robert Lee, The Clash of Civilizations: An intrusive 
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On the other hand, this homing principle is in tension with the fact that a 

convert does find himself in a state of dislocation from his culture and history. 

Though his mind is influenced by what was in it before, it is at the same time 

being re-fashioned towards the mind of Christ.37 Both his personal and cultural 

identity is undergoing a shift and a transformation. This inevitably produces 

"rubs and frictions," a sense of being out of step with one's own culture and 

history.38 Unfortunately, this is a tension that Uchimura seems to have wanted to 

ignore, evident in one of his most famous statements: "I love two J's and no third; 

one is Jesus, and the other is Japan. I do not know which I love more, Jesus or 

Japan."39 The homing and dislocating principles must be held in tension, 

constantly challenging and informing one another. While the language of 

indigenizing and pilgriming belongs to Walls, Newbigin has stated the same 

issue very clearly: 

1) The communication [of the gospel] has to be in the language of the receptor 

 culture. It has to be such that it accepts, at least provisionally, the way of 

 understanding things that is embodied in that language; if it does not do so, it 

 will simply be an unmeaning sound that cannot change anything. 2) 

 However, if it is truly the communication of the gospel, it will call radically 

 into question that way of understanding embodied in the language it uses. If 

 it is truly revelation, it will involve contradiction, and call for conversion, for 

                                                                                                                                                 
gospel in Japanese civilization (Harrisburg: Trinity Press International, 2000), 4. 

37 Walls, Missionary Movement, 8. 

38 Walls, Missionary Movement, 8. 

39 Hiroshi Miura, The Life and Thought of Kanzo Uchimura, 1861-1930 (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. 

Eerdmans, 1996), 52. 
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 a radical metanoia, a U-turn of the mind.40 

 

The easier path of proselytism is to be avoided, and converts to Christ must 

live in both the freedom and the tension to maintain and determine for 

themselves not only continuity, but also discontinuity with their culture and their 

past.41 

This brings us to the discipling-of-nations aspect of the relationship between 

conversion and culture. In working with Japanese students outside of Japan, it is 

easy to focus primarily on individuals. But when efforts of proclamation, 

witness, discipleship, and sending are all geared toward the individual, a more 

dynamic and expansive purpose may be easily missed. Walls draws this larger 

purpose from the version of the Great Commission recorded in Matthew 28, 

particularly Jesus' command to make disciples of all nations in verse 19. Most 

commentators are absorbed in a hot debate surrounding the phrase panta ta ethne, 

"all nations." Was it meant to include or exclude the Jews? Walls quite helpfully 

draws our attention in another direction: that disciple and nation are popularly 

read together in an individualistic way, and that such an individualistic reading 

misses the larger point. Our task is to "disciple the nations, to make the nations 

                                                 
40 Lesslie Newbigin, Foolishness to the Greeks: The gospel and western culture (Grand Rapids: Wm. 

B. Eerdmans, 1986), 5-6. 

41 Phan, Tongues, 53. 
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disciples," and not merely to "make some disciples in each nation."42 In a similar 

vein, Donald McGavran rightly emphasized the conversion of peoples over 

against people. "It is of the utmost importance," he wrote in The Bridges of God, 

"that the Church should understand how peoples, and not merely individuals, 

become Christian."43 But Walls is talking about more than that. He envisions 

nothing less than the turning of culture itself to Christ, via the re-translation of 

Christ into that culture, within and through the community of disciples. He 

writes: 

It is clear that more is implied than simply making the Master's word known 

 to all peoples. That Word is to pass into all those distinctive ways of thought, 

 those networks of kinship, those special ways of doing things, that give the 

 nation its commonality, its coherence, its identity. It has to travel through the 

 shared mental and moral processes of a community, the way decisions are 

 made in that community. Christ is to become actualized--to become flesh, as it 

 were--as distinctively, and may I say it, as appropriately--as when he lived as a 

                                                 
42 Walls, Missionary Movement, 48. Walls' shift does justice to the larger biblical vision of the "the 

nations" (e.g., Gen. 12:1-3; Dan. 7:14; Matt. 12:21; 24:14; 25:32; Rev. 15:4; 21:24-26; 22:2). In my 

survey of two dozen commentaries, only three move beyond the Jew/Gentile question to 

touch, even slightly, on the larger significance of "peoples." Of these, two read vs. 19 in the 

individualistic way rejected by Walls. Wilkins states: "People of every nation are to receive the 

opportunity to become Jesus' disciples." (Michael J. Wilkins. Matthew: the NIV Application 

Commentary. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2004: 953) Hare is even more explicit: "Clearly it is 

individuals who are meant  in verse 19; it is not possible to baptize a nation but only the 

individuals who comprise it." (Douglas R.A. Hare. Interpretation: Matthew. Louisville: John 

Knox Press, 1993: 333.) Frederick Bruner maintains the plural significance of panta ta ethne: 

"Jesus' 'all nations' gives disciples world-wide ambitions... and an international conversion of 

the peoples.... The thoughtful Christian mission of discipling all nations to Jesus will never 

cease...." (Frederick Dale Bruner. Matthew: A commentary, vol. 2. Dallas: Word Publishing, 1990: 

1098.) This discipling nations to Jesus is what Walls is getting at.  

43 Donald McGavran, “Bridges of God: A study in the strategy of missions,” in Perspectives on the 

World Christian Movement: Reader, ed. Ralph D. Winter and Stephen Hawthorne (Pasadena: 

William Carey Library, 1999), 323. 
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 Palestinian Jew in the early first century.44 

 

Historian Andrew Ross believes this is exactly what was occurring in Japan's 

Christian century (1549-1650). The goal of Jesuit visionaries like Xavier, 

Organtino, and Valignano was of "a genuinely Japanese Church in Japan...."45 

First Xavier, but especially Valignano, insisted on a separation of conversion to 

Christ from identification with European culture and political interests. 

Valignano "built a policy upon this belief that Japanese [culture]... contained 

elements that could be a foundation for the upbuilding of an indigenous 

Christian Church and a new Christian culture."46 Organtino, too, operated out of 

the principle of disassociation of the Jesuit mission from European colonial 

interests, as well as the belief that "Japanese culture and character were...a 

healthy foundation on which the mission could build the Church."47 

But greater evidence of Christ becoming "actualized" in Japan in that early 

period lies in the Japanese people themselves. Ross points to one early convert, 

whose Japanese name has been forgotten but whose Christian name was 

Lourenço, as symbolic of the grassroots manner in which the Word passed into 

distinctive Japanese ways of thought, action, and social networks.  

                                                 
44 Walls, Missionary Movement, 50. 

45 Andrew C. Ross, A Vision Betrayed: The Jesuits in Japan and China, 1542-1742 (Maryknoll: Orbis 

Books, 1994), 60. 

46 Ross, Vision, 44. 

47 Ross, Vision, 62. 
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Within Lourenço himself, therefore, the process of translation was going on  

 constantly. As he composed his Christian songs he was creating the skeleton 

 of an indigenous Christianity. He had had no training at all in any form of 

 western thought so that his evangelistic message, which had a very 

 widespread effect, had to be Japanese in form.... This form of popular 

 grassroots indigenization, often unplanned by missionaries, is too often 

 ignored by historians and missiologists who tend to concentrate on the 

 written records of the educated elites who accepted or rejected Christianity.... 

 Yet such popular religion was and is fundamental to the life of any Christian 

 community, and Japan during 'the Christian century' was no different.48 

 

It was Japanese lay evangelists like Lourenço, not the Jesuit missionaries, who 

carried on "the cutting edge of the work" of preaching and teaching that resulted 

in conversions.49 The extent to which Christ had passed into the Japanese mind 

and heart is evident in the large numbers of converts and martyrs even after 

severe and violent persecutions against Christians beginning in 1614, which also 

saw the expulsion, imprisonment, or execution of large numbers of foreign 

missionaries and the destruction of many church buildings. Ross also points to 

the Shimabara Rebellion in 1637-38, as well as the strange and surprising 

emergence of the hidden Christians in 1865 as evidence of how deeply rooted 

and resilient Christianity had been, albeit in controversial and arguably distorted 

forms.50 His final analysis of the Jesuit mission and the early Japanese church that 

                                                 
48 Ross, Vision, 27. 

49 Ross, Vision, 51. 

50 Ross, Vision, 107. Ross notes that this was a result of the fact that "from the 1630s onwards 

Japanese Christians had been devising ways of maintaining the faith while remaining alive 

through apparent acceptance of their part in the Buddhist parish system" (107). William 
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grew out of it is that of a miraculous success story: 

Where or when else have Christian missionaries in less than one hundred 

 years produced a Christian community of approaching half a million people 

 in a culture already technically advanced and literate? In the pre-

 Constantinian Roman Empire perhaps, but nowhere else. The very success of 

 the Church can be measured by the fact that after 1612 it was thrown on its 

 own resources, and what few European missionaries there were were utterly 

 dependent on the Japanese Christians. These Christians upheld the faith and 

 died in their thousands proclaiming it.... The sheer power of the Tokugawa 

 regime eventually reduced the Church to a small underground sect, but that 

 does not constitute a rejection by the Japanese people.51 

d. Conversion as God's action 

Finally, if conversion is turning to Christ, who causes the turning? The 

question is important as a cautionary one for ministry among Japanese students 

which sees conversion as one of its goals. The answer begins with the missio Dei, 

the recognition that all mission is first God's mission. After Barth first articulated 

mission as God's activity,52 The WCC's 1952 Willingen Conference brought the 

missio Dei concept to the wider church's attention: "The missionary movement of 

which we are part"--and this includes ministry among Japanese students in 

                                                                                                                                                 
Johnston records that an estimated 5,000-6,000 martyrs died between 1614-40 (Shusaku Endo, 

Silence (New York: Taplinger Publishing Co., 1980), 11). Mark Mullins also writes: "It is an 

astonishing fact that in spite of the thorough persecution of the Kirishitan by the Edo 

shogunate that had lasted for more than two hundred years the underground Kirishitan had 

survived up to the end of the bakufu government and into early Meiji" (Mark Mullins, 

Handbook of Christianity in Japan (Boston: Brill, 2003), 21). The number of hidden Christians 

who emerged at this time is unclear. Mullins notes that at the beginning of the Showa period 

(1926), there were still said to be 30,000 hidden Christians (Mullins, Handbook, 22).  

51 Ross, Vision, 115-116. 

52 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm shifts in theology of mission (Maryknoll: Orbis 

Books, 1991), 389. 
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Michigan--"has its source in the Triune God."53 "Mission is," writes Bosch, 

"primarily and ultimately, the work of the Triune God, Creator, Redeemer, and 

Sanctifier, for the sake of the world, a ministry in which the church is privileged 

to participate. Mission has its origin in the heart of God. God is a fountain of 

sending love. This is the deepest source of mission."54 

Picking up on this, Phan distinguishes between the "old" church-centric 

mission paradigm, and the "new" kingdom-centric paradigm.55 In the old 

paradigm, mission was accomplished by the church, especially by certain 

"special agents."56 But grounded in the missio Dei, the new paradigm recognizes 

that mission is "above all by God, or more specifically, by the Holy Spirit."57 This 

means that conversion is God's work and not ours. There can be no place for 

manipulation, coercion, or even persuasion. Rather, the church or witnessing 

community is "the locus--but not the cause--of such conversion."58 Newbigin is 

                                                 
53 Tormod Engelsviken, "Missio Dei: The understanding and misunderstanding of a theological 

concept in European churches and missiology," International Review of Mission (October 2003): 

482. 

54 Bosch, Transforming, 392. 

55 Following the IMC's 1958 assembly in Ghana, Newbigin summarized the new paradigm as 

follows: "1) 'the church is the mission'.... '2) 'the home base is everywhere'...; and 3) 'mission in 

partnership.'" (Bosch, Transforming, 370.) 

56 Phan, Tongues, 36. 

57 Phan, Tongues, 42. This is the Catholic emphasis on the pneumatological rather than 

christological basis of mission (see Bosch, Transforming, 391). 

58 George Hunsberger, Bearing the Witness of the Spirit: Lesslie Newbigin's theology of cultural 

plurality (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1998), 169. This is followed by a quote from 

Newbigin (Context and Conversion, 1978): "...through the faithful following of Jesus by ordinary 
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unequivocal on this point: "this radical conversion can never be the achievement 

of any human persuasion, however eloquent. It can only be the work of God. 

True conversion, therefore, which is the proper end toward which the 

communication of the gospel looks, can only be a work of God, a kind of miracle-

-not natural but supernatural."59 Phan, too, warns against coercion: "If the silence 

[of some missionaries] about the call to conversion is motivated by the concern 

that conversion has often been, especially in colonized countries, connected with 

psychological (most often covert but nonetheless real) coercion... then it is more 

than justified.60 Of course, we need not look beyond Paul for the same lines of 

thought: "My message and my preaching were not with wise and persuasive 

words, but with a demonstration of the Spirit’s power, so that your faith might 

not rest on human wisdom, but on God’s power" (1 Corinthians 2:4-5 NIV). 

e. Questions for ministry among Japanese students 

In what ways do these four implications of conversion either orient or 

challenge ministry among Japanese students? What has been outlined in this 

chapter causes me to ask a few critical questions that push and probe the vision 

for ministry with Japanese students. I want to explore three questions that can 

                                                                                                                                                 
men and women along the way of the Cross the situations are created where the Holy Spirit 

can do his own sovereign work of bearing witness to Christ and bringing men and women to 

conversion." 

59 Newbigin, Foolishness, 6. 

60 Phan, Tongues, 58. 
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help the WMJM--and any similar community engaged in intercultural ministry--

examine its own understanding of conversion. 

First, are we making converts rather than proselytes? Proselyte is an odd 

word in everyday speech; what we are really talking about is hangers-on, people 

drawn to and willing to identify with a certain form of American Christianity, 

maybe as much for the American aspect as the Christian aspect. These 

Americanized Christians may find themselves at odds with Japanese expressions 

of Christianity at home. Some aspects of American Christianity (which may or 

may not necessarily be biblical Christianity)--individualism, independence, 

freedom, emotional expressiveness, for example--may not translate well into 

Japan. While it is appropriate that Japanese students experience individual 

freedom and expressiveness, and while it is often these very experiences that 

attract them to the gospel, how can this be tempered so as not to undercut their 

ability to integrate into Japanese Christianity as returnees? Making proselytes of 

Japanese students may be very easy and natural due to the very fact that they are 

removed from home and culture and are exposed to, and increasingly attached 

to, an expression of Christianity that is not very Japanese. These students can be 

guided to think about how to "bring Christ to bear"61 in Japan and on their whole 

                                                 
61 Walls, Missionary Movement, 52. 
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lives as returnees to Japan. Part of the focus of discipleship can be on helping 

them "to go to school again with Christ"62 before and after returning to Japan. The 

constant reminder that conversion is the supernatural and unmanageable work 

of God's Spirit is one safeguard against proselytism. A recognition of the tension 

between the indigenizing and pilgriming principles is another. 

Second, are we developing converts to Christ rather than to Christianity, 

especially a certain cultural expression of Christianity? Phan's separating of 

conversion to religion from conversion to Christ lays out a difficult challenge, 

both in theory and in practice. He notes that the vast majority of conversions to 

Christianity63 in Asia have not been from the major Asian religions, because these 

"have penetrated deeply into the Asian soil" and "provide satisfactory answers to 

their existential problems."64 It is not enough just to move students from one 

religious identity to another, or even from no-religion to Christianity, as would 

be the case with most Japanese students. Similarly, many Japanese students 

experience a form of community in Michigan unlike any they may have 

previously experienced, a tight-knit community infused with warmth, welcome, 

love, and freedom. If conversion were simply to this community, the conversion 

                                                 
62 Walls, Missionary Movement, 52. 

63 Phan is drawing on the work of Wilbert Shenk and using his terminology. Thus, "to 

Christianity" instead of "to Christ." 

64 Phan, Tongues, 56, 59. 
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process would only melt away once the student leaves the community and 

returns home. The call to Jesus Christ must be presented as urgent and radical, 

personal and absolute. At the same time, it must be presented as fully compatible 

with Japanese identity and life back home. The WMJM has an opportunity to 

guide students in a process of discernment as to how they can be fully Japanese 

followers of Christ.  

Third, are we working out of an individualistic reading of the Great 

Commission, satisfied to make a few isolated Japanese disciples, or are we 

working towards something much bigger and more visionary--the discipling of 

Japan itself? This is one of the most compelling and urgent questions in my 

mind. Implicit in this question are two distinct visions: on the one hand, a vision 

that is relatively limited in scope, that sees evangelism and discipleship as 

constantly fighting the cultural current; on the other hand, a vision that is vast in 

scope, seeing evangelism and discipleship of returnees as ultimately shifting the 

current in Japan. I believe returnee converts to Christ are one of the most hopeful 

forces for cultural and ecclesiastical transformation in Japan, more so than 

foreign missionaries. As was true of Lourenço, so is also true of returnees today: 

"Lourenço was a Japanese and as such from the very nature of things a better 

judge of Japanese mentality, Japanese manners and customs, modes of 
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procedure, etc. than any foreigner could ever hope to be."65 Much of the work to 

date regarding returnees has focused on preparing them to survive as Christians 

in Japanese society and church.66 While this is essential, it is too myopic.  

While guarding against using individuals' conversions as a means to another 

end (the evangelization of Japan), it is through Christian returnees that the 

gospel may penetrate Japanese thought and culture.67 And it is through them that 

"the steady application of Christ and the word about Christ to [Japanese] 

processes and priorities" may occur.68 Of course we want to see this happening 

soon, but we also have to recognize that it could take years, generations,69 or even 

centuries. Regardless of the timeline, ministry among Japanese students in the 

U.S. can be invigorated by the larger purpose of Christ being "actualized" in 

Japan in ways that have not happened since the initial Jesuit mission, if at all.70  

                                                 
65 Arimichi Ebisawa, "Irmao Lourenco, the First Japanese Lay-Brother of the Society of Jesus and 

His Letter," Monumenta Nipponica 5, no. 1 (January 1942): 228. 

66 For example, the two "Returnee Workbooks" developed by the Japanese Christian Fellowship 

Network, a U.S.-based organization dedicated to equipping and supporting Christian 

returnees. 

67 Walls, Missionary Movement, 53. 

68 Walls, Missionary Movement, 35. 

69 Walls, Missionary Movement, 53. Commenting on the initial breakthrough from Jewish to 

Gentile Christianity, Walls writes: "Those Jewish Christians from Cyprus and Cyrene who had 

recognized that Jesus was also good news for their pagan friends began the discipling of a 

'nation.' It involved the penetration of thought patterns, the entry of the Gospel into the 

mental and moral processes. The penetration took centuries. It was never completed." 

70 By 1614, the number of Christians had reached anywhere from 300,000-750,000 (see endnote 2 

in Lee, Clash, 118). "The ratio of Christians to non-Christians was about three times higher 

than it is today" (Miura, Uchimura, 1).  
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Early in his career as a school teacher in Japan, Kanzo Uchimura provides us 

with a good model: 

Mine is not to reap, neither to sow, perhaps not even to plow, but to explore, 

 at best to break up the fertile but hard soil. The delightful task 'of bringing in 

 the sheaves' I will leave to my brethren of years and years after me. The result 

 of my work I am [anticipating] only through faith at a great distance. You 

 Christians who were brought up in Christian homes and are constantly 

 breathing Christian atmosphere can hardly imagine what a violent process it 

 is to bring 'heathen souls' to the conception of the Risen Redeemer.71 

 

With these three framing questions, four sub-questions should also be asked. 

How can returnees be equipped not only to survive spiritually in Japan, but to be 

agents of the conversion of Japanese culture? How can we help them to begin to 

think about how the Word might "pass into all those distinctive ways of thought, 

those networks of kinship, those special ways of doing things, that give [Japan] 

its commonality, its coherence, its identity."72 How can we ignite in them a vision 

that extends beyond themselves and their immediate social networks to seeing 

Japanese culture brought "into relation with the word about Christ,"73 even 

generations from now? And finally, how can we encourage some of those 

students who are called to ministry among the Japanese--both Japanese and 

American--to see West Michigan as a legitimate and fertile mission field and so to 

                                                 
71 Miura, Uchimura, 36. 

72 Walls, Missionary Movement, 51. 

73 Walls, Missionary Movement, 53. 
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remain here? 

2. Culture, Community, and Christian Unity 

As mentioned in the Introduction, the WMJM is a diverse, ecumenical 

community of believers and non-believers who gather together for worship, 

friendship, and fellowship. Here in this small community are the reverberations 

of rhythms deeply ingrained in the New Testament. It is a reflection of the great 

multitude in Revelation 7, the people of God "from every nation, tribe, people 

and language" united in worship of Christ. The baptism of the gentile Cornelius 

in Acts 10 opened the door for Jew and Gentile to go into one another's homes 

and eat together, a subversive symbolic act of unity and fellowship in Christ 

(Acts 11:3). The Jerusalem Council recognized and mandated that, as God does 

not discriminate between Jew and Gentile (Acts 15:9), neither would the Church. 

Paul's letter to the Ephesians further solidified all this. In Christ, division and 

hostility give way to reconciliation, peace, and visible unity so that Christ may be 

glorified (Ephesians 3:21). Paul's vision of the one body of Christ in 1 Corinthians 

12 and Colossians 3:11 is not just about a diversity of gifts and personalities in an 

otherwise homogeneous Church. It is about the necessary visible unity of people 

from irreconcilable, incompatible, mutually exclusive groups. It turns out that all 

these people who seem to have so little in common and so much reason to avoid, 
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ignore, look down on, or simply be unaware of each other actually need each 

other, and that the body of Christ is not made manifest when the old divisions--

economic, social, linguistic, cultural, or whatever they might be--are maintained. 

This biblical vision of a multicultural, multi-ethnic, multilingual Church both 

validates and is validated by the existence of actual multicultural, multi-ethnic, 

and multilingual worshiping communities here and now. In fact, the biblical 

vision requires the existence of these kinds of Christian communities. If this is 

what the Church looks like in theory, and what it will look like in its fullness 

when the Kingdom is fully established, then we are compelled to make it visible 

and real now, even if only in fragmentary and imperfect ways. Cross-cultural 

ministry and mission are not just "over there," somewhere foreign and faraway, 

or for churches and individuals who happen to have a "missional mindset," but 

are necessary to the flourishing of the whole church's identity and witness. This 

section will examine this claim in greater detail, first by considering Donald 

McGavran's homogeneous church growth principle, and then, in contrast, by 

grappling with Lamin Sanneh's call to Christian pluralism and Andrew Walls' 

vision of the Ephesian Moment. I am giving some space to Donald McGavran 

because his thought still maintains influence at the popular level. In my 

leadership experience with the Perspectives Course, for example, McGavran's 
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ideas are treated as almost sacrosanct, and much of the church growth 

movement and purpose-driven church models that drive North American ideas 

about evangelism and church health are rooted in his thinking. He provides a 

counterpoint to Walls' and Sannehs' work.  

McGavran is perhaps most recognizable for his homogeneous growth 

principle, by which he meant that "men like to become Christians without 

crossing racial, linguistic or class barriers."74 This is the support for his claim that 

mission and church growth are most effective along clear cultural, linguistic, or 

racial lines. "It does no good to say that tribal peoples ought not to have race 

prejudice. They do have it and are proud of it. It can be understood and should 

be made an aid to Christianization."75 Further, he argued that diversity within the 

church is a hindrance to effective evangelism and church growth. He called such 

a church "a conglomerate church--made up of members of several different 

segments of society. Some are old, some young, orphans, rescued persons, 

helpers and ardent seekers.... It is sealed off from all the people groups of that 

region. No segment of the population says, 'That group of worshipers is us.'"76  

Is McGavran correct? If Nihonkyo is a reality and a significant obstacle to 

                                                 
74 Donald McGavran, Understanding Church Growth (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1970), 

198. 

75 McGavran, Bridges, 324. 

76 Donald McGavran, "A Church in Every People," in Perspectives on the World Christian 

Movement: A Reader (Pasadena: William Carey Publishers, 1999), 617-18. 
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Christianity in Japan, is this proof of the usefulness or necessity of the 

homogeneous unit principle, or would the homogeneous principle only serve to 

reinforce Nihonkyo? In ministering among Japanese students in the United States, 

is the work rendered less effective because there are Japanese and Americans 

(and others), Christians and non-Christians, young and old, students and retirees 

in the same Christian community? Does the correct awareness of peoples 

necessitate discrete, homogeneous Christian communities?  

There are at least three problems with McGavran's premise. First is his 

blanket assumption that the primary goal of mission is rapid, numerically 

substantial church growth,77 which makes effective growth strategies of 

paramount importance. Other than making note of it in Acts as evidence of the 

Spirit's work, scripture neither shows a special concern for rapid church growth 

in the way McGavran does nor recommends tactics for church growth. In fact, 

despite Paul's rapid-fire church planting strategy, we are left with the impression 

that he left behind relatively small, scattered groups of believers. A second 

problem with McGavran's premise is that it appears to make culture and race 

                                                 
77 McGavran makes this assumption explicit on nearly every page of A Church in Every People. 

Some examples: "As a result, conglomerate congregations, made up of converts won in this 

fashion [one by one], grow very slowly" (618). "That is a sure way to guarantee that any 

churches started will be small, non-growing, one-by-one churches" (619). "Aim for scores of 

groups of that people to become Christians in an ever flowing stream across the years" (620). 

"We must continue to make sure that a constant stream of new converts comes into the ever-

growing cluster of congregations" (621). "But it [one by one] is a slow way" (621).  
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primary and absolute, even to the subordinating of the Church, Christian 

community, and conversion. McGavran conflates peoples with homogeneity and 

endorses a troubling tribalism, even racism, that is antithetical to the gospel. A 

third problem is that McGavran overlooks the oneness in Christ which runs 

through the entire New Testament. The homogeneous growth principle 

undercuts the unity and reconciliation of peoples within the body of Christ 

envisioned in the New Testament, a unity which has been made both possible 

and necessary by Christ's blood. This, in turn, undercuts the basis of ministries 

like the WMJM.  

Newbigin starts from another assumption: "The only absolute is Christ 

himself..."78 and "No group so absolutizes its own culture as to be immune to 

outside influences."79 On these grounds, Newbigin offers a hermeneutic of gospel 

and culture that draws implicitly from H.G. Gadamer. For Gadamer, the world of 

a text (the Bible, in our case) and the world of the text's interpreters meet in a 

"fusion of horizons." In this meeting, a new world is opened up that was not 

previously there. The gap between the two worlds closes and both the text and 

the interpreter are enriched. The text is not static and the interpreting community 

                                                 
78 Lesslie Newbigin, "Text and Context: the Bible in the church," Theological Review 5, no. 1 (April 

1982): 10. 

79 Newbigin, Open Secret, 145.  
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is not left unchanged. So Newbigin writes of a fusion of horizons that involves a 

world-opening dialogue between the missionary community and the receiving 

community.  

Until the end of time there will be a tension between the Gospel and every 

 human culture and therefore every human language. And yet understanding 

 is achieved.... There is--or by the grace of God there may be--a 'fusion of 

 horizons,' a new perspective in which both understand each other and find 

 that the Gospel is putting questions to both. Neither of the two cultures is 

 treated as absolute. Both sides find themselves obliged to undertake self-

 criticism.80  

 

Both Walls and Sanneh build on this recognition of the more ambiguous 

relationship between culture and Christ. They speak of cultural "blinkers" with 

which all Christian communities approach scripture and faith. We see what we 

are conditioned to see. We are unable to see things that to others are obvious. We 

ask the questions that arise from our cultural and historical circumstances. We 

find it strange that others ask different, seemingly irrelevant, questions. We 

accuse others of syncretism because we do not recognize the contextual validity 

or urgency of the questions they are attempting to answer. For Sanneh, crossing 

cultural boundaries enables Christians "to shed the blinkers of their cultural 

prejudice in order to face with unencumbered eyes the magnitude of God's 

                                                 
80 Newbigin, "Text and Context," 10. 
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salvific grace in other cultural settings."81 For Walls, our blind spots mean that we 

see some things better than others, and that in fact we need to see different 

things.82 But "mutual enrichment and self-criticism" is possible when Christians 

of disparate cultures learn to read the scriptures together.83  

In his work on the translatability of the Christian faith, Sanneh grounds his 

thinking in two foundational events in the book of Acts. The first is Pentecost, 

which proves to be a demonstration "that God accepts all cultures within the 

scheme of salvation, reinforcing the position that Jews and Gentiles are equal 

before God."84 The second is the conversion of Cornelius, with Peter's earth-

shaking realization that "God does not show favoritism but accepts from every 

nation the one who fears him and does what is right" (Acts 10:34-35). Taken 

together, these events constitute what Sanneh calls the Gentile breakthrough, 

signifying the "pluralist impetus of the gospel."85 They nullify all the claims of 

cultural favoritism or chauvinism which the church has made throughout its 

history, whether it be of Greek language and thought forms, Latin, German, 

                                                 
81 Lamin Sanneh, Translating the Message: The missionary impact on culture (Maryknoll: Orbis 

Books, 2009), 35. 

82 Walls, Missionary Movement, 12. 

83 Walls, Missionary Movement, 15. 

84 Sanneh, Translating, 53. 

85 Sanneh, Translating, 28. 
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European, North American, or Japanese.86 Pluralism--Sanneh's word for "the 

intercultural reality" of Christianity--is an assault on all forms of cultural idolatry, 

conformity, or submission.87 The pluralistic reality of Christianity opens cultures 

"to a wider community of sharing with neighboring or related cultures."88 In fact, 

Sanneh asserts that the Gentile breakthrough assures that "no one cultural 

expression of the religion is exclusive for expressing the fullness of the gospel."89 

The "idolatry of cultural immutability"90 is continuously resisted by translating 

the faith into new cultures. All of this clearly indicates that it is both desirable 

and necessary to pursue visible and actual manifestations of Christian pluralism.  

Both Sanneh and Walls maintain that no particular culture or language is 

either exclusive or sufficient for expressing the gospel. Where Sanneh's treatment 

of pluralism tends to the more macro and global level, Walls hones in on its 

visible reality in local Christian communities. The exemplar of this visible reality 

is what he calls the Ephesian Moment, and it is this that we turn to next for a 

brief exploration. 

Walls sees the Ephesian Moment--"the social coming together of people of 

                                                 
86 Sanneh, Translating, 28. 

87 Sanneh, Translating, 241. 

88 Sanneh, Translating, 243. 

89 Sanneh, Translating, 74. 

90 Sanneh, Translating, 92. 
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two cultures to experience Christ"91--as a very precise and short-lived historical 

moment in the church at Ephesus. He takes his cue first, not from Ephesians, but 

from Hebrews 11:39-40: "These were all commended for their faith, yet none of 

them received what had been promised, since God had planned something better 

for us so that only together with us would they be made perfect." Commenting 

on this, Walls writes: "The whole company of faith between [Abraham and us] 

are bound together as part of a single story, a single act of salvation. No part of 

the story is complete in itself, nor will it ever be. We can see, readily enough, the 

incompleteness of those who went before, yet we are not the final stage."92 On 

one level, we--cultural and historical others yet one in Christ--need each other. 

And yet, Walls wants to push deeper than that. The body of Christ, together with 

Christ's work of salvation, encompasses not only races and lifestyles and gifts, 

but also generations across time.  

In the church at Ephesus, two distinct and irreconcilable groups, Jew and 

Gentile, came together in one Christian community. That this comes so close on 

the heels of Acts 15, which may have unintentionally given permission for the 

development of two separate and distinct Christian communities (one Jew, the 

                                                 
91 Walls, Cross-cultural, 78. 

92 Walls, Cross-cultural, 73. 
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other Gentile), makes it all the more remarkable.93 At Ephesus, Jew and Gentile 

Christians were being formed together as bricks in God's temple (Eph. 2:19-22) 

and as parts of Christ's body (Eph. 4:12-16). It is this latter metaphor that Walls 

finds the most dynamic and instructive, particularly the "full stature" of Christ in 

verse 13. "The very height of Christ's full stature is reached," writes Walls, "only 

by the coming together of the different cultural entities into the body of Christ. 

Only 'together,' not on our own, can we reach his full stature."94 The full height of 

Christ cannot be reached unless the church, in all its unique diversity across both 

space and time is one, unless irreconcilable groups join together in worship and 

at the table, unless each sees the other as necessary for participation in Christ. For 

a brief moment in time, Jew and Gentile came together at Ephesus as one in 

Christ. Each needed the other, and each knew Christ more fully because of the 

other. Walls comments, "each was necessary to complete and correct the other; 

for each was an expression of Christ under certain specific conditions, and Christ 

is humanity completed.... None of us can reach Christ's completeness on our 

own. We need each other's vision to correct, enlarge, and focus our own; only 

together are we complete in Christ."95 This is a painful but necessary unity.96 It 

                                                 
93 Walls, Cross-cultural, 76. 

94 Walls, Cross-cultural, 77. 

95 Walls, Cross-cultural, 78-79. Similarly, see also Missionary Movement, 51: "Conversion to Christ 

does not produce a bland universal citizenship: it produces distinctive discipleships, as 
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stands against two ever-present temptations: on the one hand, the temptation to 

establish one cultural expression of the faith as superior and normative; on the 

other hand, the temptation to view each cultural expression as full and complete 

in itself, needing no input or correction from outside itself.97 

The experience at Ephesus was to be the pattern and standard of the Christian 

community, but it fell apart. In both a world and a church increasingly divided, 

Walls lays down an urgent call for a recovery of the Ephesian Moment.  

The Ephesian question at the Ephesian moment is whether or not the church 

 in all its diversity will demonstrate its unity by the interactive participation of 

 all its culture-specific segments, the interactive participation that is to be 

 expected in a functioning body. Will the body of Christ be realized or 

 fractured in this new Ephesians moment?... Perhaps the African and Asian 

 and Hispanic Christian diasporas in the West have a special significance in 

 the posing of the Ephesian question, and the United States, with its large 

 community of indigenous believers and growing Christian communities of 

 the diasporas, may be crucial for the answer that will be given to it.98 

 

The WMJM is not only about the turning of individuals to Christ, or even the 

great hope of turning Japan to Christ, but it is a sign of Christian unity and a 

place where the horizons of gospel and cultures meet. This community and 

ministry, while it overlaps with ministry in Japan, is something distinct. It is not 

                                                                                                                                                 
 diverse and variegated as human life itself. Christ in redeeming humanity brings, by the 

 process of discipleship, all the richness of humanity's infinitude of cultures and 

 subcultures into the variegated splendour of the Full Grown Humanity.... This means that 

 the influence of Christ is brought to bear on the points of reference in each group." 

96 Walls, Cross-cultural, 74. 

97 Walls, Cross-cultural, 79. 

98 Walls, Cross-cultural, 81. 
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just an extension of evangelism and discipleship in Japan. The "West Michigan" 

part of its name is essential to its identity. There is something dynamic 

happening in this local space and time that could not happen in Japan--except, 

perhaps in different ways, in international churches--nor could it happen in 

Japanese churches in the United States. Here and now, in this small corner of the 

world, the full stature of Christ is being made manifest and visible in an open, 

welcoming community with relatively fluid in-out boundaries. The gaps between 

the gospel and American and Japanese cultures is closing and each is being 

opened and enriched in new ways by the others. The gap between the past and 

present is also closing because, following Walls and the book of Hebrews, the 

WMJM has a place in the whole sweep of God's activity among the Japanese 

beginning at least with Francis Xavier in 1549 (though I would like to think that 

God didn't suddenly arrive in Japan with Xavier). The Jesuit pioneers in Japan, 

the Japanese in the Tokugawa era (1603-1868) who suffered public humiliation 

and died on crosses and in fires for their faith, the tiny Church in Japan today, 

and the students who encounter Christ through the WMJM are being made 

perfect in Christ together (Hebrews 11:40). Even if the ministry did not produce a 

single convert, or lead to the turning of Japan, its existence is vital as a visible 

testimony of Christian unity, as a concrete expression of the Kingdom's great 
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worshiping multitude, as a fusion of cultural horizons, and as a part of the long 

history of God's activity among the Japanese.  

3. The Nature of Evangelizing Mission  

In In Our Own Tongues, Peter Phan summarizes the differences between the 

old (mission defined by church) and new (church defined by mission) mission 

paradigms.99 He does this by considering "the five questions regarding the 

church's evangelizing mission: for what? to whom? by whom? with whom? and 

how?"100 How these five questions are answered has changed dramatically from 

the old to the new paradigm. In this last section, I want to review Phan's five 

questions and answers, then attempt to filter the WMJM through this paradigm.  

The old paradigm answered Phan's five questions in a way that placed the 

church before mission; in other words, a mission-defined-by-church model.101 

 For what? Mission is for saving souls and planting churches, emphasizing 

 moral and spiritual welfare. 

 To whom? Mission is to pagans as objects of conversion, not subjects for  

                                                 
99 The old paradigm, according to David Bosch, ran approximately from 600 to 1500 AD. 

 According to Phan, it was "characterized by two basic concerns: saving souls and church 

 extension" (Phan, Tongues, 34). Phan sees the new paradigm emerging not until the first 

 half of the twentieth century with the rapid demise of colonialism and the advance of 

 global secularization. The new paradigm emphasizes the centrality of the Kingdom of 

 God in Jesus' teaching and imagination (Phan, Tongues, 36-37).  

100  Phan, Tongues, 10. 

101  Phan, Tongues, 34-36. 
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  dialogue. 

 By whom? Mission is done by specially commissioned agents (priests,  

  missionaries) who are sent and controlled by the sending church. 

 With whom? Mission is done, not with local Christians or with other  

  missionaries, but with the lay people and church structures back home  

  that support the missionaries. 

 How? Mission is about replicating Western church models, because  

  Western culture is superior and because uniformity is construed as unity. 

 In the new paradigm, however, "the kingdom of God is prior to mission so 

mission is prior to the church... Mission defines what the church is and what it 

must do."102 This church-defined-by-mission paradigm answers the five basic 

questions from the vantage point of a much larger and more holistic vision.103  

 For what? Mission is for God. Its aim is not only saving souls and   

  planting churches, but primarily bearing witness to the full realization of 

  the kingdom of God. The church is subordinate to, in service to, and  

  oriented toward the reign of God. "The church has no self-identity except 

  as rooted in and derived from the mission that Jesus received from his  

                                                 
102  Phan, Tongues, 39. 

103  Phan, Tongues, 36-44. 
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  Father."104 

 To whom? Mission is to the whole world, the cosmos, the West, pagans,  

  and Christians themselves.  

 By whom? Mission is by God first (or to be more specific, the Holy Spirit), 

  and then by the whole community of believers. It is not a one-way  

  message of salvation to pagans only, but emphasizes dialogue, listening,  

  and a search for and recognition of the Holy Spirit's activity among  

  peoples to be evangelized. 

 With whom? Mission is with all Christians working together across  

  ecclesiastical and denominational boundaries in common witness to  

  the gospel, as well as in collaboration with followers of other religions. 

 How? Mission is done by personal witness and genuine dialogue. The  

  proclamation of Jesus Christ is central, but it can take a variety of forms  

  beyond verbal communication: stories, parables, symbols, personal  

  contact, inculturation, Christian life as proclamation, holiness of life, and 

  the silent witness of life. For Phan, the most effective method of   

  proclamation is dialogue. Dialogue emerges in four forms: sharing the  

  joys and pains of life; collaborative action for liberation and human  

                                                 
104  Phan, Tongues, 39. 
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  development; understanding and appreciation of other religious heritages; 

  and sharing religious experiences and practices.  

 This paradigm provides a helpful footing and rationale for the WMJM and 

ministries like it. We can use it as a filter for guiding the role, purpose, and goals 

of the WMJM.  

1. What for? The WMJM is for God, in identification with Jesus and his 

mission. It bears witness to the Kingdom in a concrete, visible, local 

worshiping and community life. It is, in Newbigin's words, "sign, 

instrument, and foretaste of God's redeeming grace for the whole life of 

society."105 This means that it is a community where Japanese and 

Americans, Christians and non-Christians, can together "taste and share 

the love of God..., where the love of God is available to sin-burdened men 

and women..., where the power of God is manifested in a community of 

sinners...," where men and women are drawn to Jesus, and "where the 

reign of God is present as love shared among the unlovely."106 

2. To whom? The WMJM is to both Japanese and Americans, Christians and 

non-Christians. While Japanese people may be the primary "target" of the 

                                                 
105 Lesslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 

 1989), 233. 

106  Newbigin, Open Secret, 54. 
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ministry, the place of non-Japanese participants cannot be undervalued. 

As "'inbetweeners,' 'transcultural persons' and 'glocal mediators,'" theirs is 

a vital bridge role between the gospel and the world.107 Yet this is a 

servant's role requiring great humility. Non-Japanese, at least as much as 

Japanese people, need to hear the voice of Japanese believers, and need 

the critique and enrichment that comes out of the fusion of gospel-culture 

horizons. Before they can be teachers or leaders, the non-Japanese 

members of the community--whether retired missionaries with lots of 

experience or fellow college students with none--must be listeners and 

learners. The ministry's existence is also a witness to the whole church in 

both cultures. It is a concrete, visible expression of the reconciliation and 

unity that only Christ can accomplish. The American church--especially in 

this case, the RCA as supporting denomination--can be enriched and 

challenged by seeing the ministry not as just some small mission activity 

for a few Japanese people and American Japanophiles, but as a model of 

what the body of Christ as missional community is and could be. It is a 

pedagogue for the American church. 

                                                 
107 Gary Fujino, "Glocal" Japanese Self-Identity: A Missiological Perspective on Paradigmatic 

 Shifts in Urban Tokyo," International Journal of Frontier Missiology, no. 27 (Winter 2010): 

 177. 
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3. By whom? The WMJM's witness is from God's Spirit. The presence and 

activity of the Holy Spirit is discerned through dialogue and listening, 

both interpersonally and cross-culturally, by Japanese and Americans, 

Christians and non-Christians genuinely listening to and learning from 

one another.  

4. With whom? One of the beauties of the WMJM is that it is a welcoming 

community for Christians from diverse traditions, as well as for seekers 

and skeptics typically from non-religious backgrounds (with a veneer of 

Shintoism, Buddhism, and Confucianism). Japanese non-believers can be 

engaged yet more fully as a means of enriching the community's 

understanding of gospel, culture, and witness. 

5. How? Proclamation of Jesus Christ is central to the worship and witness 

of the WMJM. If Phan is right and dialogue is the most effective means of 

proclamation, this is an area of potential growth for the ministry.   

Conclusion 

 In this chapter I have explored the intersections of mission, gospel, culture, 

and Christian unity. I have attempted to erect a missiological framework for the 

WMJM on three footings: the nature of evangelizing mission; the importance of 

visible Christian unity; and the nature of conversion and its relationship to 
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culture. The WMJM is by and for God. It is a sign of his kingdom and grace not 

only to those involved directly in the community, but to the wider church and 

society, primarily in the United States, but also in Japan. A central theme of 

mission is honest, searching dialogue, particularly between Christians of 

different cultures, as well as between Christians and non-Christians. The idea 

that homogeneity and rapid church growth are biblical values has been rejected. 

Rather, the biblical vision of a multicultural, multi-ethnic, multilingual Church 

requires the existence of actual, visible multicultural, multi-ethnic, and 

multilingual worshiping communities here and now. The WMJM is one such 

community, an expression of a new Ephesian Moment. It is a living 

demonstration to both church and culture of reconciliation and unity in Christ. It 

has also been asserted that conversion is at the heart of Christian mission, which 

means there should be no unnecessary anxiety or timidity about seeking others' 

conversion. However, a healthy understanding of conversion requires some 

nuance and careful examination. Four important implications of conversion have 

been explored: conversion is not proselytism; conversion means turning to 

Christ; conversion involves the turning of culture to Christ; and conversion is the 

result of God's action and not coercion or persuasion by the witnessing 

community. Finally, I here raise a series of questions that can help intercultural 
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Christian communities like the WMJM evaluate their ministry in relation to 

conversion: 

 Are we making converts rather than proselytes? 

 Are we developing converts to Christ rather than to Christianity, 

especially to a certain cultural expression of Christianity? 

 Are we making only some isolated Japanese disciples, or are we working 

towards the discipling of Japan itself? To that end: 

 a)How can returnees be equipped not only to survive spiritually in 

Japan, but to be agents of the conversion of Japanese culture?  

 b)How can we help them to begin to think about how the gospel might 

pass through them into "all those distinctive ways of thought, those 

networks of kinship, those special ways of doing things, that give 

[Japan] its commonality, its coherence, its identity."108  

 c)How can we ignite in them a vision that extends beyond themselves 

and their immediate social networks to seeing Japanese culture 

brought "into relation with the word about Christ,"109 even generations 

from now? 

In Luke 24:13-49, two dejected disciples on the Emmaus Road unknowingly 

                                                 
108  Walls, Missionary Movement, 51. 
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encountered the risen Jesus. Though he taught them from the scriptures, he did 

not attempt to persuade them of his identity. They recognized Jesus only through 

the sudden and supernatural experience of having their eyes opened in an 

impromptu eucharist. They said of their strange encounter with Jesus that it was 

as though their hearts had burned within them. With eyes wide open and a fire 

in their bellies, they immediately ran back to Jerusalem as euphoric and 

irrepressible (returnees?) witnesses of the resurrection. In mid-sentence, it seems, 

Jesus was suddenly present with all the disciples, proceeded to teach them about 

himself from the scriptures, and commissioned them as witnesses. This is a big-

picture model for ministry among Japanese students-cum-returnees: that their 

hearts would burn in a living encounter with Jesus Christ while in the United 

States, that their eyes would be opened by the Holy Spirit, that they would 

understand themselves as witnesses of Christ and agents of transformation in 

Japan and/or among the Japanese diaspora, and that through them Christ would 

make himself vitally present and known in Japan. 
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 Chapter 2 - The Problem of Identity as Missiological Opportunity 

 

  "'I am not sure what 'my true self' is. I am not sure if I just have never been in 

a place where I could be myself or whether I just don't have a 'true self' or 

whether I am always just trying to adjust to others."1 This conflicted reflection is 

from a young woman who, after spending ten years in North America, struggled 

to find her place again in Japan. For many returnees like her, going home to 

Japan is not only a matter of readjusting to daily life and culture, but can lead to 

more confusing, turbulent existential questions about personal identity, one's 

place in the world, and the meaning of being Japanese. Christian returnees face 

the added burden of trying to explain their new faith to friends and family, and 

trying to sustain their faith in a largely non-supportive environment. It seems to 

confirm Shusaku Endo's insight that Japan may be a swamp in which the roots of 

Christianity quickly rot.2 

 Missionary Peter Lundell asks, "Why has more than one person I have met 

given as the main reason for not becoming a Christian 'because I am Japanese'?"3 

For anyone engaged in ministry among Japanese people, this is one of the critical 

                                                 
1 Satoko Akashi, "Contrasting Experiences in Returnee Adjustment: Those who adjust easily 

 and those who do not," International Journal of Intercultural Relations 33, no. 4 (July 2009): 271. 

2 Shusaku Endo, Silence, (New York: Taplinger Publishing Company, 1980), 237, 241, 243. 

3 Peter Lundell, "Behind Japan's Resistant Web: Understanding the Problem of Nihonkyo," 

Missiology, no. 4 (October 1995): 404. 
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questions. Both the missionary's question and the young returnee's confusion 

over her sense of true self drive at the heart of the problem of identity. On the one 

hand, the returnee may be the quintessential Japanese person, unsure of who she 

is in a society unsure of who it is. On the other hand, being Japanese can be such 

a substantial part of an individual's sense of self as to make it extremely 

challenging to figure out how to be all at the same time Japanese, a returnee and, 

especially, a Christian.  

 In chapter one, I considered the relationships between identity, culture, and 

conversion. In this chapter, I will explore more deeply the meaning of identity, 

the problems of identity that seem to be inherent within the Japanese worldview, 

and how those problems impinge upon Christian returnees. The chapter will be 

divided into three parts. The first section will provide an overview of the reasons 

why I believe identity is a crucial issue for ministry among Japanese students, 

with a look at the meaning of identity and its associated sociological and 

theological problems. The second section will explore in detail Japanese self-

identity--especially the role of the other--nationally, historically, and 

interpersonally. This section will be of some length in order to build a case for 

both the basic problems, as well as the opportunities, inherent in Japanese 

identity. The third section will attempt to synthesize material from chapter one 
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with issues of identity raised in this chapter through a case study of Kanzo 

Uchimura. The overall goal of this chapter is to examine the interplays between 

culture and faith in identity-formation, in order to view problems of identity 

among Japanese student returnees as missiological opportunities, and to help 

ministries like the West Michigan Japanese Ministry effectively disciple such 

students for the long-term viability of their faith once they return to Japan. We 

will consider how Japanese Christian returnees need to be equipped to work out 

an identity as defined in Christ and not only defined by traditional sources of 

identity and the civil religion, with an overlay of Christianity.  

1. The Meaning, Problem, and Missiological Opportunity of 

Identity  

 Human beings have a basic identity problem. Questions of identity are real 

and urgent today in the face of at least three related issues: globalization; 

separatism or self-determination; and civil religion. Globalization (perhaps better 

described as global Americanization) has helped create a world of exceptionally 

cheap, rapid communications and transportation, coupled with modernism's 

emphasis on individuals' supposed autonomy and choice. The almost limitless 

freedom to travel and move from country to country, to learn new languages, to 

make new friends, to weave in and out of new communities, and to pursue 
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education and work in distant places, has allowed individuals to redefine and 

reinvent themselves (or at least to imagine that they can), but has also left them 

increasingly rootless and disconnected from communities and cultures of origin. 

This means that traditional foundations of identity--family, community, faith, 

nation, etc.--are eroded. In this climate of supposedly limitless individual 

autonomy, choice, change, and travel, one's sense of belonging and identity can 

become tenuous and conflicted.  

 Globalization has introduced cultural insecurity, exacerbating questions of 

local identity and self-determination throughout the world.4 We are witnessing 

the rapid fracturing of societies along ethnic, linguistic, religious, and political 

lines (often overlapping and indistinguishable from one another), as 

demonstrated, for example, in current movements for separatism/self-

determination from Kurdistan to Crimea, Xinjiang to Scotland, Catalonia to 

Hong Kong. In fact, there were at least 70 separatist movements worldwide as of 

2008.5 My hunch is that, despite vastly different social and political situations, 

                                                 
4 Koichi Iwabuchi. "Complicit Exoticism: Japan and its other," Continuum: The Australian Journal 

of Media & Culture 8, no. 2 (1994): Kokusaika, para. 9; David Willis, Eriko Onoda, and Walter 

Enloe, "Kikokusha: Japan's returnees," 相愛大学研究論集 10 (March 1994): 105; Timothy Iles, The 

Crisis of Identity in Contemporary Japanese Film: personal, cultural, national (Boston: Brill, 2008), 

42. 

5 "Sepatarist Movements: Should nations have a right to self-determination?" CQ Global 

Researcher 2, no. 4, (April 2008): 87, accessed July 2, 2014, 

http://www.cqpress.com/docs/AffiliationsPDFs/ 
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they all share a common concern with knotty questions about self-identity and 

the Other. Nations and local communities are forced to ask what it means to be a 

particular people or nation, and to assert their distinctiveness and right to self-

determination against Western, particularly American, self-interest, products, 

language, values, and other cultural artifacts. But the challenge is even larger 

than that, since identity all over the world is becoming "fluid, pluralistic, 

fragmentary and syncretistic...."6 With growing confusion over who we are, we 

become increasingly "uncertain and vulnerable."7 As will be demonstrated in this 

chapter, the Other looms large in Japanese self-identity--personally, nationally, 

and historically. For Christian returnees, this points to a need to evaluate Japan's 

concern with the Other biblically, and to form an identity in relation to Jesus 

Christ. 

  Finally, every nation develops some form of civil religion by which its people 

subconsciously form their identity. The American civil religion is rooted in a 

belief about divinely ordained manifest destiny, with associated assumptions 

about God-given rights, freedoms, and privileges. These beliefs and assumptions 

have been traditionally justified with Judeo-Christian rhetoric, in which 

                                                                                                                                                 
 separatists.pdf. 

6 J. T. Witvliet, "Christian Identity in Cross-Cultural Perspective," in Studies in Reformed Theology, 

vol. 8: Christian identity in cross-cultural perspective. ed. Martien E Brinkman. and Dirk van 

Keulen (Zoetermeer, Netherlands: Uitgeverij Meinema, 2003), 173. 

7 Witvliet, "Christian Identity," 173. 
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Christianity is co-opted for the pursuit of American ideals about life, liberty, and 

the pursuit of happiness. Japan's civil religion is rooted in myths of a 

homogeneous, singularly unique nation and people created by the gods, in 

which Christianity has often been viewed as a foreign intruder. For many 

American Christians and churches, it becomes very difficult to recognize a 

biblical worldview distinct from, and at odds with, an American worldview, and 

to separate the gospel from the civil religion. For many Japanese Christians and 

churches, it can be difficult to maintain a faith that is at odds with the civil 

religion of "Japaneseness," where Christianity can become a sect of "Japanism," 

and where the accusation has been leveled that "most pastors are more Japanese 

than Christian."8 Furthermore, the exclusivity demanded of the gospel clashes 

with Japanese folk religion and religious attitudes,9 which are intertwined with 

what it means to be Japanese.  

  What constitutes personal identity? What makes for a healthy sense of 

identity? The idea of a true self is ambiguous and fleeting, especially if we 

attempt to look internally to discover or create it.10 "The heart is hopelessly dark 

and deceitful," says Jeremiah, "a puzzle that no one can figure out" (Jeremiah 

                                                 
8 Lundell, "Resistant," 407-408. Which raises the question of whether most American pastors 

might also be more American than Christian. 

9 Mark R. Mullins, "The Situation of Christianity in Contemporary Japanese Society," Japan 

Christian Quarterly, no. 55 (1989): 12. 

10 Or, as Witvliet states it, "somewhere in the depth of [our] souls," "Christian Identity," 179. 
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17:9). And "people's lives are not their own; it is not for them to direct their steps" 

(Jeremiah 10:23). Identity comes primarily from outside the self and cannot 

simply be self-constructed. At its root is belonging. A healthy identity--one that 

weathers change, transcends the rhetoric of civil religion, cherishes the value and 

integrity of others different from oneself, and is a source of not only assurance 

but also humility and compassion--grows out of personal and corporate self-

awareness as to belonging. Who do I/we belong to? Where do I/we belong? What 

history do I/we belong to? What freedoms or limitations do these "belongings" 

place on me/us? Given those freedoms and limitations, who am I/we able or 

unable to become? A healthy identity rooted in belonging is also able to critically 

evaluate the limits or deficiencies of one's inherited belonging--xenophobic or 

xenophilic perceptions of the Other, for example, or the idolatries of civil 

religion. Is it possible for me/us to discard, transcend, or otherwise graft new 

senses of belonging to our old ones in ways that make me/us healthier and more 

whole? Positive self-discovery or self-definition--the freedom to tinker, explore, 

clarify and grow--is contingent upon knowing where one belongs, along with its 

limitations. The raw material of our belonging has very little to do with personal 

choice, since no one at birth chooses their geography, culture, history, ethnicity, 

language, family, body, gender, etc. In other words, "there is no selfhood outside 
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of relationship,"11 so the issue of relatedness in identity is paramount. If those to 

whom I belong, whether family or nation, have a distorted, damaged or 

unreflective sense of self and belonging, then it is likely I will also have a 

distorted, damaged or unreflective sense of self and belonging.  

  One possible symptom of a distorted or damaged Japanese self-identity and 

sense of belonging may be the social problem of hikikomori, or acute social 

withdrawal syndrome. Hikikomori (the term applies both to the condition and the 

individual) are young adults (generally 18-40) who have more or less completely 

withdrawn from society and relationships, living in isolation in their parents' 

home, locked away in their rooms often for years on end, depending on financial 

support from their parents. About half behave violently toward their parents.12 

There are between 410,000 and 1.5 million hikikomori or potential hikikomori 

cases.13 One estimate places up to 60% of the Japanese population in the category 

of "covert hikikomori," those who are functional in society but are unable to trust 

others and relate well to people.14 Its root causes are believed to be a confluence 

                                                 
11 Parker J. Palmer, Let Your Life Speak: Listening for the voice of vocation (San Francisco: Jossey-

Bass, 2000), 17. 

12 William Kremer and Claudia Hammond, "Hikikomori: Why are so many Japanese men 

refusing to leave their rooms?" BBC News Magazine (July 4, 2013), accessed on May 23, 2014, 

http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-23182523. 

13 Xander Krieg and Jane R. Dickie, "Attachment and hikikomori: A psychosocial developmental 

model," International Journal of Social Psychology 59, no. 1 (February 2013): 61. 

14 From an interview in an e-newsletter sent to me by the interviewee: Tim Cole, "Psychologist 
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of parental rejection, lack of attachment in infancy, and peer rejection in 

adolescence,15 all of which have to do with a severely damaged sense of 

belonging, or a crippling sense of non-belonging.  

  A distorted and damaged sense of self-identity and belonging is, according to 

scripture, not just the Japanese situation, but the human situation. One 

theologian has made the sweeping assertion that identity is neither a biblical 

concept nor concern.16 I disagree. The questions about identity and belonging 

listed above are among our most basic anthropological and cosmological ones.17 

The Bible is profoundly concerned with such questions. Scripture describes our 

basic identity as having been deeply damaged, while also able to be re-formed 

and healed. The Fall narrative in Genesis 3 portrays identity as a universal 

problem rooted in our disobedience to and betrayal of God. It is a portrait of 

humanity in which the dark hues of alienation and estrangement have colored 

every aspect of our identity. Disobedience leads first to alienation from God 

(Gen. 3:8-10; Ps. 13:1), which breeds alienation from others (Gen. 3:12, 16), and 

finally, alienation from self (Gen. 3:7). Human identity as it was meant to be--

                                                                                                                                                 
Hattori Yuichi Describes the Japanese Family and the "Hikikomori Epidemic" in The Family 

Forum Japan #7 (June 2007). 

15 Krieg, "Attachment," 62, 65. 

16 Witvliet, "Christian Identity," 169. 

17 Phan, Tongues, 58. Along with the question of theodicy ("Why is there evil?"), and eschatology 

("What is there after this life?"). 
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grounded in right, fulfilling relationship with God, others, and self--is twisted by 

the terror of exposure and vulnerability, by fear, shame, blame, and misused 

desire and power. The portrait of human identity in Genesis 3 touches on our 

"deepest existential problems," and the anxiety, sense of meaninglessness, and 

constant searching that seem so endemic among both American and Japanese 

young adults is rooted in this basic human condition.18  

  Much of scripture is concerned with the recovery of a right and healthy 

identity. In Ephesians 2, for example, Paul builds on the theme of alienation. In 

describing the condition inherited from Genesis 3, he uses language highly 

charged with the sense of estrangement: separate, excluded, foreigners, far away 

(Ephesians 2:12-13. Similarly, his description of the relationship between Jewish 

and Gentile communities--each mutually and absolutely other--is one of 

alienation: barrier, dividing wall, hostility, foreigners, strangers (Ephesians 

2:14,19). Grace through Christ is the antidote to alienation and the introduction 

of a new sense of belonging: nearness, peace, one new humanity, one body, 

reconciled, fellow citizens, members of God's household, joined together, built 

together (Ephesians 2:13-22). Ephesians 3:15 is about "Name" and "family," words 

about identity, about who we are, where we come from, and where we belong. 

                                                 
18 John A. Hammes, "Atheistic Humanistic and Christian Humanistic Perspectives on the 

Human Condition," Journal of Psychology & Theology 3, no. 1 (Winter 1975): 40. 
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For Paul, the problem of identity and belonging is resolved when our 

fundamental alienation from God, others, and self is healed through a new 

relatedness to Christ. We will return to this in chapter 4. But for now, it is 

important to recognize that the multifaceted problem of identity, belonging, and 

the Other represents an incredibly strategic missiological opportunity, an inroad 

for the healing, transformative message of a new identity in Christ. Missionary 

Gary Fujino has summarized the opportunity in this way: 

  The question of identity is fast becoming a missiological issue of global  

  proportions. Fundamental questions such as 'Who are we?' and 'Who are  

  they?' have become ever more complicated and intricate amidst the   

  contemporary forces of globalization. A new 'glocal' reality is impacting and 

  shifting personal identities at the core, at the level of a person's daily life,  

  creating an intermingling of identities that could potentially affect our  

  missional efforts to reach people in terms of who they are.19 

 

2. Problems and Opportunities in Japanese Identity 

a. The role of the Other  

  The problems of identity, alienation, and belonging, though of course not 

unique to the Japanese, appear to be especially acute for them. A "continuous 

Japanese self-identity crisis"20 becomes apparent when Christian returnees try to 

                                                 
19 Fujino, "Glocal," 171. 

20 Lee, Clash, 102. See also Iles, Crisis, 1; Iwabuchi, "Complicit," Kokusaika, para. 31-33; Willis, 

Onoda and Enloe, "Kikokusha," 106, 109; Mark Dominey, "Anatman as a Metaphor for Japan," 

in Sharing Jesus in the Buddhist World, ed. David Lim and Steve Spaulding (Pasadena: 

William Carey Library, 2003), 173; and Aike P. Rots, "Ambiguous Identities: Negotiating 

Christianity and 'Japaneseness,'" in Handbook of Contemporary Japanese Religions, ed. Inken 
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re-establish themselves in Japan. It is also evident, for example, in Japanese 

social-psychology and self theory,21 historical and contemporary debates within 

Japan about national and cultural identity, and in the Japanese fixation on the 

Other.  

  Anxiety or a feeling of vulnerability about one's identity can create a need to 

fixate on the Other, not only accentuating the differences between "us" and 

"them," but also defining oneself in terms of the Other.22 "Stereotyping the image 

of the 'the other' is," writes Theo Witvliet, "therefore, inevitably the counterpart 

of the crisis of self-identity. Stigmatization of the other is inevitably the reverse 

side of disintegration of identity."23 If this is the case, then the Japanese fixation 

with the Other is rooted, at least in part, in anxiety and vulnerability over Japan's 

own identity. 

  The ever-watching eyes or piercing gaze of others is a repetitive theme in 

discussions of Japanese self-identity, both on the personal and national level. The 

Japanese have been described as never being truly alone,24 existing always in 

                                                                                                                                                 
Prohl and John Nelson (Boston: Brill, 2012), 320. 

21 See Nancy Rosenberger, ed. Japanese Sense of Self, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1992). Also, Takeo Doi's significant (nihonjinron) contribution to understanding Japanese self-

identity, particularly The Anatomy of Dependence (1973), The Anatomy of Self (1986), and 

Understanding Amae (2005). 

22 Witvliet, "Christian Identity," 173. 

23 Witvliet, "Christian Identity," 174. 

24 Fujino, "Glocal," 175. 
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relation to other people,25 living in the shadow of what others think,26 and having 

a sense of self "defined, sustained, enhanced, or blemished through social 

interaction."27 Takami Kuwayama has described Japanese society as having a 

"reference-other orientation."28  

 This other-orientation touches deeply on identity as belonging. In Japan, 

belonging and non-belonging impact nearly every aspect of life, from family to 

school to work to social interactions and obligations. Marking insider-outsider 

boundaries, knowing who belongs and who does not, is an essential aspect of 

both personal and national identity,29 an entire social system embedded in 

language, institutional hierarchies from elementary schools to corporations, and 

the very meaning of what it means to be Japanese. But insider-outsider 

boundaries are often not so very clear, which leaves many individuals and whole 

groups of people stuck in ambiguous social margins.30 These marginals include 

ethnic Koreans born and raised for multiple generations in Japan, the Ainu 

(aboriginal peoples), and the burakumin (untouchables), all of whom experience 

                                                 
25 Fujino, "Glocal," 173. 

26 Lundell, "Resistant," 409. 

27 Rosenberger, Sense, 106. 

28 Rosenberger, Sense, 131. 

29 Ching-Lin Pang, Negotiating Identity in Contemporary Japan: The case of the kikokushijo (New 

York: Columbia University Press, 2000), 177. 

30 Iwabuchi, "Complicit," Who Imagines Japaneseness?, para. 5-7, 16-17; Pang, Negotiating, 177. 
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various degrees of ongoing ostracization and exclusion.31 The margins of 

Japanese society have also traditionally included women, the working class,32 

ideological or criminal deviants, those with unusual family or work 

circumstances, and anyone with foreign blood or foreign contact.33 Christian 

returnees, with their foreign contact and "foreign" faith, face a double 

marginalization, even if not necessarily overt or explicit. In the next three 

sections, I will explore the relationships between Japanese identity and the Other, 

first on a national level through history, and then on an interpersonal level. 

b. National identity: historical movements 

 Timothy Iles posits a handful of reasons for Japan's current identity crisis: the 

defeat of World War II;34 alienation resulting from urbanization and 

modernization;35 the collapse of the Bubble economy of the 1970s and 80s;36 

family breakdown caused by parents favoring work over home,37 

internationalization, and rampant consumerism.38 As a nation that accomplished 

                                                 
31 Jacques Kamstra, "Shinkoku (Divine Country) and the Violation of Human Rights," in Human 

 Rights and Religious Values: An uneasy relationship?, ed. Abdullahi A. An-Naim, Jerald D. Gort, 

 Henry Jansen, Hendrik M. Vroom (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1995), 165; also 

 Iwabuchi, "Complicit," Who Imagines Japaneseness?, para. 17. 

32 Iwabuchi, "Complicit," Who Imagines Japaneseness?, para. 17. 

33 Pang, Negotiating, 179. 

34 Iles, Crisis, 20. 

35 Iles, Crisis, 4-5. 

36 Iles, Crisis, 22-23. 

37 Iles, Crisis, 25. 

38 Iles, Crisis, 25. 
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the  feat of two centuries of international isolation (approximately 1633-1853), 

Japan has had a conflicted response to post-World War II globalization. An 

obsession first with modernization (kindaika) in the mid-20th century, then with a 

vague notion of "internationalization" (kokusaika) in the late 20th century39 exists 

in tension with Japan's ongoing "mythic ideal of itself as in some ways closed off, 

isolated, or unique from 'world culture'...."40 But to leave it at that, as if that 

adequately explained things, is to stop short. We need to spend some time in 

Japanese history in order to have any chance of understanding contemporary 

Japanese self-identity.  

 It has become a truism that only a scant 1% of Japanese are Christian.41 The 

                                                 
39 Willis, Onoda, and Enloe, "Kikokusha," 108; Iles, Crisis, 30. 

40 Iles, Crisis, 42. 

41 I call this a truism because the oft-quoted 1% rule is not necessarily accurate or helpful, both in 

terms of the actual number of Christians and the influence of Christianity on society. A 1981 

NHK survey found that nearly 30% of those aged 16-19 viewed Christianity favorably. (Mark 

R. Mullins, Susumu Shimazono, and Paul L. Swanson, Religion and Society in Modern Japan, 

(Fremont, CA: Asian Humanities Press, 1993), 51). Even more importantly, an extensive 2001 

Gallup poll showed that 7% of Japanese teens claim to be Christians. 

(http://www.christianpost.com/news/more-people-claim-christian-faith-in-japan-1549. 

Accessed July 8, 2014.) And a 2003 poll sponsored by Kokugakuin University found that 

almost 13% of respondents belonged to a "Christian group" (group was not defined), while 

about 2.3% claimed to have Christian faith (http://whatjapanthinks.com/2005/08/25/what-do-

the-japanese-really-believe, accessed July 8, 2014.) Beyond such statistics, Christianity plays a 

role in Japanese society that far outweighs its minority status, with significant influence 

especially in education, politics, and literature (Rots, "Ambiguous," 310; Miura, Uchimura, 9). A 

disproportionate number of the architects and influencers of modern Japan during the Meiji 

era were Christians, and "many of the most articulate among those who desired political 

change came from its adherents" (Howes, Prophet, 79). These included: Kanzo Uchimura 

(nationalist, anti-war protestor, journalist, educator, theologian); Tsuda Sen (founder of 

universities and schools); Toson Shimazaki (poet, novelist); Kimura Kumaji (pastor, educator, 
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conventional wisdom is that the supposed resistance to or rejection of 

Christianity by the Japanese is not a direct result of traditional Japanese culture 

per se, but was rather the result of reactionary and repressive Tokugawa-era laws 

and ideology.42 I am unconvinced. Political, nationalist, and socio-cultural values 

do not materialize out of nowhere; they germinate from seeds already in the 

ground. I believe the historical record demonstrates a deeply rooted civil religion 

of "Japaneseness"--with painstaking attention to the uniqueness of the Japanese 

people and a consistent fixation on the other--which has limited the numeric 

growth of the church and created pressure against personal Christian faith.  

 The role of the Other, of insider-outsider boundaries, and of shades of 

                                                                                                                                                 
founder of schools, offered position as Counsel General in New York); Niijima Jo (university 

founder, pastor, considered one of the great educators of Meiji Japan); Mori Arinori (Minister 

of Education, architect of modern educational system, ambassador to USA, China, Great 

Britain); Ibuka Kajinosuke (pastor, educator); Nitobe Inazo (economist, diplomat, scholar, 

educator, Under-Secretary General of League of Nations); Uemura Masahisa (pastor, 

theologian, educator); and Kozaki Hiromichi (university president, pastor, founder of 

Japanese YMCA). Their spiritual and philosophical influence on Japanese society and on 

following generations cannot be underestimated.  

42 Andrew Ross, for example, asserts that the Tokugawa anti-Christian ideology "was not 

something natural or inherent" (Ross, Vision, 115). Peter Lundell offers a similar perspective: 

"Japanese society, language, and religion were intact and highly developed [during the 

Tokugawa era]. And the church grew like wildfire. This strongly suggests that Japanese 

culture per se is not the main hindrance to evangelism" (Lundell, "Resistant," 405). Aike Rots 

follows the same line: Christianity's lack of success "can be explained by referring to the 

widespread anti-Christian discourse that had existed and had been developed in Japan for 

several centuries..." during the Tokugawa and early Meiji eras (Rots, "Ambiguous," 311). 

Finally, Robert Lee describes the pre-Tokugawa Christianity as thriving (Lee, Clash, 99). The 

mixed political and economic motivations behind the rapid growth of the church in the 16th 

century need to be given due weight, and whether Christianity actually thrived needs greater 

scrutiny. 
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belonging and non-belonging, have had a significant part in developing the sense 

of who "we Japanese" are. Comparisons by the Japanese themselves between 

Japan and other nations is such a large issue that it has been called the "beloved 

national pastime."43 A detailed historical survey would be far beyond the scope of 

this project, so I will provide a few representative examples that show very early 

efforts to circumscribe Japanese national identity in relation to the Other. 

Following this, we will look at the more contemporary issue of nihonjinron, or 

theories of Japaneseness. 

 Two texts, the Nihon Shoki ("Chronicles of Japan," compiled 720 AD) and the 

Kojiki ("Records of Ancient Matters," compiled 680-712 AD), comprise Japan's two 

earliest written records and form a sort of Japanese (thus, Shinto) scripture. In 

them, we find the fascinating creation myths that tell of the gods forming earth's 

first lands out of the briny oceans--the Japanese islands, of course. And of their 

daughter Amaterasu, the sun goddess herself, whose descendants rule Japan on 

the imperial throne (that is, until Hirohito renounced imperial divinity in 1946 

under pressure from the American occupiers). The important point for our 

purposes is that these stories helped to create an ethos of Japan as distinct from 

                                                 
43 Mullins, Shimazono and Swanson, "Religion," 49.  
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all other places, "the first land... whose way of life is established by the gods."44 

This appears as a recurring historical motif in Japanese self-identity.   

 The Nihon Shoki contains the text of the Seventeen-Article Constitution 

(Jushichijo Kenpo), Japan's first so-called constitution, drafted in 604 AD. A strong 

Confucian influence runs through this document, with heavy emphasis on 

harmony within hierarchy, proper order, and right behavior.45 It has been argued 

that the same values of harmony and conformity enshrined in this constitution 

still dominate Japanese society.46 Whether or not it is really true that harmony 

and conformity are universal Japanese values, it at least functions as a sort of 

national myth, which becomes important in the development of later theories of 

Japaneseness, and which impinges upon Christian identity. We will return to this 

in our discussion of nihonjinron. 

  Evidence indicates that in the 8th and 9th centuries AD there were efforts to 

purify Japanese history and Buddhism of foreign elements. Emperor Kammu 

                                                 
44 Kamstra, "Shinkoku," 155. 

45 For example: Article 1: "Harmony should be valued and quarrels should be avoided...." Article 

3: "Do not fail to obey the commands of your Sovereign. He is like Heaven, which is above the 

Earth...." Article 4: "...if the superiors do not behave properly, the inferiors are disorderly; if 

inferiors behave improperly, offenses will naturally result...." Article 10: "Let us control 

ourselves and not be resentful when others disagree with us... and though we may think we 

alone are in the right, let us follow the majority and act like them." Article 15: "To subordinate 

private interests to the public good...." from "Primary Source Document with Questions 

(DBQs): The Constitution of Prince Shotoku," Asia for Educators; Columbia University, 

accessed March 28, 2014, http://afe.easia.columbia.edu/ps/japan/shotoku.pdf. 

46 Dominey, "Anatman," 185. 
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(737-806 AD) burned documents which established that Japan had been subject 

to Korea.47 Still later, in 815 AD, Korean names were erased from the register of 

noble families, which dated as far back as 659 AD.48 These are more than simply 

isolated, atypical occurrences. Multiple scholars have argued that present-day 

official and unofficial marginalization of ethnic Koreans, Ainu, and burakumin is 

predicated upon a historical tendency not to differentiate between land, 

language, race, ethnicity, and nationality.49 In other words, being Japanese is 

somehow bundled up with all these elements. Koreans are simply not Japanese 

and do not belong. This becomes a keystone in nihonjinron thinking. 

 The idea of Japan as the land of the gods developed into a sophisticated 

political and cultural creed. The Kojiki and Nihon Shoki provided grounds for a 

concept called shinkoku,50 meaning "divine country,"51 or more literally, "land of 

the gods."52 As such, Japan came to be viewed as a holy land offering shelter to 

sacred beings (kami).53 In turn, the kami specially protect the Japanese territory 

                                                 
47 Kamstra, "Shinkoku," 160. 

48 Kamstra, "Shinkoku," 160. 

49 Iwabuchi, "Complicit," Who Imagines Japaneseness?, para. 17; Kamstra, "Shinkoku," 165; Befu, 

Hegemony, 68. 

50 Paul H. Varley, trans., A Chronicle of Gods and Sovereigns: Jinno Shotoki of Kitabatake Chikafusa 

((New York: Columbia University Press, 1980), 7. 

51 Kamstra, "Shinkoku," 154. 

52 Toshio Kuroda, "The Discourse on the 'Land of the Kami' (Shinkoku) in Medieval Japan," 

Japanese Journal of Religious Studies 23, no. 3-4 (1996): 371. 

53 Kamstra, "Shinkoku," 158. Kami is originally a Shinto term which loosely and broadly includes 

gods, spirits, natural elements, animals, ancestors, and the emperor. It is also part of the term 
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and guide its people.54 Shinkoku ideology appears to have been firmly established 

by the 14th century,55 as attested in the Jinno Shotoki ("Record of the Legitimate 

Succession of the Divine Emperors," 1339-1343 AD). The opening lines of this text 

are unambiguous and presumptuous: "Great Japan is the divine land. The 

heavenly progenitor founded it, and the sun goddess bequeathed it to her 

descendants to rule eternally. Only in our country is this true; there are no similar 

examples in other countries. This is why our country is called the divine land."56 

According to Varley, three tenets formed the shinkoku credo: 1) Japan's 

superiority over all other countries; 2) which is rooted in shinkoku, its divine 

origins and status; and 3) which, in turn, was established as such by the sun 

goddess, Amaterasu, who has presided over an unbroken line of imperial rule.57 

Shinkoku contributed to a sense of not only cultural independence, but also of 

self-assured contempt toward outsiders.58 Shinkoku left a deep, long-lasting 

imprint on Japanese culture and politics, as described by Kuroda: 

 Shinkoku thought went on to become the trump card in the reactionary 

 ideology of feudal domination. It was used in the suppressions of the Ikkō ikki 

                                                                                                                                                 
used for God by Christians and in Japanese Bible translations; for example, tenno kamisama 

(tenno, heavenly emperor; kami, God; sama, honorific title). 

54 Kuroda, "Discourse," 372. 

55 Kamstra, "Shinkoku," 162. 

56 Varley, Chronicle, 49. 

57 Varley, Chronicle, 7. 

58 Kuroda, "Discourse," 380. 
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 一向一揆59 and Christianity, and was later employed in Meiji-era State Shinto 

 and Japan's imperialist wars. In each instance we can discern the deep traces 

 of the excessively abstract and mystical consciousness of nation and outside 

 world that characterized shinkoku thought.60 

 

 Finally, in our survey of the historical data regarding Japanese self-identity, 

we will consider kokugaku, the National Learning movement. This is important 

for understanding the historical development of Japanese identity, as it both 

looked back to ancient texts and also served as an obvious progenitor for modern 

nihonjinron thinking.61 The kokugaku movement developed concurrently with the 

Tokugawa clan's extreme measures to root out Christianity and foreign influence 

and to isolate Japan from the outside world. It began as a revival of interest in the 

mid-1600s of ancient Japanese literature and the "ancient way"62 but morphed 

into a "clear and definite discussion of Japanese self-identity."63  

 The movement grew into an attempt to recover both a pure Japanese religion 

and a pure Japanese national identity over against foreign intrusions, especially 

Chinese influence via Confucianism and Buddhism.64 There was a feeling among 

kokugaku proponents that Japan had devolved and become disordered by 

                                                 
59 A militant Buddhist movement, inspiring mass uprisings in the 15th-16th centuries against 

feudal rule. 

60 Kuroda, "Discourse," 383. 

61 See Befu, Hegemony, 10; Iles, Crisis, 3; Kosaku Yoshino, Cultural Nationalism in Contemporary 

Japan: A sociological enquiry (London: Routledge, 1992), 46-50. 

62 Yoshino, Cultural, 46. 

63 Befu, Hegemony, 124. 

64 Yoshino, Cultural, 46. 
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departing from its own roots and being polluted by foreign religions.65 By 

looking back to ancient poetry, kokugaku scholars wanted to recover what was 

thought to be "'purely' Japanese"66 and to re-affirm Japan's indigenous culture.67 

In their studies, they believed they had discovered unique, genuine, uncorrupted 

Japanese qualities and values, "such as magokoro (sincere heart) and nomo no aware 

(a sense of sadness for the transience of life)."68 According to Befu, "Japan's 

highest virtues were to be sought in traditional Japan.... [Kokugaku] made its 

mark by scoffing at and denigrating Chinese civilization and all that it 

represented... [and] by putting indigenous institutions and values back in the 

center stage, where they rightfully belonged."69  

 It is not difficult to see how kokugaku ideals served to create a radical political 

ideology,70  clarifying the relationship between religion and state,71 and feeding 

into the establishment of the Meiji Restoration (1868-1912),72 the development of 

State Shinto,73 and the rise of the imperialistic ambitions of early Showa Japan 

(1926-1989). More importantly for our purposes, the kokugaku movement 

                                                 
65 Paul L. Swanson and Clark Chilson, ed., Nanzan Guide to Japanese Religions (Honolulu: 

University of Hawaii Press, 2006), 187. 

66 Swanson and Chilson, Nanzan, 187. 

67 Yoshino, Cultural, 46. 

68 Pang, Negotiating, 73. 

69 Befu, Hegemony, 125. 

70 Yoshino, Cultural, 49. 

71 Swanson, Nanzan, 282. 

72 Pang, Negotiating, 74. 

73 Lee, Clash, 27. 
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exemplifies a preoccupation with Japanese uniqueness over against the Other. 

The preceding historical survey demonstrates that this preoccupation is not 

aberrant or a late development, but has been integral to the Japanese sense of 

identity throughout history. It shows that Tokugawa Japan's reaction against the 

outside world, its radical isolation of Japan, and its rejection of the Christian faith 

was not just an anomaly, but was the fruit of a centuries-long trajectory. 

c. National identity: nihonjinron 

 This brings us to one of the key issues that initially sparked my interest in this 

project:  contemporary ideas about Japanism or Japaneseness. In missionary 

Peter Lundell's article, "Japan's Resistant Web," I came across the concept of 

Nihonkyo. I was intrigued. It seemed that I had found a golden key to unlock the 

door to understanding Japanese resistance to Christianity, and to effective 

ministry among Japanese students. It was not until I began to dig deeper that I 

discovered Lundell's article was a doorway into a controversial74 maze of 

writings about Japanese national and cultural identity broadly called 

                                                 
74 Rots, "Ambiguous," 319; Mullins, Shimazono and Swanson, Religion and Society, 49; Dominey, 

 "Anatman," 173; Befu, Hegemony, 3; Winston Davis, Japanese Religion and Society: Paradigms of 

 structure and change (New York: SUNY, 1992), 258. An Asian Wall Street Journal book review 

 encapsulates the criticisms as "This melding of blissful ignorance, dogmatic arrogance, 

 utopian idealism and pop psychology...." (Scalise, Paul J. "To Be or Not to Be. . .Japanese: That 

 is the conundrum.” Asian Wall Street Journal, Culture and Thought, February 28, 2003, p. 9, 

 accessed April 1, 2014, http://www.japanreview.net/review_lie_and_befu.htm.) 
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nihonjinron.75 It is difficult territory to navigate. And yet for all its complexity and 

controversy, what is at the heart of nihonjinron is simply, I believe, Japan's 

ongoing search for its own unique identity.  

 The genre includes any of a group of overlapping ideas, all of which attempt 

to identify, describe, and promote "Japaneseness" or "Japanism": 

 Nihonkyo - Japanism; literally, Japan teaching (kyo - teaching) 

 Nihonron - theory of Japan (nihon - Japan; ron - theory, argument) 

 Nihonjinron - theory of Japanese people (jin - person) 

 Nihonbunkaron - theory of Japanese culture (bunka - culture) 

 Nihonshakairon - theory of Japanese society (shakai - society) 

 The terms are highly ambiguous, allowing latitude for a nearly infinite 

number of meanings and ideas.76  The most precise definition of this highly 

imprecise genre is given by Dominey: "Nihonjinron is essentially Japan's modern 

attempt to redefine who they are as a people. Much of the tone of such writings 

stresses what is 'unique' about the Japanese and extols their culture in contrast to 

the West's, at times appearing more prescriptive than descriptive."77 Nihonjinron is 

rife with sacred themes, as it promotes a "'religion of Japaneseness'" that infuses 

                                                 
75 Writings in the genre are usually grouped together under the label nihonjinron in English and 

nihonbunkaron in Japanese. 

76 Befu, Hegemony, 2. 

77 Dominey, "Anatman," 173. 
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every aspect of Japanese life with the sacred.78 Everything is up for grabs and 

open to reinterpretation through a nihonjinron lens, whether ecology, psychology, 

philosophy, language, ethnicity, food and agriculture, aesthetics, literature, and 

so on.79 

 At heart, all nihonjinron theorists attempt to discover (or invent) what makes 

Japanese culture, society, and people exclusive and without equal in the world.80 

This goes hand-in-hand with a fixation on the other--the watching, gossiping 

eyes of the Other,81 particularly the West, and especially the United States. The 

West's role as the Other developed intensively during the Meiji Restoration, 

when the most pressing question became How are we different from the West?82 This 

is not much different from what the kokugaku scholars were trying to accomplish 

four hundred years ago in relation to China, or what thinkers were trying to 

prove with the shinkoku concept centuries before that. This is perhaps nowhere 

better encapsulated than in Chie Nakane's blatant assertion that "'there seems not 

to exist such a homogeneous society as Japan in the contemporary world.'"83 Very 

                                                 
78 Mullins, Shimazono and Swanson, Religion, 61-62, 69. 

79 Pang, Negotiating, 88; Befu, Hegemony, 5; Davis, Japanese, 258. 

80 Befu, Hegemony, 119. 

81 Rosenberger, Self, 106. 

82 Befu, Hegemony, 126. 

83 Iwabuchi, "Complicit," Nihonjinron Discourse, para. 17. 
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real variations, differences, and conflicts within Japan are ignored,84 while 

romanticized notions of purity, uniqueness, homogeneity, and uniformity are 

celebrated and glorified.85 "Japaneseness" is said to be so thoroughly imbued in 

genes and blood, so deeply suffused in land, race, language, and culture "that 

those and only those who practice the culture also speak the language and have 

inherited Japanese 'blood' from their forebears, who have always lived on the 

Japanese archipelago, and that no other person speaks the language natively and 

practices the culture."86  

 The result is a heavily promoted myth that, though not historically or 

sociologically tenable, is easily internalized by the average person.87 Casual 

readers pick up any of the two or three thousand nihonjinron publications88 and 

assume that what is being described is both the way things are and the way 

                                                 
84 Befu, Hegemony, 4; Davis, Japanese, 254, 329; Iwabuchi, "Complicit," Who Imagines 

Japaneseness?, para. 4-8; Lundell, "Resistant," 408-409. 

85 Befu, Hegemony, 2; Pang, Negotiating, 88; Lee, Clash, 35. 

86 Befu, Hegemony, 71. 

87 Lundell, "Resistant," 408-409; Befu, Hegemony, 66; Davis, Japanese, 329. 

88 Befu, Hegemony, 7. Befu notes that from 1948 to 1978, 698 books (not including articles and 

other important materials) were published in the genre, and that there would easily have been 

two or three thousand published works (books and articles) by 2001, the publication date of 

Befu's study. Major nihonjinron writers and their contributions include historian Kurakichi 

Shiratori (Studies of Central Asian History, 1941/1944), American anthropologist Ruth Benedict, 

who never actually set foot in Japan (The Chrysanthemum and the Sword, 1946), philosopher and 

historian Tetsuro Watsuji (Climate and Culture, 1935/1961), social anthropologist Chie Nakane 

(Japanese Society, 1970), Yamamoto Shichihei, writing under the pen name Isaiah Ben Dasan in 

order to pass himself off as a Jew raised in Japan (The Japanese and the Jews, 1972), 

psychoanalyst Takeo Doi (Anatomy of Dependence, 1973), and sociologist Eshun Hamaguchi 

(Japan: A society of human relationships, 1982). 
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things should be.89 "For the Japanese, their own uniqueness and that of the 

Japanese culture figure prominently in their conscious thinking."90 The power of 

this myth becomes evident in talking with Japanese students. Without prompting 

by me with words like "homogeneity" and "unique," members of the Learning 

Community seemed to want to hold in tension a sense of Japan's diversity with a 

feeling that it is also unique and homogeneous. When asked how he would 

describe Japan to an alien, one student's answer was: "How Japan is different 

from other countries is like the difference from one planet to another." In answer 

to a question about what it means to be Japanese, this same student said, "To be 

different from the mainstream. Western culture is the main thing on the planet. 

But I've inherited something different. I like that." A recent graduate was careful 

to emphasize that homogeneity is a myth (again, without prompting). "Now 

there are so many different kinds of people," she said, "but we just don't see 

them." That last accession is very telling, and her description of Japan that 

followed noted its isolation, distance from other countries, and distinct language, 

all favorite nihonjinron elements.  

 Finally, nihonjinron may very well be capturing the essence of Japan's civil 

religion. In fact, one infamous and dubious nihonjinron writer, Yamamoto 

                                                 
89 Davis, Japanese, 259; Lundell, "Resistant," 402. 

90 Befu, Hegemony, 66. 
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Shichihei (who coined the term Nihonkyo), claimed that Nihonkyo is as much a 

religion as any of the world religions.91 Its main creed, if there were one, is that 

We are Japanese, we are who we are because we are Japanese, and our ultimate 

loyalty is to being Japanese.92 Japanese society itself is the object of veneration.93 

The implications of this for Christianity are obviously potentially huge. It is the 

worldview that functions underneath all the other traditional and new 

religions,94 making them secondary and superficial.95 There is room for other 

religious beliefs, as long as they do not interfere with the basic worldview or 

keep the believer from his or her primary commitments and obligations as a 

Japanese person.96 One aspect of Nihonkyo which may have powerful 

ramifications for both returnees and Christians is the idea of ritual purity. In a 

group context, any words, behaviors, materials, or people "out of place" are equal 

                                                 
91  Lundell, "Resistant," 406; cf. Timothy Fitzgerald, "Japanese Religion as Ritual Order," Religion 

23 (1993): 321. Yamamoto's book, The Japanese and the Jews (1972), written under the pen name 

Isaiah BenDasan, was an attempt to pass himself off as a Jew raised in Japan. It is a "classic" 

nihonjinron work. 

92 Lundell, "Resistant," 407, 409. Similarly, "Nothing is more central to a Japanese person than 

'being Japanese.'" (Fujino, "Glocal," 181, in footnote 45.) 

93 Fitzgerald, "Ritual," 328. This closely follows Yamamoto's assertion that the essence of 

Nihonkyo is humanity, not god (Lundell, "Resistant," 407). Lundell writes that Nihonkyo is "a 

subconscious deification of the corporate self." (Lundell, "Resistant," 410). The value of 

corporate/cultural sacredness encompasses and transcends the individual (Mullins, 

Shimazono and Swanson, Religion, 61-62.) 

94 Fitzgerald, "Ritual," 315. 

95 Fitzgerald, "Ritual," 316. 

96 Lundell, "Resistant," 409. 
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to pollution that creates disharmony.97 A "self out of place"--which could easily be 

a returnee or a Christian--is equal to pollution and disharmony.98  

 Nihonjinron is at root a reflection of national and societal anxiety over identity 

and, at least in part, an attempt to express local identity over against 

Westernization.99 It also has its spiritual roots in earlier historical attempts to 

circumscribe Japanese identity in relation to the Other. Christians face the 

challenges of either conforming to this dominant value system, pushing hard 

against it, or finding a way to synthesize Japanism with Christianity in a way 

that remains faithful to the gospel, if at all possible. Ministry among Japanese 

students must be sensitive to those challenges. Christian returnees, facing the 

potential expectation of "being Japanese" despite whatever changes in thought, 

attitude, value, or behavior they may have experienced outside Japan, cannot be 

expected to thrive in Japan without adequate preparation and support. 

d. The role of the Other in interpersonal relationships 

 It would be easy to think of Japan's other-orientation as relatively esoteric and 

impersonal if not for the fact that it plays such a large role in interpersonal 

relationships and heavily influences routine language and behavior. There is a 
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sense that society (seken) has "'eyes,' 'ears,' and 'mouth,' watching, hearing, and 

gossiping about the self."100 A whole set of terms and concepts called kejime101 

encompasses the everyday language and behavior within the complex web of 

public-private, insider-outsider relationships. For example: 

 uchi/soto - inside/outside; home/society; the world within vs. the world 

without; in-groups/out-groups. 

 honne/tatemae - inside/outside; inner reality vs. surface presentation; inner 

spontaneity vs. public behavior.  

 omote/ura - front/back; public self vs. hidden self; formal relationships vs. 

personal relationships 

 giri - social obligations, debt of gratitude 

 ninjo - world of personal feelings, spontaneous expressions of emotion 

towards another 

 shudan seikatsu  - group life 

 mawari - periphery, surroundings, others surrounding  

 seken - society, face, the world of audience 

 hito - people at large, abstract others 

                                                 
100 Rosenberger, Self, 107. 

101 Kejime refers to the "sharp distinctions...in differentiating one's 'in-group' (uchi) from the 'out-

 group' (soto)...." (Dominey, "Anatman," 174). It refers to the ability to distinguish between and 

 shift fluidly among social distinction, both in behavior and correct use of language. 
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 miuchi/tanin - fellow insiders/outsiders 

 amae - love dependency; in-group dependency; desire for indulgence 

 kokoro - heart, spirit - often used in relation to the inner reality of 

individual or nation 

 seishin - spirit, will - personal trait of perseverance and courage lending 

itself to patriotism, esprit de corps 

 Knowing one's social location, and how to give and receive in each of these 

kinds of relationships, is an essential part of being Japanese. These concepts 

permeate nearly all of Japanese life, from marriage and home to gender, work, 

politics, health, and religion.102 Every individual and group engages in a sort of 

dance with the Other. Put simply, "to become a person in Japan is to learn to be 

comfortable in each of these worlds...."103  

 In a discussion with students in the Learning Community about the social 

roles represented by these terms, they tended to express resignation. "It's just the 

way society works," said one. "I'm guessing that even if there are English words 

for these [concepts], it would still be different. Like 'individualism' describes 

Americans. We have a Japanese counterpart [for 'individualism'], but we have a 

different feeling about it. In Japan these are the words to describe traditional 
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Japanese people. So there's power to these words. Our word for individualism 

doesn't have power." Another student agreed: "There is no choice. This is how 

Japan works.... These words sound like all Japanese should know these, and how 

to do it. If we don't know these things and the meaning, I feel like Japanese 

people won't say 'You're not Japanese,' but they will think you should know it, 

even though they're not taught in school. If I don't know giri, I can imagine my 

mom saying, 'You should know this; you're Japanese!'" When asked if attitudes 

or behavior are changing among younger generations, the students agreed that 

despite whatever young people might think, once they begin work, they will 

have to conform. One recent college graduate said, "I think it's a matter of degree 

how much you care and make use of these [concepts]. I'm sure there are positive 

aspects and benefits of these ideas. That's how Japanese companies and society 

worked for a long time, so there was a way it worked--and it still is, I think, as 

long as people don't regulate themselves too much and care too much about 

these." 

 A consequence of other-orientation is what has been described as the 

phenomenon of multiple, shifting personalities. Depending on situation and 

group, Japanese individuals find it necessary to constantly shift their identity.104 
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In fact, this is part of navigating kejime, and "is a way of life even at the 

unconscious level."105 This could contribute to a sense of identity that depends on 

and is defined by others, regardless of what is truly healthy.106  

 For Japanese returnees who find themselves caught between their Japanese 

identity, their international experience, and their faith in Christ, coming to terms 

with one's multiple identities is not just theory, but a day-to-day navigation of 

social roles, relationships, and cultural expectations. Japanese students in the 

United States will return to Japan with varying degrees of bilingualism and 

biculturalism. Yasuko Kanno (who specializes in the relationships between 

culture and second language acquisition) explores the confusing tangle of 

"hybrid identities"107 that bilingual and bicultural young adults have to sort out. 

Returnees must constantly negotiate and reconcile the various strands of their 

identity (language, culture, group) with others who may or may not share the 

same experiences.108 Second-language learners' identity can be a source of 

struggle.109 The issue of bilingualism may be even more problematic in Japan, 

where Japanese language tends to be understood as part and parcel with being 
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109 Quoted in Kanno, Negotiating, 130. 
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Japanese, "the repository of national identity."110 For returnees, the ability to 

speak a second language can lead to internal crisis, or to perceptions by other 

Japanese of having lost some of their "Japaneseness." 

 Increasing Western emphasis on individualism in Japan exists in tension with 

the traditional values represented by kejime. The problem of multiple, shifting 

identities is even further compounded for those returnees who have become 

Christians or have become open to the gospel while in the United States. From 

the initial 16th-century Jesuit mission to today, Japanese Christians have 

struggled with their double identity as both Japanese and Other,111 which places 

them in that ambiguous marginal position.112 This has been the experience of 

Christians since the beginning of the faith, as described by Bediako: 

  [A]n inescapable element of Christian identity in the early Empire was that  

  they were out of step with the society in general at some vital points.... By  

  becoming virtual 'outsiders' or at best 'marginals', Christians easily attracted 

  accusations of crimes bordering on the treasonable.... Christianity, as it  

  appeared to Roman traditionalists, was 'un-Roman.'113 

 

 In a society such as Japan, where the Other plays such a large role in identity-

formation, the experience of being an Other within one's own community must 

be emotionally and psychologically heavy. This will be an altogether new layer of 

                                                 
110 Willis, Onoda, and Enloe, "Kikokusha," 121. 

111 Rots, "Ambiguous," 310. 

112 Rots, "Ambiguous," 310. 

113 Bediako, Identity, 17-18. 
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identity for returnees who have become Christians outside Japan. 

3. Kanzo Uchimura: A case study 

 Kanzo Uchimura (1861-1930) experienced that challenge of being both 

Japanese and Other, and of having a faith deeply rooted in American 

Christianity, while at the same time trying to formulate a fully Japanese 

Christianity. Uchimura is remembered primarily for two achievements: founding 

the Non-Church Movement (Mukyokai), Japan's first fully independent Christian 

movement;114 and, through his opposition to Japanese militarism and his refusal 

to venerate the emperor, standing out as "one of the few examples in Japanese 

history of upright objection to irrational authority."115 But I am interested in 

Uchimura for other reasons. Despite the gap in time, it is notable that he was in 

many ways similar to the individuals to be discussed in the next chapter: an 

international student who wrestled with identity, culture, and calling, a returnee, 

a Christian convert, and a man who grappled over the pilgriming and 

indigenizing principles of the Christian faith in Japan. Uchimura sought what 

Bediako describes as "the possibility of a genuine theology which seeks a 

synthesis between Christian religious commitment and cultural continuity."116 His 
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life serves as a case study that will help put a face on the material in chapters 1 

and 2, as well as a bridge for the chapters to follow. I have chosen to highlight 

those aspects of his life and work that resonate with the experiences of students 

involved with the WMJM.  

 Uchimura became a Christian prior to coming to the United States, as a 

sixteen-year-old student at Sapporo Agricultural College. When Uchimura 

arrived at the school, it was under the powerful influence of its American 

Christian interim president, William Clark. In a move that seems both insensitive 

and warmhearted, Clark created and urged the students--none of whom were 

Christians--to sign a document called the "Covenant of Believers in Jesus." 

Uchimura initially resisted, leading others along in resistance. In his initial 

reaction against the pressure to convert, I read the deep loyalty to Japan and to 

being Japanese that would characterize his mature Christian faith years later. It 

also exhibits the kind of internal struggle that Japanese students may undergo 

when presented with the gospel within the magnetic influence of the Christian 

community in Michigan. 

 [M]y whole nature revolted against submitting myself to such a course.... I 

 early learned to honor my nation above all others, and to worship my nation's 

 gods and no others. I thought I could not be forced even by death itself to 

 vow my allegiance to any other gods than my country's. I should be a traitor 

 to my country, and an apostate from my national faith by accepting a faith 

 which is exotic in its origin.... [At a Shinto temple] I prostrated myself upon 
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 coarse dried grass, and there burst into a prayer as sincere and genuine as any 

 I have ever offered.... I beseeched that guardian-god to speedily extinguish 

 the new enthusiasm in my college, to punish such as those who obstinately 

 refused to disown the strange god, and to help me in my humble endeavor in 

 the patriotic cause I was upholding then.117 

 

 As it turned out, he could not resist the strong peer pressure (through the 

sempai/kohai, or elder/junior, system), so he gave in against his will, signed, and 

was baptized within the year. Uchimura and his co-signers took the covenant and 

the faith it promoted with dedicated seriousness. But his Christianity seems to 

me to have been not so much a warm, personal faith as a strict ethical code, a 

standard of self-discipline, and an intense commitment to a loyal and intimate 

group of brothers. In fact, it seems that Uchimura's deep need for close-knit 

community at least partly motivated his decision to sign the document.118 As we 

have seen, and will see again in the next chapter, an intentional community 

marked by love and warmth is often one of the powerful attractions of 

Christianity to Japanese students.  

 Uchimura came to the United States in 1884, at age 23, leaving behind a 

difficult and disappointing period of his life in Japan. This puts him at roughly 

the same age as the students in my research. He had a strained relationship with 

his father who, like most samurai after the Meiji Restoration, lost his authority 
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and income, was unable to find sustainable work, and drank.119 Except for 

ceremonial rituals, his family, and especially his father, was unreligious.120 

Uchimura himself had had a deep religious bent since childhood, which took the 

form of genuine fear of the gods and concern over their demands. Christian 

monotheism freed him from the crushing obligations of eight million gods.121 It 

seems that his mother and grandmother did not express affection toward him, 

and did not instill respect in him for the elder men in his family.122 A failed 

marriage that ended in divorce after just seven months, together with deep 

frustration about his career and calling, led Uchimura to abandon Japan and find 

direction in the U.S. His first eight months in the States proved to be a dark and 

emotionally confusing period, a struggle with severe doubts123 and depression.124 

In fact, he later looked back on his years in the U.S. as a time of "spiritual 

turmoil,"125 and yet it proved to be the staging ground for several monumental 

changes that were to shape his sense of identity as a Japanese Christian for the 

rest of his life. Many similar themes--a hunger for love, affection, and 

community, a non-religious home life, a lack of personal peace--emerge in the 
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stories of students in Michigan. 

 Three events in the U.S. stand out as relevant to Uchimura's experience as an 

international student and the development of his identity. The first appears 

minor but is instructive for ministry among Japanese students like Uchimura. He 

spent his first eight months in Pennsylvania, where he formed a relationship with 

a Quaker couple. This couple filled a role very much like that of the WMJM, 

inviting Japanese students into their home each month for a meal and a sermon, 

giving counsel, and offering financial help. Out of this couple's ministry, 

Uchimura carried "'a strong Quaker influence'" with him into his future work as 

a theologian.126 It speaks to the indelible power of a ministry to students centered 

on hospitality and community. 

 Second, after eight months in the U.S., Uchimura traveled to Gloucester, 

Massachusetts for an emotional and spiritual retreat that proved to be a major 

turning point. Disillusioned and distressed in the States, he reflected on the 

meaning of his Japanese identity and reached a pivotal conclusion: "Emotional 

satisfaction he would find at home among his own people according to 

traditional ways. The responsibility that had so burdened him had become more 

specific. He must save his nation and his generation, an awe-inspiring calling 
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that also gave him free rein for his ambitions."127 There is a clear indication here 

of the melding of Christian faith with Japanese culture that would characterize 

much of his later theological work. At this same time, he began his profuse 

writing career with an article published in the Methodist Review.128 Entitled "Moral 

Traits of the Yamato-Damashii [Spirit of Japan]," the article begins to point 

toward the shades of nihonjinron that would color Uchimura's future work. The 

idea of the "spirit" or "heart" of Japan is a typical nihonjinron device.129 Of the 

Japanese spirit (yamato-damashii), Uchimura wrote, "in its simplicity and natural 

freedom from disagreeable traits it produces many noble and lovable 

characters."130 But even more revealing, he wrote that "the 'Yamato-heart' is 

essentially Christian in spirit."131 He identified filial piety, loyalty to higher 

authorities, and love for inferiors as the moral essence of the Japanese spirit. 

 The third significant event occurred the following year. After his time in 

Gloucester, Uchimura enrolled in Amherst College, completing a bachelor's 
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degree in 1887. Through the influence of Julius Seelye, Amherst's ordained 

Reformed president, Uchimura had what I believe can only be described as a 

conversion experience. With echoes of the problem of identity and belonging 

with which we began this chapter, Uchimura later described the pivotal 

conversation with Seelye in this way:  

 Seelye called me in one day and said, 'Uchimura, you shouldn't always look 

 within yourself. Why do you not cease this introspection and look up at Jesus 

 who atoned for your sins on the cross? You are like a small boy who plants a 

 tree and then every day pulls it up by the roots to observe its development.132 

 

Seelye's admonition cut straight to Uchimura's heart. On March 8, 1886, as a 25-

year-old undergraduate, and having already been a Christian for eight years, he 

wrote in his journal, 

 Very important day in my life. Never was the atoning power of Christ more 

 clearly revealed to me than it is today. In the crucifixion of the Son of God lies 

 the solution of all the difficulties that buffeted my mind thus far.... Now I am 

 God's child, and my duty is to believe Jesus. For His sake, God will give me 

 all I want. He will use me for his glory, and will save me in Heaven at last.133 

 

 Uchimura had discovered, apparently for the first time, a connection to the 

person and work of Christ that was not only personal and intimate, but also 

redefined his sense of identity. He "found the assurance that he need no longer 

fear the results of decision. He had now made up his mind what he wanted to do 
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and had the confidence with which to begin it."134 He wrote of the beginnings of 

this vision, which was to shift significantly later, in his diary: 

 I pictured to myself the dear and blessed homeland away beyond the seas, 

 and spotted it with churches and Christian colleges, which of course had their 

 existences in my imaginations only. No inspiring thought ever came to my 

 mind but I reserved it as a message to my countrymen. Indeed, an empire 

 and its people swallowed up all my leisure hours.135 

 

His faith had previously seemed to consist largely of punctilious ethical 

standards and strict self-discipline, reflecting his samurai heritage and great 

respect for bushido (the way of the samurai). Although that continued to play an 

inordinate role in his understanding of Christian faith and action, to it was added 

something more deeply personal which also became a source for vision and 

motivation. Many Japanese students come to Michigan with some exposure to 

Christianity and the Bible through Christian schools in Japan, but for most of 

them, it is superficial and irrelevant. While Uchimura's Christian experience in 

Japan was anything but superficial, he had the kind of life- and identity-altering 

conversion experience we hope for Japanese students. 

 Uchimura's later theology fused this passionate personal faith in Jesus with 

an equally passionate love and loyalty to Japan. Much of Uchimura's writing 

deals with the relationship between Jesus and Japan, as well as an implicit 
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struggle to reconcile the Japanese and Western worldviews that had so 

profoundly shaped his thought and faith.136 As discussed in chapter one, Walls 

stresses the importance of the tension between the gospel's pilgriming and 

indigenizing relationship to culture. Uchimura, however, poured his energies 

into the latter, into what Walls called "thinking the Christian faith into the fabric 

of thought" of Japanese society,137 and to what Bediako described as "settl[ing] 

accounts with his past and his own cultural tradition; either to reject them, or to 

integrate them into the present."138 By and large, Uchimura did little rejecting and 

a great deal of integrating. He wrote, "mere transplanting of anything exotic is 

never known on Japanese soil. Be it a political, scientific, or social matter, before 

it can be acclimatized in Japan, it must pass through great modifications in the 

hands of the Japanese."139  

 Against Walls and Newbigin, Uchimura believed that "Japanese 

Christianity...is a Christianity received by Japanese directly from God without 

any foreign intermediary."140 His double passion for Jesus and Japan was evident 

in that first article about the Japanese spirit that set the tone for his future work, 
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in which he wrote of a convert: "in exalting Jesus he did not cease to be a true son 

of Japan.... [He] thus kept intact the spirit of his nation, and yet glorified his new-

found faith in One greater than Confucius...."141 This sentiment is perhaps best 

captured and more fully developed in his famous Two J's statement, originally 

published in 1926 in the Japan Christian Intelligencer: 

 I love two J's and no third; one is Jesus, and the other is Japan. I do not know 

 which I love more, Jesus or Japan. I am hated by my countrymen for Jesus' 

 sake as Yaso [a derogatory term for Christians], and I am disliked by foreign 

 missionaries for Japan's sake as national and narrow. No matter; I may lose 

 all my friends, but I cannot lose Jesus and Japan. For Jesus' sake, I cannot own 

 any other God than His Father as my God and Father; and for Japan's sake, I 

 cannot accept any faith which comes in the name of foreigners. Come 

 starvation; come death; I cannot disown Jesus and Japan; I am emphatically a 

 Japanese Christian, though I know missionaries in general do not like that 

 name. Jesus and Japan; my faith is not a circle with one center; it is an ellipse 

 with two centers. My heart and mind revolve around the two dear names. 

 And I know that one strengthens the other; Jesus strengthens and purifies my 

 love for Japan; and Japan clarifies and objectivises my love for Jesus. Were it 

 not for the two, I would become a mere dreamer, a fanatic, an amorphous 

 universal man.142 

 

 Uchimura argued that indigenous traditions rather than Western ones would 

provide the best foundation for Christianity in Japan, and he looked for common 

ground between Japanese culture, history and the gospel,143 especially bushido, 

Confucianism, and Pure Land Buddhism.144 While he envisioned a fully 
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indigenized Japanese Christianity birthed out of a pure gospel unadulterated by 

Western influence, he did not seem to grant the same privilege to non-Japanese 

native Christianities. In fact, Uchimura dreamed of a Japanese Christianity that 

would complete what he saw as the unfulfilled aims of the Reformation145 and be 

exported to the world. He wrote in 1916: "Christianity grafted upon Bushido will 

be the finest product of the world. It will save, not only Japan, but the whole 

world.... There was a meaning in this history of Japan. For twenty centuries God 

has been perfecting bushido with this very moment in view. Christianity grafted 

upon bushido will yet save the world."146 

 It is not difficult to see why Hiromi Befu, scholar of nihonjinron, has classified 

Uchimura as a nihonjinron thinker. One of Uchimura's most successful and 

widely read books was Representative Men of Japan, first published in English in 

1908 and reprinted multiple times since.147 Enumerating individuals in Japanese 

history who are thought to embody the essence of the Japanese heart or spirit is a 

common nihonjinron approach.148 Befu makes the too sharp critique that 

Uchimura was "merely a Christian sectarian of Nihonkyo."149 Uchimura later 
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wrote,  

 My friends are Honen [a Buddhist monk who established Pure Land 

 Buddhism in Japan] rather than Wesley, Shinran [disciple of Honen] rather 

 than Moody. Those of the same religion do not necessarily have the same 

 direction of faith. The heart with which I turn to Jesus is like the heart with 

 which Honen and Shinran relied on Amida [Buddha]. It is not the heart with 

 which English and Americans believe in Christ.150 

 

 Uchimura is admirable for the great lengths to which he went in order to 

demonstrate the compatibility of the gospel with Japanese culture, and to 

discover the action of God in Japanese history. In that way, his work is a rich 

resource as a case study for the indigenization of the gospel by a first-generation 

convert. He was right in his attempt to formulate a Christianity that emerged 

from, and spoke to, the Japanese heart. He was also absolutely right in his 

attempt to prove that a Japanese person's conversion to Christ required neither 

Westernization nor total rejection of one's Japanese heritage and identity. He 

helped to prove that Christianity and Japaneseness are not "fundamentally 

irreconcilable,"151 at least not to the extent that many foreign missionaries of his 

time believed. He tried to formulate a Christianity that would not set its Japanese 

followers completely adrift as aliens or Others in their own culture, but here is 

also where he erred too heavily on the side of indigenization. Regardless of 
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culture, the gospel always produces cultural alienation (Hebrews 11:13; 1 Peter 

1:17, 2:11). The shape, quality, and extent of that alienation is open to debate and 

interpretation, but we must be alert to an overly-intimate association between 

gospel and culture, especially with our own culture. While Uchimura provided a 

biting and important critique to the blindness of Western missionaries to the 

indigenizing possibilities of the gospel, and to their deafness to the gospel 

translated in ways that might offend Western sensibilities, his radical 

indigenization loses the counterbalance of the pilgriming principle. That his 

understanding of the faith may have been a Christianized form of Japanism is as 

much a cause for caution as any American Christianity which sacralizes 

individualistic, democratic, and capitalistic values. Nevertheless, Uchimura's 

work raises the kinds of issues new converts should not be afraid to tackle--their 

relationship as Christians to Japanese nationalism, religions, history, and culture. 

Conclusion 

 "Fixation of the identity of the other" can result from feeling vulnerable, 

uncertain, or anxious about one's own identity.152 Such a crisis of self-identity--

whether on a personal or national level, or some complicated combination of 

both--can easily lead to stereotyping and marginalizing the Other; in other 
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words, "stigmatization of the other is inevitably the reverse side of disintegration 

of identity."153 Perhaps the long-standing Japanese concern with the Other is 

evidence of anxiety and vulnerability over, or even a protracted disintegration of, 

Japan's own identity. The Gospel provides the grounds for integration of one's 

identity. It invites Japanese students to be insiders to the household of God and 

the body of Christ, while dispensing with the need to define oneself in reference 

to the Other, and especially with the need to define the Other as some sort of 

enemy, threat, or irrelevant non-entity.  

 Because Christian returnees are likely to find themselves "out of place" in 

Japan, part of discipleship must be to help them prepare for that by building an 

identity in Christ that transcends insider-outsider boundaries, belonging and 

non-belonging, and the power of the Other. If they are to arrive at "any real 

measure of valid and settled identity,"154 they will need to come to terms with 

Japanese understandings of identity and the ways those understandings have 

contributed to their own personal sense of self, as well as to how Christ 

challenges, affirms, or re-orients that identity. 

 The problem of identity is a rich missiological opportunity for 

transformational teaching, healing, and discipleship. It raises crucial questions 
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that bear on personal discipleship. How can my search for identity be answered 

in Christ? What does it mean to be an insider to the body of Christ and to the 

family of God? How might Christ redefine my perception of and relationship to 

outsiders? What could it mean to have a centered self rather than one that is 

multiple and shifting depending on situation and group? How might an identity 

formed in Christ set me free from defining myself in terms of others? What 

would it mean if God were the ultimate Other from whom I receive 

unconditional love and acceptance, and to whom I offer love, trust, and 

obedience? In what ways could Japanese Christians make Americans more aware 

of their own identity problems, and help them define their identity more 

adequately in Christ? These are the kinds of questions we want to help Japanese 

students address. We need to create space to raise these questions with students 

while they are still in the United States, and especially within the safety of a 

community of love.  

 Experience outside of Japan provides students and returnees with new 

perspective and a level of reflective detachment. As one recent graduate said, 

being outside of Japan enables one to see both the positive and negative aspects 

of Japanese society and identity. There is at least a potential openness to probing 

the questions and problems of identity, as well as to searching for new answers. 
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They are free to explore these issues without the watching eyes of Japanese 

society. In doing so, students can begin to awaken to the profound power and 

beauty of the promise that "if anyone is in Christ, the new creation has come" (2 

Corinthians 5:17). Again, Bediako's comment on the early Christians applies 

equally as well to Japanese students: "in the Gospel they also found an all-

encompassing reality and an overall integrating principle which enabled them to 

understand themselves and their past, and face the future, because the Gospel of 

Jesus Christ became for them the heir to all that was worthy in the past, whilst it 

held all the potential of the future."155 
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Chapter 3 - Returnees: Research and Voices 

 

 "'When I was in elementary school, people would tease me saying that I had a 

foreign accent when I spoke Japanese (this still happens occasionally), and pick 

on me. After a while I started avoiding school and could not keep up with classes 

(in elementary school). This habit still continues today.'"1 This quote comes from 

one of the returnees in Akashi Satoko's study of returnee readjustment. The 

details make it all the more poignant: this woman had lived in the United States 

for only one year and had been back in Japan for a full sixteen years when Akashi 

interviewed her. It is almost unthinkable that such a short period of time 

overseas, such a long time ago, could create such lasting difficulties in a person's 

life. According to Akashi, this only confirms the ingrained antipathy toward 

those who are somehow different.2 In this returnee's case, the difference is mostly 

perceived and not real, which points to a common theme: that perception of 

difference by others, and not necessarily actual difference, plays a role in 

returnees' readjustment to Japan. 

 This chapter will begin with an overview of some of the research on 

returnees' experiences in three areas: 1) changing perceptions of returnees within 
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Japan; 2) returnee readjustment and identity; and 3) special challenges facing 

those returnees who become Christians while in the United States. Much of this 

research reveals the power of perceptions in returnees' readjustment--the power 

to define, restrict, or damage a returnees' sense of belonging and identity. I will 

then move to an analysis and discussion of twelve returnees who at one time 

were involved with the WMJM. Each of these students became Christians in the 

United States and gave a public testimony at one of the WMJM's worship 

services. I will provide a brief analysis of a survey that I sent to each of these 

students, in which they reflected on their experience as Christian returnees. Then 

I will provide an analysis of some of the salient common themes in their 

testimonies. My goal is to identify the emotional and spiritual needs, or 

perceived needs, of similar Japanese students, as well as the motivating factors in 

their conversion. The goal of this chapter is to put a human face on problems of 

identity and opportunities for discipleship among Japanese students in the 

United States. The testimonies and surveys provide a wealth of information and 

insight as to what it is like to be a Japanese student in Michigan, a Christian 

convert, and a returnee. It also helps give direction to how ministries like the 

WMJM can be effective in helping new Japanese Christians form an integrated, 

durable identity in Christ.  
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1. Changing Perceptions of Returnees 

 A change in the status and perceptions of returnees has been well-

documented. The contemporary returnee phenomenon began in the 1970s when 

Japan's economy began a period of rapid expansion and growth. As a result, 

Japanese companies began sending larger numbers of employees overseas whose 

children, through no choice of their own, went with them. Upon their return to 

Japan, these returnee children (kikokushijo) had difficulty adjusting to schools and 

peer group, where their status and perception was almost entirely negative. They 

were seen as victims,3 handicapped,4 linguistically deficient,5 marginal and 

pitiful,6 misfits,7 non-Japanese8 or bata-kusai (smelling like butter, in other words, 

too Western).9 Even as late as 1994, returnees were still classified in the national 

education budget in the same category as mentally handicapped children.10 

 Through parental advocacy in the 1980s, this perception began to shift toward 

seeing kikokushijo as in need of special care and treatment. Emphasis was placed 
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on helping them "become as fully Japanese again as possible...."11 Overseas 

Japanese schools were established to help the children remain integrated not 

only in the Japanese educational system, but also in social systems, peer groups, 

and in the Japanese worldview.12 There are such government-sponsored schools 

in Battle Creek and Grand Rapids, Michigan. Universities in Japan also began 

reserving slots for returnees and giving them special entrance exams.13 

 Into the late 1980s and 90s, the perception and status of returnees began to 

shift again. As an obsession with a vague but inspiring notion of 

"internationalization" (kokusaika)14 began to spread through society, returnees 

were seen to represent the cutting edge of a new international elite, a "valuable 

societal resource,"15 who would lead Japan into the future.16 Their international 

experience and language abilities made them an attractive symbol of Japan's 

future.17  

 Despite this improvement in image, the fascination with internationalization 

is not without its problems. It can be understood as part of the complex of 
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Japanese identity issues discussed in the previous chapter. In fact, the history of 

the changing perceptions of returnees might really say less about returnees 

themselves and much more about soul-searching in Japan about what it means to 

be Japanese18--the "anguished self-introspection, the on-going battle over what 

constitutes 'Japaneseness.'"19 Internationalization has accelerated a large-scale 

national identity crisis.20 Japan's interest in internationalization simultaneously 

contains both fear of and attraction to foreign peoples and cultures.21 While there 

is recognition of the need to participate in and benefit from the global economy, 

Japanese society has also gone to great lengths to protect its "unique" culture and 

language.22 Echoes of nihonjinron are evident. The returnee issue is like a pebble 

in the shoe of Japanese identity. 

 What I find most compelling in this short history is the fact that all these ideas 

about returnees do not come from the returnees themselves. Whether as pitiful or 

privileged, such identities are foisted on returnees by others. It seems as though 

the Japanese media, the Ministry of Education, and the universities never 

actually talked to returnees themselves. Returnees have not had the freedom to 

define themselves, let alone to simply be themselves. They have been the 
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marginal Other who must be slotted into their proper place within Japanese 

society. They have been used to support particular agendas in Japan, whether of 

a conservative agenda to maintain "'traditional' concepts of groupism, consensus, 

and homogeneity," or of a progressive agenda to emphasize "individualism, 

creativity, and heterogeneity in Japanese society."23 Akashi notes that there is too 

little recent (post-2000) research on returnees' own experience of adjustment, and 

many of the past studies were limited to young children,24 which represent only 

one part of the total returnee picture (and which are not the focus of my interest). 

This chapter is a small attempt to give returnees an opportunity to speak for 

themselves. 

2. Returnee Readjustment and Identity   

 The reality appears to be that many returnees still face challenges in re-entry 

to Japan. Their supposed international eliteness notwithstanding, returnees are 

still often viewed with suspicion, envy, or ridicule.25 Japanese returnees have 

been compared to third culture kids or global nomads from other countries, but 

what makes their experience different from those groups is the Japanese societal 

pressure to conform and the discrimination against whatever appears to be 
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different.26 Akashi found that, regardless of whether a returnee experienced a 

smooth or bumpy readjustment, they all felt stereotyped to some degree.27 Many 

faced discrimination at school or in job interviews, where assumptions were 

made about what returnees were capable of doing. Often, they were perceived to 

have English fluency, whether or not they actually did, and that this fluency gave 

them unfair advantages over otherwise more qualified colleagues.28 Returnees 

may experience alienation due to an emphasis by others on their shortcomings as 

Japanese, and/or on their own sense of dissociation.29 Other research supports 

Akashi's findings. Willis, for example, concludes that anyone who has had a close 

association or familiarity with foreign cultures "is thought to be in danger of 

having lost, in some sense, his/her 'purity' as a Japanese."30 They note that 

returnees from North America tend to have the hardest time, since they represent 

the greatest threat to Japan's "rigid cultural order."31 Returnees from North 

America tend to expose the conservatism and exclusivism that lie hidden 

beneath Japan's push to internationalize.32  

 Clearly, readjustment has the potential to induce real anxiety about finding 
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one's place in a society that views outside experience with suspicion.33 Returnees 

tend to come back to Japan with changed values and attitudes, which potentially 

leave them open to unique internal conflicts, cultural conflicts, and identity 

dilemmas.34 They may feel that they have become someone who is "'not like other 

Japanese.'"35 Those who have lived in North America tend to place more value on 

individuality, tend to be more willing to question authority, and tend to be more 

aware of issues related to gender inequities.36 Omori found that the returnees in 

her study tended to value choice, freedom, and diversity. They expressed dislike 

for peer group dynamics, social hierarchy, group rules, and unexpressed 

opinions.37 They experienced a mixture of pride in their international exposure 

with anxiety about not fitting in in Japan.38 In fact, the "great shift" in the ways 

many returnees view themselves, Japan, and the world has been likened to 

conversion,39 which can lead to confusion or depression about what it means not 

only to be Japanese,40 but also to be oneself, as illustrated by the woman quoted 

at the beginning of chapter 2. In her longitudinal study of four returnees from 
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Canada, Kanno tells the story of Rui, who constantly struggled with his identity 

and questioned where he belonged.41 In Canada, Rui was wracked with 

insecurity about whether he was Japanese enough, and with fear of being 

excluded from Japanese peer groups. But when he returned to Japan, he 

suddenly changed his position. In a letter to Kanno, he wrote in block letters, "'I 

DON'T WANT TO BE JAPANESE ANYMORE.'"42 

 What might make the difference between a positive or negative readjustment 

and a conflicted or integrated sense of identity? Some suggest that a smooth 

transition requires hiding or forgetting the overseas experience.43 This seems 

overly pessimistic to me, and ignores other studies which show that returnees do 

not necessarily have to bury their overseas experience. In light of the last 

chapter's discussion of kejime, Omori believes that as fundamentally Japanese 

people, returnees have an ingrained ability to "code-switch," in other words, they 

know how to change their behaviors according to social expectations and mold 

themselves to their setting.44 While there may be something to this, it also 

appears a bit dubious to me, a simplistic view of a complex reality that hews too 

closely to nihonjinron ideas about uniquely Japanese traits.  
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 Both Pang and Kanno offer better insight by considering biculturalism as a 

new aspect of identity. According to Pang, this is more than merely being 

conversant in multiple languages or cultures. It entails "a process in which, after 

an initial stage of self-questioning and self-reflection, one attains a 'self-crafter' 

identity."45 An individual becomes free to draw from their multiple cultural and 

linguistic experiences in order to shape or even create their sense of self. Kanno 

describes a bilingual and bicultural person as someone who "incorporate[s] these 

languages and cultures into their sense of who they are."46 Personal integration 

comes when an individual chooses not to sit on the fence between two cultures, 

distancing herself from both--as is the temptation for many bilinguals and third 

culture kids--but finds stability and value in her very biculturalism.47 This 

implies that the individual is no longer simply Japanese, or simply a returnee, 

but a hybrid, "a new variant in the multi-ethnic/multicultural society...."48 There is 

some value to this. It might be a clue as to how the WMJM could help students 

think about themselves not simply as Japanese or as returnees, but as people who 

can find value and confidence in their bilingualism and biculturalism.  

 In her study of returnee readjustment, Akashi offers a simpler but maybe 
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even more helpful finding. She discovered that, while returnees generally all 

faced similar external challenges, those who experienced a smooth readjustment 

to Japan did so because they had people in their lives who genuinely accepted 

them as they were.49 Those who experienced a bumpy readjustment did not, and 

also faced more overt bullying and discrimination.50 In fact, Akashi found that for 

some of these, bullying and discrimination went on for years.51 Having a few 

close friends or family members who offer acceptance really may make all the 

difference. In reality, smooth readjustment is likely a combination of learning to 

integrate one's bilingual/bicultural identity and having supportive relationships 

in which to do so. Here is an opportunity for the WMJM to help provide 

returnees with such a supportive community, through ongoing communication, 

connection to a local church, and connections especially to other returnee 

Christians.  

3. Special Challenges of Christian Returnees 

 For all the challenges returnees face, those who have become Christians or 

seekers face even more. Even for those Japanese non-returnees who become 

Christians within Japan, the outlook is not bright. "Two out of three first-
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generation converts," writes a Japanese pastor and seminary professor, "leave the 

church at the first signs of family conflict, company disapproval, or community 

opposition."52 Some studies have shown a significant "dropout" rate among new 

believers--the duration of many Japanese individual's church life after baptism is 

a scant 2.8 years.53 According to the Japanese Christian Fellowship Network, a 

US-based ministry to Christian returnees, about 1,600 Japanese return to Japan 

annually as new Christians or seekers. And according to the mission agency 

TEAM, Japanese people are "70% more open to the gospel" while overseas than 

in Japan.54 This appears to represent very fertile ground for evangelism, but both 

organizations report that 80% of these new Christians and seekers drift away 

from the church within a few years after returning to Japan. The history and 

reasons behind the lack of Christianity's growth in Japan has been widely 

studied, theorized, and reported and will not be rehearsed here. Much of it goes 

back to the deeply-rooted historical, sociological, and political issues detailed in 

the last chapter. Once again, the need for a kind of discipleship that deeply 

penetrates to the heart of identity and belonging is paramount. 

 Rui, the returnee from Canada in Kanno's study, became a Christian one year 
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after returning to Japan. The presence of a few foreigners at his church in Japan 

gave him an opportunity to speak English. The church also touched the need for 

belonging at a critical time in his life.55 In reading Kanno's review of Rui's story, 

what struck me most was her response to his new faith not as a researcher, but as 

a Japanese person. "I was utterly unprepared for this. I did not know how to 

react.... [T]he only thing that came out of my mouth was, 'Doshichatta no!?--What 

have you done!?'"56 She was unable to maintain the role of a dispassionate, 

objective researcher. Her strong reaction exemplifies the kind of incredulity and 

incomprehension Christian returnees face, or worry about facing, from parents, 

friends, and co-workers. Kanno made sense of Rui's faith by interpreting it "as a 

way of grounding himself between two cultures."57 She concluded that "Rui, who 

has long been engaged in a quest for an identity that transcends national 

boundaries, should in the end find his anchor in one of the most widespread 

religions in the world."58 She also noted that the church gave him a sense of 

belonging, which he had so struggled to find in both Canada and Japan.59 She 

saw his Christianity as basically a substitute for the absolute "monocultural faith" 
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(Japanism) which he had lost60--and which so many returnees lose in the 

existential journey of leaving and returning to Japan. We will return to Rui's 

story in chapter 4, and how there is more to his experience than Kanno was able 

to perceive. 

4. Student/Returnees in Their Own Voice 

 When I initially developed this project, I imagined that the best way to hear 

returnees in their own voice would be through a questionnaire. I created such a 

questionnaire, hoping to learn how each returnee understands their identity now, 

evaluates their experience as returnees and Christians, and how they believe 

others in Japan perceive them as returnees and Christians. This survey was sent 

to 10 returnees who had at one time participated in the WMJM. Nine surveys 

were returned. Table 1 (page 119) lists the basic profile for each individual. Table 

2 (pages 120-122) summarizes the survey data.61 The surveys yielded little 

original information; instead, they confirmed much of what we already know 

both anecdotally and in the available research.  
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 Name1 Sex Dates in 

MI 

Age in 

MI 

Length of time 

in USA 

Length of time 

since returning 

to Japan 

Circumstances in USA 

1 Aiko2 F 2007-2012 19-24 6 yrs in MI 

11 yrs in NJ 

2 years Went to NJ with family at age 8; 

graduated from Hope College (HC) 

2 Fumiko2 F 2005-2008 36-38 3 years 6 years Graduate student at Western 

Michigan University (WMU) 

3 Chihiro2 F 2004-2009 21-27 1 yr in MO 

5 yrs in MI 

4 years Girls' college in MO, then graduated 

from HC 

4 Kazuko2,3 F 2005-2010 18-23 5 years 4 years Undergraduate student at WMU 

5 Midori2 F 2011-2012 22 1 academic yr. 3 years Exchange student at HC 

6 Mae2 F 2013-2014 21 1 academic yr. 3 months Exchange student at HC 

7 Hiroko2, 4 F 2009-2014 19-24 6 years A few months 

each year 

Came to Hope College as junior, 

graduated 

8 Reika F 1999-2007 NA 7.5 years 7 years Summer in CO while in college; 

Came to MI after marriage 

9 Tomoko F 2001-2007 17-23 6 years NA Exchange student at Holland 

Christian High School, then went to 

HC 

10 Hiro M 2002-2006 early 

30s 

4 years 8 years Graduate student at WMU 

11 Yoko2 F 2004-2012 16-25 4 yrs in IN 

4 yrs in MI 

2 years Christian high school in IN, then 

graduated from HC 

12 Aoi2, 5 F 2012-2014 19-22 2 years 2 months Exchange then transfer student at 

HC 

1 Pseudonyms are used throughout the paper to maintain individuals' privacy.  

2 Completed and returned a survey.  

3 Did not have a testimony on file, but completed and returned a survey. For purposes of testimony analysis, there are 

12 testimonies, excluding Kazuko. For purposes of survey analysis, there are 9 respondents, including Kazuko. 

4 Returns to Japan several months each year, but is in Hawaii while husband pursues a PhD. 

5 Is still a student at Hope College; returns to Japan in the summers. 

Table 1. Individual Profiles. 
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 Name Transition to 

Japan: Most 

negative 

Transition to Japan: 

Most positive 

Ongoing 

negatives 

of being a 

returnee  

Ongoing 

positives of 

being a 

returnee  

Still 

Christ-

ian? 

Church? Perceptions 

by other 

Japanese  

1 Aiko Work ethic; church; 

difficult sermons 

Seeing the good in 

Japan that native 

Japanese would not 

notice 

Treated as 

outsider; 

hard to get 

inside 

circle; social 

cues; 

honne/tate-

mae 

-- Yes Yes 

(type 

not 

reported

) 

Church 

considers me 

a new 

member from 

America; 

cannot 

practice 

Christianity in 

public school 

job. 

2 Fumiko Indirect 

communication; 

practicing faith 

outwardly; most 

Japanese think 

religious people are 

dangerous 

Bringing American 

Christian 

experiences to Japan  

Pressure of 

being a 

Christian 

example; 

views of 

Christians; 

lack of 

quality 

teaching in 

church 

Pride in 

English 

ability 

Yes Yes, a 

Japanes

e church 

Talking about 

me behind my 

back; religion 

considered 

dangerous; 

value my 

English ability 

3 Chichiro Difficulty finding a 

church; Kyodan 

churches lack 

liveliness 

Having grown in 

faith before 

returning to Japan; I 

have many Christian 

friends in Japan  

Challenge 

of being 

Christian in 

non-

Christian 

society 

Learning 

how to serve 

God as 

returnee and 

Japanese 

Christian 

Yes Yes, an 

interna-

tional 

church 

in Tokyo 

They are 

interested to 

know my 

views as a 

Christian; 

perhaps only 

my family 

sees me as 

returnee  

4 Kazuko Worry about 

whether family and 

old friends would 

be accepting 

Able to reach out to 

international 

students 

-- -- Yes No, it 

makes 

me 

nervous 

No negative 

perceptions, 

but curiosity 

about why I 

went to U.S. 

and became 

Christian  
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5 Midori Too busy to relax, 

pray, or go to 

church 

Food, friends  Too busy; 

difficult to 

share faith; 

worrying 

about what 

others think 

of me 

Feel 

comfortable 

with 

foreigners in 

Japan 

Yes No, no 

time 

Cannot share 

faith; anxious 

about how 

others might 

respond 

6 Mae Non-Christian 

friends; difficult to 

go to church or 

Bible study 

Communicating in 

my own language 

Being a 

Christian; 

finding a 

church; few 

Christian 

friends; too 

busy 

-- Yes No, 

can't 

find one 

I like 

Non-Christian 

friends ask 

about my 

faith and 

accept me, but 

don't really 

understand 

me; I can't 

share my faith 

with them  

7 Hiroko Returning to where 

I was when I was 

not a Christian; 

finding a church 

Being a minority as 

a Christian 

strengthens my 

belief and sense of 

mission  

Due to 

faith, not 

being able 

to do what 

is culturally 

appropriate 

Having been 

outside 

Japan, I can 

see the 

cultural 

values that 

hinder Truth 

Yes Yes, a 

Japanes

e church 

in 

Hawaii 

As someone 

who has 

decided to 

live 

differently 

from the 

ordinary 

Japanese; 

friends 

respect me 

8 Reika1        

9 Tomoko1        

10 Hiro2     Yes No  

11 Yoko Not having a 

support group; not 

always being 

accepted by other 

Christians because I 

am too open and 

free; very 

traditional and 

conservative 

churches 

Being here for my 

family 

Often feel 

like I don't 

belong to 

any culture 

or country 

Listening to 

and helping 

other 

returnees; 

being a 

bridge 

between two 

cultures; 

using what I 

gained in 

the US for 

God 

Yes Yes, a 

Japanes

e church 

and a 

monthly 

internati

onal 

worship 

service 

Americanized

; different 

from typical 

Japanese 

woman; I 

sometimes 

make them 

feel insecure 
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12 Aoi Hard to share faith 

and feelings with 

family and friends; 

others not coming 

from same faith 

perspective 

Sharing faith with 

friends and family 

Expressing 

faith in 

public 

Finding a 

bilingual 

church 

Yes Yes, a 

bilingua

l church 

They think 

Christianity is 

a cult, but also 

Western; 

normal for 

returnees to 

have become 

Christians 

1 No survey sent due to lack of contact information, or because individual has not left the U.S. 

2 Survey sent but not returned. However, in one email communication, he wrote, "I don't go to a church but I still love 

Jesus." 

Table 2. Summary of Survey Responses. 

In summary, the surveys indicate the following general trends: 

 Difficulties of being a returnee/Christian: 

1. Japanese church - difficulty finding a church; Japanese churches are 

too traditional, restrictive, inhospitable, or dull. 

2. Being a Christian - difficulty feeling free and safe to practice faith 

publicly. 

3. Acceptance - struggling with a sense of belonging and being 

understood; feeling somewhat on the outside; concerned about what 

others might think. 

4. Society - struggling with Japanese work ethic and busyness.  

 Positive aspects of being a returnee/Christian: 

1. Insight - being able to see what other Japanese cannot; having a fresh 

perspective. 
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2. Strong sense of mission - having opportunities to share faith, serve 

God, connect with foreigners or other returnees. 

3. Christian identity - bringing faith from America; having been discipled 

and nurtured in America. 

 I found their evaluation of positive aspects to be exciting and encouraging. 

They reveal that, while Christian returnees do tend to struggle as expected with 

acceptance, the church, and certain aspects of daily life (busyness, work ethics, 

honne/tatemae), they carry with them a sense of mission and ministry. They see 

themselves as bridges and ambassadors between cultures, among foreigners 

living in Japan as well as among other returnees. They are not simply hiding 

their faith or shelving it away for private enrichment, and they prize the learning 

and growth they experienced in the United States. Even if the intensity of their 

spiritual experiences in the United States has not carried over to Japan, they all 

continue to identify as Christians and to be concerned about how to live out their 

faith authentically in Japan. While it is clearly not easy, these returnees appear to 

want to figure out how to apply and actualize Christ in Japan, as discussed in 

Chapter 1. What seems to be lacking for many is a supportive, vibrant, nurturing 

Japanese church or Christian community. Several do not attend church at all, 

although others have found a place within international/bilingual congregations. 
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 Although I had originally intended these surveys to contribute the bulk of 

first-hand information from students involved with the WMJM, I discovered 

another, far richer source along the way. At each WMJM worship service, 

someone is asked to share a prepared testimony. I realized that these testimonies 

could be an invaluable resource for helping the WMJM understand its impact on 

Japanese students' lives, for uncovering common themes in their spiritual 

journeys and the ways God is working in their lives. Of the testimonies on file, I 

chose 11 who had come from Japan to Michigan as undergraduate or graduate 

students at the time of their testimony. These testimonies, along with the survey 

answers, provide a unique and highly personal window into their experiences as 

Japanese, Christians, and returnees. They also provide clues as to how the 

WMJM might more effectively minister to others like them, and what issues and 

concerns should be at the forefront of ministry to Japanese students in the United 

States.  

 I read and analyzed each testimony, looking for common themes and 

important clues to the individuals' sense of identity and experience of 

Christianity and culture. I identified eight common factors in their stories, three 

prior to their moving to the United States and their conversion (religious 

exposure, Christian school background, and emotional distress), and five related 
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to their conversion, either directly preceding or following it (the Bible, divine 

presence and guidance, emotional equanimity, Christian community and 

witness, and identity resolution). Table 3 (pages 125-126) provides a summary of 

these themes. 

 Name Religious 

family 

background 

Christian 

school 

background 

in Japan 

Emotional 

distress 

The Bible 

as 

Influence 

Divine 

Presence 

Emotional 

Equanimit

y 

Influence 

of 

Christian 

Witness 

Identity 

1 Aiko Eclectic; 

Shinto & 

Buddhist 

rituals; 

parents 

converted to 

Christianity 

in USA 

No --* -- -- happiness Personal 

testimony 

-- 

2 Fumiko -- -- crying, 

stress 

Bible study voice, 

presence 

calm, 

freedom 

Bible 

study, 

Japanese 

Christians, 

trustworth

y, 

wonderful 

Christians 

Not lose 

good 

things 

about self, 

but have 

more 

3 Chihiro -- -- anxiety, fear, 

pain, 

weakness, 

grief 

deep 

impression 

will, plan, 

with me 

love, peace, 

warmth, 

hope 

wonderful, 

amazing 

individuals  

--  

4 Kazuko          
5 Midori None Catholic 

elementary,   

Protestant 

college  

depression, 

anxiety 

-- guidance, 

protection 

peace, joy personal 

invitations, 

Japanese 

Christians, 

wonderful 

people 

"I can be as 

I am" 
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6 Mae None college need for 

love, anger, 

insecurity, 

lonely, empty 

given by 

friend, read 

alone 

guidance, 

beside me, 

plan, 

purpose 

love, peace, 

not alone 

peoples' 

love, 

wonderful 

Christian 

friends 

"little by 

little my 

old me 

began to 

change" 

 

7 Hiroko Nominally 

Catholic 

jr./sr. high, 

college 

worry, 

darkness 

-- invitation, 

destined, 

always 

there 

love, joy, 

hope  

Bible Camp, 

books, 

people full 

of joy and 

love 

New 

creation 
 

8 Reika None junior college sadness, 

stress, 

darkness 

Psalm 139 knows, 

causes, 

hears 

peace, hope  welcome, 

support, 

help 

Psalm 139  

9 Tomoko Eclectic 

rituals; 

nominally 

Shinto, 

Buddhist, 

Christian 

sr. high worried, 

tired 

reading Bible 

alone 

plan, 

leading, 

with me 

confidence 

in God's 

good plans 

host family, 

people at 

HC 

--  

10 Hiro Christian, 

then non-

religious 

-- emptiness, 

pain in 

heart, crisis 

-- felt his 

love, love 

made 

visible 

love invitations

, felt their 

love, 

leading 

-- 

11 Yoko Shinto No spiritually 

dead, 

rebellious, 

suicidal, 

self-abuse 

attracted to 

it, 

compelled 

to read it 

-- peace host 

family, 

church, 

program 

director 

purpose, 

signifi-

cance 

12 Aoi None Catholic jr./sr. 

high; 

Protestant 

college 

emptiness, 

sadness, 

suffering, 

weakness, 

numb, 

darkness 

Given by 

friend, read 

secretly 

leads, 

holds, 

sends 

love, joy Friends, 

teachers 

Loved, 

need not 

pretend 

* Indicates no substantive comments. 

Table 3. Summary of Significant Testimony Themes. 
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5. Testimony Themes: Factors prior to coming to the United States 

and conversion 

a. Religious exposure 

 Many testimonies describe aspects of home and family life in Japan prior to 

coming to the U.S. Of the eleven testimonies, the majority either made no 

mention of any religious upbringing at home or, like Uchimura, described their 

families as nonreligious or religious only to the extent of practicing periodic 

rituals. Mae’s experience is representative of this group: "I spent my entire life 

from birth until I was twenty years old knowing nothing about the existence of 

God." All the other contemporary survey data supports this lack of formal 

religious association.62 Three testimonies described varying degrees of adherence 

to traditional Japanese religions. Because her father was a professional wedding 

planner, Tomoko had "seen and experienced many religions." She also grew up 

in Nagasaki, which she described as a place "where many religions exist." The 

religious temperament of her home was eclectic, with "a little Shinto household 

altar, a Buddhist altar, Christian cross and picture of Maria.... My parents always 

wanted me to have many experiences and knowledge about religions." Aiko's 

                                                 
62 "Survey research over the past several decades has consistently discovered that only 30-33 

percent of the Japanese population claim to have a 'personal faith.' The vast majority profess to 

be 'without religion'... which essentially means that they are without an exclusive commitment 

to one particular organized religion. While some 30% may claim a personal faith of some kind, 

survey research also reveals that that [sic] less than 10% of the population claims to actually 

'belong' to a religious organization" (Mullins, Handbook, 137). 
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family had a similarly cherry-picked approach to religion. "If we wanted to ask 

for something, we went to Shintoism. If someone died, we went to Buddhism, 

but my dad and mom were married in a church. So my 'religion' was mixed. 

Hence my first prayer to a god was to a shower room god (Japanese bath).... 

Other than that, I would pray to my grandfather who had died before I was born, 

go to Jinja (Shintoism temple), put money in and ring the bell." This is the typical 

religious approach among most Japanese,63 for whom Shinto is often considered 

"the national religion, Buddhism the family religion, and Christianity a personal 

religion."64 It is common to tolerate religious involvement, especially rituals 

associated with certain auspicious days, as long as it is not taken too seriously.65 

In fact, Fumiko wrote in her survey that, because of Aum Shinrikyo's sarin gas 

attack on a Tokyo subway, most Japanese people consider religious devotion to 

be dangerous.  

 There are parallels between Japanese religiosity and that of the Roman society 

into which Christianity first emerged. "Religion...was a matter not of personal 

belief and devotion, but of social duty and ancestral practice. By thus tying 

national (or racial) identity so closely to religion as national cult, the Roman 

                                                 
63 Mullins, Shimazono and Swanson, Religion, 52, 60; Mullins, "Japan," 197f; Michael K. Roemer, 

"Japanese Survey Data on Religious Practices and Beliefs in the 21st Century", in Handbook of 

Contemporary Japanese Religions (Boston: Brill, 2012): 25, 31. 

64 Lundell, "Resistant," 404. 

65 Lundell, "Resistant," 404. 
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outlook made it impossible for a Roman citizen or a born Roman to hold a 'new', 

foreign or alien religion."66 Whether Japanese religion is strictly related to Shinto, 

Buddhism, and Confucianism, or more loosely to some form of Japanism, forces 

similar to the Roman outlook are at work. 

 Only one testimony described a strong religious commitment. "I grew up 

practicing Shinto for sixteen years," explained Yoko, "which is a traditional 

Japanese religion. I was proud for being the Japanese village girl who believed 

that Shintoism was the way." This is quite exceptional, since although Shinto is 

Japan's native religion, it is actually practiced as a personal faith by only a 

negligible percentage of the population.67 Two testimonies indicated some level 

of exposure to Christianity and/or the church. Hiroko, whose family was 

nominally Catholic, was baptized as a baby but, she says, "I did not identity 

myself as a Christian." Hiro’s exposure to Christianity was unusual and much 

richer. Through several years of attending church as a child with his mother, the 

love of God made a deep impression on him, although he later "lost interest in 

religious things as well as belief in God." 

 Except for Yoko and Hiro, all the testimonies expressed ambivalence or 

                                                 
66 Bediako, Identity, 21. 

67 Roemer cites data showing that .19% of people claim to have a personal Shinto faith, while .4% 

maintain it as a household religion (Roemer, "Survey Data," 31). Mullins cites data showing 

3% having personal Shinto faith (Mullins, "Japan," 198). 
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general disinterest in religious matters prior to their exposure to the gospel that 

led to conversion. Most, with a couple big exceptions, did not mention any 

personal interest in spiritual or existential matters. This does not necessarily 

mean that no thought was ever given to God or spirituality, but that it was not 

significant enough to register in people's re-telling of their stories. One of the 

opportunities of ministry among Japanese students is to encourage them to 

openly ask questions of a spiritual and existential nature within community, to 

feel safe in doing so, and to see such issues as relevant and essential. 

b. Christian school exposure 

 But there is yet more to the story as far as religious exposure is concerned. 

Given the low numbers of professed Christians, a rich history of Christian 

education exists in Japan, with an unexpectedly large number of Christian 

preschools, secondary schools, colleges, and universities, founded mostly by 

missionaries and the denominations they transplanted to Japan.68 Six of the 

students had attended Christian schools in Japan, four of whom had no religious 

upbringing at home, and two of whom had nominal exposure to religion at 

home. Assessing the effectiveness of these schools in terms of their spiritual 

impact on students is actually rather difficult. Missionary teacher Peter Lundell 

                                                 
68 Mullins, "Japan," 204; Mullins, "Situation," 80; Rots, "Ambiguous," 310. 
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asks a revealing question: "At the school where I teach (as with most mission 

schools), why do hundreds of students hear the gospel regularly but almost 

never convert? While their ears are open, why are their hearts so closed?"69 The 

students' testimonies seem to bear this cynicism out. Bible classes and chapel 

attendance were required, but for most, it produced little effect other than 

disinterest or antipathy. "Meh, this is just free time.... This is so boring," Mae 

remembers thinking of her Christian college chapel. Of her six years in a Catholic 

junior and senior high school, Aoi recalls, "I am ashamed to tell you that I did not 

learn a thing about Christ. I had no interest in Christianity and often made 

comments that disgraced him." Hiroko said that at school, "my friends and I had 

talked about the Bible quite often. Whenever we found something that seemed 

wrong or unreasonable, we criticized it."  

 It would be easy to write off all the Bible classes and chapel services as 

ultimately useless or even counterproductive. But Uchimura's experience gives 

us good reason to be more circumspect. As a youth, Uchimura frequently went 

with friends to a mission church. "Christianity," he recalled after his conversion, 

"was an enjoyable thing to me so long as I was not asked to accept it."70 We have 

already seen that his initial reaction to being forced to sign the "Covenant of 

                                                 
69 Lundell, "Resistant," 405. 

70 Uchimura, Diary, 19. 
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Believers" was one of stubborn and angry resistance. And yet. He not only signed 

it, but ultimately embraced it to profound personal and national effect. Clearly, 

Christian schools in Japan have largely failed in teaching and demonstrating the 

faith in effective, artful, and heartfelt ways. Since for many Japanese people 

Christian school will likely be their only sustained exposure to the gospel, this is 

unfortunate. But I want to believe that seeds are somehow still planted, with the 

real possibility of a later response to the gospel. It is because of that possibility 

that the WMJM and similar ministries are so critical. They bear a responsibility to 

help those seeds germinate and grow. 

c. Emotional distress 

 Depression, anxiety, pain, insecurity, anger--all but two testimonies described 

various forms of emotional distress like these. This is one of the most consistent 

themes among all the testimonies, some sharing fears and worries related to the 

challenges of living in a new culture, speaking a foreign language, and 

separation from family and friends in Japan, but others revealing much more 

severe and chronic struggles. In fact, ten testimonies described emotional 

turmoil, and in seven cases it was protracted. These deeper struggles were almost 

uniformly related in some way to relationships--not wanting to show weakness 

as a leader among friends, parents' divorce, inability to have a child, desperate 
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need to feel loved, death of loved ones--along with perceived self-worth in 

relation to others. Statements to that effect include: "I hated both my father and 

mother"; "I was disgusted with myself"; "I was living in the dark"; "I lived every 

day aimless and lost"; "my hardened heart"; "I was tearing my family apart 

emotionally and physically"; "pain in my heart"; "emptiness and sadness in my 

heart"; and "I was starving for love." Several stories stand out. Hiro, the only 

male in this study, describes his struggle: "'Where is this emptiness coming from, 

I have family and friends I care about so much?' I was overwhelmed with this 

question.... I started drinking every night, the pain in my heart grew deeper as I 

got older, and it started affecting my body. As a result, I lost my job." Aoi 

remembers being the cool girl, the leader among her friends. "I acted like a girl 

who was cheerful, happy and carefree. But actually, my heart became so numb 

that I did not know if I was really enjoying myself or suffering. I could not talk 

about the suffering and weakness which I felt inside me, even to my family. No 

one could fill the void, which I was hiding deep in my heart." Yoko, the devout 

Shintoist, writes, "As a teenager in Japan, I was a rebel. I needed to move out of 

my house in order to keep my family together, because I was tearing my family 

apart emotionally and physically.... Sometimes I wished the next morning would 

never come so that I wouldn’t have to live." And Mae wrote at great length about 
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her insatiable hunger for love. 

  I felt lonely and empty.... As much [as] I needed people’s love, I couldn’t 

 really believe them. I always doubted them. I became so sad, thinking about 

 why others wouldn’t love me in return when I loved them so much. My 

 emotions were going up and down, and when I got irritated, I would verbally 

 abuse my friends, boyfriend, and family. I was crying all the time, and would 

 frequently get angry.  

 

 Most of these students described bottling such emotions inside while in 

Japan, for fear of how others would respond, or they described negative 

reactions when they did risk sharing them. Reika, for example, wrote, "I was 

living in the dark without being able to share my feeling with anybody but 

God.... Darkness filled me and I could not even pray." These stories of emotional 

struggle demonstrate a need for the WMJM to sensitively respond to the 

challenges students face of adjusting to the U.S. by offering warm hospitality, 

friendship, and as much assistance with daily life as possible. But much more 

than that, they demonstrate that the other-orientation is not just academic, but 

plays a major role in an individual's sense of purpose, worth, acceptance, and 

belonging. Their stories reveal a deep hunger for peace, joy, and love; in fact, this 

is exactly what drew many of them to the gospel, and what many say they 

experienced as a result of Christian community and faith in Christ. Just as much 

as creating space for students to talk freely about spiritual things, it is equally as 

important for the WMJM to create a safe space for students to share these kinds 
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of struggles, and to receive encouragement and comfort from others. What 

follows are common themes in their testimonies related to their conversion and 

to what they experienced after becoming Christians. 

6. Testimony Themes: Factors associated with (preceding or 

following) conversion 

a. The Bible 

 Given that many described their attitude toward the Bible in Christian school 

as one of apathy or antipathy, I was surprised to discover how frequently the 

Bible was mentioned as an integral component in their faith journey. Seven 

students discussed the importance of the Bible not just in passing, but in great 

detail and with evident emotion. For Reika, "the Bible was one of the subjects 

that I studied at college; it did not have any personal or religious meaning.... The 

Bible class was my least favorite class at college." But through her host mother in 

Colorado, and then through a Japanese Bible study in Michigan, Reika was 

exposed to the Bible in a different way--not just as a religious book, but as 

something which functioned as a powerful living source of hope, 

encouragement, and personal instruction. Through participating in the Japanese 

Bible study over time, her attitude toward it began to change. "Without even 

realizing it, opening the Bible became my habit. My worry and concern were 
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being washed away by going to this Bible study." Then a particular passage--one 

that speaks directly to identity, belonging, and worth--addressed her emotional 

wounds. "One day, I read psalm 139 and it made me cry. The fact that I was made 

by God in my mother’s womb, the fact that I was alive at all, the fact God knew 

all the worries of my heart, that He even caused all these for me, for me to 

experience. I realized that God truly knows everything." Reika’s story is a 

moving example of the powerful role of the Bible in many of these students' self-

integration and conversion.  

 The testimonies contain far too many comments on the Bible to report here, 

but they include: "the Bible made a very deep impression on me"; "the Bible put 

into concrete words the ideals I had always wanted to have"; "I spent most of my 

time by myself, reading [the] Bible"; "I still kept opening the Bible, because I was 

attracted to it somehow"; "I would occasionally open up my Bible and read 

passages that I liked." These are revealing statements. They validate the 

significance of formal Bible study and the power of Christians' modeling the use 

of the Bible in their personal lives. They tell us that being given a Bible often 

leads to students looking into it and reading it, even secretly. And they tell us 

that the Holy Spirit seems to compel students to want to read it, to find answers 

and hope in it. Much of this is expressed in Aoi’s experience with being given a 
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Bible by an American friend.  

 Although I said to her, "Thanks a lot; I will read it," I tossed it onto a shelf, 

 and the Bible just sat there collecting dust for three months.... Three months 

 after [she] gave me a Bible, I felt like I was guided to pick up the Bible. It was 

 my first time to read the Bible, and I could not hold back tears while reading. 

 My weakness, ugliness, arrogance, and lack of love were revealed. 

b. Divine presence and guidance 

 Just as I believe this openness to scripture comes through the Holy Spirit, 

many testimonies revealed a sense of divine presence and guidance. Nine 

testimonies described various aspects of God's nearness, will, leading, or plan as 

instrumental in their conversion and subsequent understanding of their faith. In 

fact, this theme was so pervasive, and reported in such detail and with such 

conviction, that I found it to be one of the two most remarkable and compelling 

aspects of the testimonies (along with emotional equanimity). They describe God 

speaking, holding their hand, showing the way, sending the right people, 

protecting, beckoning, embracing, inviting, speaking, or standing in front of 

them. Several students claimed to recognize God's lifelong guidance and 

presence with the hindsight of faith. Midori’s testimony is saturated with a 

palpable sense of God's guidance. After she began participating in the college 

student group in Michigan, she felt that "God has been leading me, all this time." 

And as she reflected on her whole life since childhood, she made frequent 

references to the same: "He has always protected me"; "God was there"; "God's 
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planning"; "He led me here and protects me all the time"; "God will show me the 

way, always." In similar fashion, Tomoko said that she "really felt God's plan and 

Jesus beside me," that "God led me here to Holland," and that "Jesus is always 

beside me and holding my hand."  

 What is to be made of this? At the very least, we must take these statements at 

face value and not as merely religious sentiments. The weight of all the 

testimonies taken together verifies that God is truly leading, speaking, and 

making himself present to these students. It also means that God is actually 

leading these students to West Michigan, attesting to the strategic legitimacy of 

the WMJM, and to Japanese ministries in the U.S. 

c. Emotional equanimity 

 If emotional distress characterized much of students' experience in Japan and 

upon arriving in the States, emotional stability and contentment characterized 

their experience in Christian community and as new Christians. Every testimony 

identified feelings like peace, warmth, hope, joy, or love as significant factors in 

their attraction to the gospel and/or subsequent conversion. Again, this stood out 

to me as remarkable for its consistency and conspicuousness. Midori’s testimony 

mentioned peace six times. She remembered feeling peace at her childhood 

Christian school when her parents were going through a divorce. Suddenly re-
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experiencing that same peace at the WMJM's college student fellowship, Midori 

said she "realized that God has been leading me, all this time." Reika felt at peace 

when she was able to confess "Yes, I believe in God." The joy that first so 

impressed Hiroko about the Christians she met in Michigan is what led to her 

faith in Christ. "These people...were simply fulfilled with love and joy. At that 

time, I had no idea how they could be so happy, or what made them so joyful. 

Reflecting back now, I realized that this was the moment when I finally received 

the invitation from God, which I had refused so many times in the past." Chihiro 

had endured multiple periods of severe depression and despair, but she writes 

that "since becoming a Christian, one thing is certain: I have been filled with 

warmth, with a peace I could never express. When I think about God...my heart 

is filled to bursting with peace and gratitude." Hiro’s testimony was a beautifully 

moving expression of God's love. His journey back to faith in Christ (after giving 

up his childhood faith) was marked by an awareness of being loved. "I started 

thinking about the love of God deeply and I realized I believed in the existence of 

God. After this realization, I started feeling His love everywhere in my life...." 

During Aoi’s first three difficult months as a student in the U.S., she was 

"showered" by the love of Christian friends. "I often wondered where their love 

to me came from. At that time, I did not understand what true love means." Then 
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a spiritual and emotional tipping point came for her: "I was filled with joy, 

realizing I was loved and my question was answered. I felt Christ loving such a 

tiny existence like me with his life."  

 Kagawa Toyohiko opened his 1934 classic, Christ and Japan, with a bold claim: 

"Japan is famishing for love. Love, God's love, can only be found and fathomed 

in Christ. He has laid siege to Japan's soul, and she belongs to him."71 Later in the 

book, he wrote, "Japan is famished for the love of God. She yearns for the 

Cross."72 These statements are resonant with both a great spiritual and emotional 

need, and also with what I perceive as a great mystery. They point to both a 

spiritual yearning and its object that even Japanese people themselves may not 

be able to identify. The students' testimonies affirm Kagawa's claim that Japan is 

famishing not only for love, but also for peace, joy, and hope. But they also affirm 

his positive claim that the Japanese heart stirs in response to God's love.73 This is 

evidence enough that God has not left Japan without witness and that, despite 

the very low numbers of believers, God is at work among the Japanese in ways 

that are perhaps beyond the awareness of Western missionaries or even the 

Japanese themselves. This also reinforces the assertion that our fundamental 

                                                 
71 Toyohiko Kagawa, Christ and Japan (New York: Friendship Press, 1934), 3. 

72 Kagawa, Christ and Japan, 120. 

73 Kagawa, Christ and Japan, 108. 
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identity problem is a theological one. A healthy sense of identity is formed in the 

support of love. If that love is absent, not just in isolated individual experiences, 

but at a societal and cultural level, the ramifications must be immense. Together 

with the emotional distress that was a cause of struggle for many of these 

students, their testimonies reveal a deep-seated hunger for emotional resolution, 

security, and stability and its resolution through faith in Christ. 

d. Christian community and personal witness 

 Although every testimony made mention of the role of Christian community 

and/or friendship with Christians, nine identified this as crucial to their 

movement toward faith. This included invitations to Bible studies, worship, or 

the college fellowship group, as well as observing Christians' behavior and 

attitudes, hearing their testimonies, and experiencing their warmth, love, 

support, and hospitality. They spoke of being able to trust these Christians, of 

being surprised at so many wonderful Japanese and American Christians, feeling 

peace at worship and Bible studies, being carried by others through emotional 

pain, and of seeing a joy and love in and among Christians that they wanted to 

have.  

 These experiences touch on a host of factors related to community, 

evangelism, and conversion. While conversion is the work of God and not 
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human persuasion, as discussed in Chapter 1, the interpersonal role remains 

indispensable. Newbigin constantly stressed the "special responsibility"74 of 

believers to be "bearer[s] of his blessing."75 This cuts against the natural human 

inclination to assume that direct personal access to God is possible apart from 

other people, which springs out of a deep-seated belief that my identity and 

destiny are entirely my own.76 Rather, salvation can only come through "mutual 

and collective responsibility..., action that binds us together..., true mutual 

relation..., openness to one another.... It would come from the neighbor in the 

action by which we open the door to invite the neighbor in."77 In short, God's 

people are the instruments by which God's love can reach others.78 Walls also 

alerts us to the necessary human role in salvation. The Christian faith is 

predicated upon the fact of God having been translated into human flesh and 

culture.79 This has led to "repeated acts of re-translation"80 as believers embody 

and express Christ to others, "into the complexes of experiences and 

relationships that form our social identities."81  

                                                 
74 Lesslie Newbigin, The Household of God (New York: Friendship Press, 1954), 149. 

75 Newbigin, Open Secret, 68. 

76 Newbigin, Open Secret, 68. 

77 Newbigin, Open Secret, 70-71. 

78 Lesslie Newbigin, Sin and Salvation (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1957), 46. 

79 Walls, Missionary, 47. 

80 Walls, Missionary, xvii. 

81 Walls, Missionary, 47. 
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 The purpose of the WMJM is to be a mediator, a re-translation, a bearer of the 

blessing of God's love in Christ to every Japanese student who encounters this 

Christian community. How does this happen? Not by pressure, propaganda, or 

proselytization, but by a way of life richly illustrated in, for example, the book of 

Acts (especially 2:42-47; 4:32-37; and 5:12-16). We see there the Christian 

community, enabled and empowered by the Holy Spirit, simply being the 

Christian community: devoted to biblical teaching, practicing hospitality, living 

together in unity, giving generously, meeting in one another's homes, sharing 

daily life together, worshiping together in public and in private. It was this whole 

life, whole community witness that seemed to attract non-believers to Christ by 

the thousands. It is just here that many Japanese and American churches 

generally fail. The WMJM's house church is a model of re-translation through 

Christian community. 

 Finally, it is no small matter that in nearly every testimony, while American 

Christians were often mentioned, the far larger impact seems to have been by 

Japanese Christians. As one student exclaimed, "There were so many Japanese 

Christians! We sang worship songs, we studied the Bible, and we prayed 

together." There are at least three reasons why this is relevant. First, it serves as a 

reminder that Japanese people have so little opportunity to come into such 
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regular contact with Japanese Christians within Japan. To be surrounded by so 

many Japanese believers is a new and compelling experience. Second, it 

reinforces Andrew Ross' point that Japanese Christians themselves, like the Jesuit 

convert Lourenço, are "the cutting edge of the work" of ministry.82 The most 

effective evangelism and teaching leading to conversions is done by Japanese 

Christians. Americans have a very important but secondary role to play as 

supporters, friends, witnesses, and facilitators of community. Third, and perhaps 

one of the most important conclusions of this paper, is that the work of ministries 

like the WMJM outside Japan are potentially more effective and strategic than 

ministry within Japan, either by cross-cultural missionaries or by the Japanese 

church. I believe the WMJM is on the cutting edge of evangelism to Japan 

through Japanese students and the diaspora. Thus, it is necessary to begin to 

invite and equip Japanese students to remain in the U.S. as missionaries among 

Japanese communities, at least for a time, before returning to Japan. As well, it is 

necessary to invite and equip Americans who sense a call to Japan to consider 

committing to serving in the U.S. first, maybe even exclusively. Rather than 

viewing their participation in the WMJM as merely preparatory to the "real" 

work in Japan, they can be encouraged to see it as an opportunity for viable 

                                                 
82 Ross, Vision, 51. 
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ministry in its own right.  

e. Identity resolution 

 Finally, seven testimonies spoke directly, with varying degrees of self-

awareness, about the main concern of this project: identity. We have already seen 

how Psalm 139, with its emphasis on identity in relation to God, had such a 

powerful effect on Reika. Aoi wrote of the "identity which I had worked hard to 

establish" in Japan, which proved to be an obstacle to joy and a mask for the 

inner void she secretly carried around. Midori described her conversion as, in 

part, "finding the place where I can be as I am." This is a remarkable conclusion 

in light of all the pressures against being "as I am" detailed in the previous 

chapter. She writes further, "There is no more feeling like 'I need to change!' or 'I 

have to improve my English!', because it seems like God says to me 'You can live 

as you are.' I am able to be myself and enjoy my life here." In similar fashion, 

Yoko wrote movingly about her ongoing struggle with and resolution of her 

identity: 

 Before I came to America, I questioned myself often as to why I was alive and 

 what for. Sometimes I wished the next morning would never come so that I 

 wouldn’t have to live.... After I came to the United States, I still couldn’t 

 answer the question “What is the purpose of my life?” I tried to find a place I 

 could belong to; I drank with my friends here to try and fit in.... Now  God 

 has shown me what the purpose of my life is, and that is to live for Him 

 and having Him living in me. 
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 Such statements reinforce my thesis that the issue of identity is both a 

pressing problem and a strategic opportunity for ministry among Japanese 

students.  

Conclusion 

 I had hoped that this paper would give a handful of students/returnees an 

opportunity to speak for themselves. What have they said? First, they have told 

us something important about God: he is leading them to West Michigan and 

giving them clear and remarkable signs of his presence and guidance. They have 

proved Kagawa right, that given the right opportunities and circumstances, 

something does stir in the Japanese heart in response to God's love. They have 

told us that they bring with them to the U.S. significant questions and struggles 

regarding identity, love, acceptance, and belonging. But they have also made it 

clear that God is ministering to their deep emotional, spiritual, and psychological 

needs through the witness and love of a Christian community and individual 

Christians--especially Japanese Christians--in the United States, as well as 

through the Bible itself. They have told us that there is, in fact, a new freedom in 

the U.S. to explore spiritual issues and address emotional wounds, and that 

through Christ, they are experiencing new joy, love, and peace. They have told us 

that they continue to face challenges in returning to Japan, including acceptance 
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by family, friends, and co-workers, being open about their Christian faith, finding 

a nurturing, vibrant Christian community to be part of, and dealing with kejime, 

honne/tatemae, work ethics, and busyness. They have also told us that these 

obstacles are not the whole picture. To a person, they have continued to identify 

themselves as Christians in Japan, even if they have not been able to connect with 

a church. They have told us that international churches are filling a need that 

traditional Japanese churches cannot or will not. And they have told us that they 

see themselves as bridge builders between cultures and among foreigners and 

other returnees, and that, despite how hard it might be, they really do desire to 

be witnesses for Christ.  

 The WMJM, or any similar ministry, is uniquely positioned to be a re-

translation of the gospel of God's love in Christ to such students. The WMJM's 

responsibility is to create a safe, open, encouraging space in which Japanese 

students can express questions and struggles they may have never been able to 

express in Japan, move towards resolution, stability, and balance regarding their 

identity in relation to God, others, and self, and to engage in serious, in-depth, 

and ongoing biblical teaching and conversations about love, acceptance, 

belonging, and identity. The WMJM also must help students reflect on and 

synthesize the experiences they have had and the different aspects of their 
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identity that could prove to be an ongoing challenge: being Japanese, a returnee 

from North America, Christian, bilingual, and bicultural. Simply leaving 

returnees to work through this all alone when back in Japan is irresponsible. This 

could be done through Bible studies, mentoring, connecting them with other 

Christian returnees, and the development of a curriculum that specifically 

addresses such issues. 
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Chapter 4 - Identity in Christ 

 

 "As my faith deepens, I am beginning to understand, as a consequence, how 

much it is becoming a constant source of security (yoridokoro). As it turned out, 

this has become the biggest anchor in my life, and when I come to think of it, all 

the anchors I have gone through may have been a process leading toward this 

one."1 Rui, the returnee in Kanno's longitudinal study, understood his new 

Christian faith as a source of greater stability than he had ever previously 

known. His identity in Christ enabled him to move beyond the returnee label 

and the extreme confusion and frustration regarding his identity that he 

experienced between Canada and Japan.2 Kanno interpreted his Christian faith as 

a substitute for his prior Japanism and as a means of finding equilibrium 

between two cultures. I agree that his faith is at least that much, but believe that 

it is also much more. Like many of the student testimonies in the last chapter, Rui 

claimed that God led him to the point of conversion through his sojourn in 

Canada and return to Japan.3 His use of words like security and anchor to 

describe his identity in Christ corroborate Kanno's interpretation, but they go 

further in speaking of a deeper reality, one that is central to the problem of 

                                                 
1 Kanno, Negotiating, 105-106. 

2 Kanno, Negotiating, 106. 

3 Kanno, Negotiating, 105. 
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identity and the possibilities of an identity re-oriented and anchored in Christ. 

Rui's image of an anchor takes on heightened significance in light of the multiple, 

shifting identities among Japanese, and the confusion of hybrid identities among 

bilingual and bicultural persons. In this last chapter, I want to point to Christ as 

anchor of identity as one of the most important aspects of discipleship among 

Japanese students. I will first take a very cursory look at the theories of self 

offered by postmodernism and Buddhism. These theories share in common a 

pessimism about the concept of self, and ultimately serve to deliver us to the 

better possibility of identity in Christ.  

1. Postmodern and Buddhist concepts of self 

 In Chapter 2, we briefly explored the confusion of hybrid identities among 

bilingual and bicultural persons, as well as the phenomenon of multiple, shifting 

identities among Japanese people. While this is predicated at least in part on 

kejime and experienced in the normal routines of daily life in Japan, the Western 

postmodern view of the human personality universalizes this hybridity and 

multiplicity.4 Postmodernism is a challenge to basic historic presuppositions in 

                                                 
4 Kenneth Allan, “The Postmodern Self: A Theoretical Consideration.” Quarterly Journal of 

Ideology 20, no. 1-2 (1997): Goffman and the Fragmented Self, para. 3, accessed August 1, 2014, 

http://libres.uncg.edu/ir/uncg/f/K_Allan_Postmodern_1997.pdf. 
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Western thought, one of which is the very idea of a core, unified self.5 The 

postmodern self is thought to be disparate,6 "decentered and fragmented," 

fractured, full of incoherence, contradiction, and disunity.7 An individual's sense 

of self is created through social roles and encounters,8 but ultimately the "core 

self is a myth...unreal as the gods...."9 In fact, postmodernism "suggests that the 

fractured Self is not abnormal and is, in fact, all there can be." This all comes in 

tandem with a rejection of God, transcendent truth, and objective reality. 

 What is striking is how close such postmodern views of the self are to ancient 

Buddhist ideas. Buddha concluded that if there is no permanent, transcendent 

God, then there is no human self.10 Nothing actually exists in itself or has its own 

objective reality.11 This is encapsulated in terms like muga and anatman, both 

referring to non-self.12 This means that, "when one starts peeling the onion skin of 

one's psyche, he discovers that there is no solid core at the center of one's being. 

Your sense of self is an illusion. Reality is nonself (anatman). You don't exist. 

                                                 
5 Richard A. Quantz, "Interpretive Method in Historical Research: Ethnohistory Reconsidered," 

in The Teacher's Voice: A qualitative analysis of teaching in twentieth-century America, ed. Richard J. 

Altenbaugh (London: Falmer Press, 1991), 172-173. 

6 Kanno, Negotiating, 130. 

7 Kanno, Negotiating, 131; Allan, "Postmodern," 3. 

8 Allan, "Postmodern," Goffman and the Fragmented Self, para. 3-9. 

9 Allan, "Postmodern," Goffman and the Fragmented Self, para. 3. 

10 Vishal Mangalwadi, The Book that Made Your World: How the Bible created the soul of western 

civilization (Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 2011), 6. 

11 Dominey, "Anatman," 188. 

12 Dominey, "Anatman," 188, 191. 
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Liberation, the Buddha taught, is realizing the unreality of your existence. This 

nihilism is logical if you begin with the assumption that God does not exist."13 

The ultimate self in this sort of world--one that might escape the pressures and 

requirements of biculturalism, being a cultural or religious outsider, shifting 

personality, kejime, and other-orientation--is "the empty self, non-self, non-

thinking, mindless, or nothingness (muga, mushin, mu, etc.). Self-awareness itself 

is to be transcended."14 These Buddhist ideas have been in the historical and 

cultural atmosphere in Japan for centuries, potentially contributing to a weak 

sense of individual existence and identity.15 They have found ready acceptance in 

postmodern, pluralistic North America, as well.  

 So when we talk about the struggle, search, or need for identity, we are 

talking about much more than just the effects of bilingualism, biculturalism, 

navigating social hierarchies, or the hardships of being a returnee. We are talking 

about an assault on, or extreme pessimism about, the very notion of a core self in 

both North American and Japanese cultures. At the same time, these are not anti-

Christian ideas. Both the postmodern and Buddhist views of self are supported 

by the biblical understanding of the human situation. Sin has resulted in human 
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14 Rosenberger, Selves, 115. 
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alienation from God, others, and self, which is the fragmented postmodern self 

and the Buddhist self trapped in suffering and desire, whose only hope is to 

realize nonself, non-existence. Christians can accept the Buddhist and 

postmodern views of identity as fairly accurate descriptions of our fundamental 

alienation. 

 But that would be an unhappy place to stay. Kanno suggests that real 

personal meaningfulness lies in an individual's ability to integrate the fragments 

of self into some coherent life story.16 Humans instinctively do this, because we 

"seek as much narrative coherence in [our] lives as possible."17 By connecting the 

dots, a measure of personal wholeness and purpose can result. This would mean 

that Japanese student returnees could gain some sense of stability and 

centeredness within themselves by integrating the disparate parts of their 

experience--a few years in America, roots in Japan, Japaneseness, Christianity, 

returnee status, bilingualism, biculturalism, etc.--into a coherent story. While 

there is definite value to this kind of reflection and synthesis, I see three 

problems. First, how does one know which fragment, if any, unifies and gives 

meaning to the others? How does one know what the point of the story is, or that 

these are not, after all, just a bunch of random fragments? Christianity (whether 

                                                 
16 Kanno, Negotiating, 130-131. 

17 Kanno, Negotiating, 132. 
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as a faith, as a community, as membership in a church) is just one fragment in the 

story. On what grounds would it be anything more than that? Second, how do 

we know that the stories we tell ourselves are not just fictions? What makes my 

story about myself reliable and true and not just peppy self-talk, wishful 

thinking, or delusion? Kanno's only answer to that is that we cannot make the 

pieces fit together perfectly, but we can try hard.18 That still begs the question. 

Third, I am skeptical of the idea that individuals have the capacity to provide 

themselves with a core self, for all the reasons stated at the beginning of Chapter 

2. It assumes that identity can be self-created, as if individuals are in command of 

all the raw material of their experiences, culture, biology, and personality, 

possessing sufficient insight, self-awareness, self-discipline, and strength of 

character to fashion it into a meaningfully integrated, durable, anchored identity. 

The Buddhist worldview understands the impossibility of this. I agree that we 

instinctively seek narrative coherence, and that this is a good thing, insofar as it 

goes. But we are severely handicapped by the fact that we can only do so from 

within our state of fundamental alienation, which is not very solid ground to 

start from. 
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2. Identity Anchored in Christ  

 The possibility of an anchored identity is key. An anchor grounds all the 

fragments and holds the story together, giving it stability and durability, 

allowing the possibility for greater meaning to the whole than to each separate 

fragment. That anchor cannot be Christianity, as a religion competing in the 

marketplace of religions. There is no reason to choose Christianity as the anchor 

of identity; every religion provides its adherents with a sense of self and identity. 

Especially in the Japanese religious marketplace, "Shinto, Confucianism, and 

Buddhism already have what nominal Christianity has to offer."19 Only is Christ, 

however, the "supreme manifestation of eternal love--the unique revealer of the 

love of God."20 The three great East Asian religions are no more or less than 

"milestones for pilgrims out in search for the love of God."21 This kind of love talk 

is not just incidental or sentimental; it gets us to the very heart of the problem of 

identity and its resolution. Christ-as-anchor transforms our alienation from God, 

others, and self, grounding us in the God who is love, and enabling us to love 

God, others, and self. 

 Catholic theologian James Alison addresses head-on the problem of other-

orientation--not only as it relates to the Japanese, but to all people--in his picture 
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of God "who is wholly Other, genuinely 'another Other....'"22 In this vein, he 

identifies Christ as "The Real Thing, with a concrete historical name and 

narrative presence," who happens "at" us entirely apart from our control.23 Which 

means that in Christ, we are moved beyond our own ability to form a self-

narrative. In Christ, "the centre of stability, of gravity, shifts from the world 

formed by the desires and struggles of humans, which is only an apparent centre 

of stability and gravity, and rests on something entirely outside the human world 

of perception and desire."24 Anything short of Christ--bilingualism and 

biculturalism, cultural heritage, returnee status, religion, community, etc.--as 

good and valuable as it may be, can only be an apparent center of gravity, 

impermanent and unstable. I think that is what Rui may have discovered in his 

agonizing journey from Japan to Canada and back to Japan again, and what 

many students described in their testimonies to the WMJM. Faith in Christ is 

more than, though not less than, a source of comfort in the midst of cultural 

dislocation. In the "astonishing gentleness" of Christ's love coming at us, our core 

self, our very identity (Alison says our life, but I think it can be taken further) is 
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23 Alison, Undergoing, 107. 
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"re-centred by an 'elsewhere' not run by anything in this world."25 This is not 

simply a private, intrapersonal experience, but one that relativizes culture as 

well. In the last analysis, our "cultural identities [whether North American or 

Japanese] are temporary, serving to yield us as Christians to the fullness of our 

identity with Christ. Paradoxically, culture snatches us away from Christ, it 

denies that we are His; yet when it is best understood, at its meeting with 

Christianity, culture drives us to Christ and surrenders us to Him, affirming us to 

be permanently, totally and unconditionally His own."26 

 In Christ, a truly integrated self is possible, anchored in the One who 

encompasses and validates culture and language but also goes beyond it. In 

Christ, the field of one's identity expands exponentially (or at least has the 

possibility of doing so). Apart from Christ, our identity is narrow and tenuous, 

and so we grasp at anchors like culture, language, physical location, peer groups, 

insider/outsider boundaries, etc., to scrabble together some sense of core self. As 

these anchors shift, conflict, or dissolve, our threatened identity begins to 

unravel, as so clearly demonstrated in Rui's story. But in Christ, a person is 

brought into a "spacious place" (Psalm 18:19), where he or she is given a new 

perspective, freedom, and reconciliation in relation to self, language, culture, 
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relationships, and Other. In Christ, our core self is renewed and reordered 

(Romans 12:2; 2 Corinthians 5:17). Our need for ultimate and durable belonging 

is realized (Romans 14:8; 1 Corinthians 6:19; Galatians 3:29; Colossians 3:3). "I" 

am no longer my own center of gravity, but am united with the One beyond 

myself, heritage, and culture (Galatians 2:20; 3:26-27). We are given a new 

standard by which to order our lives and evaluate ourselves, one that supersedes 

standards imposed by culture, others, or even self (Romans 12:2; 1 Corinthians 

4:3). In Christ, we are set free to become reconcilers between individuals, groups, 

and cultures, rather than to remain entrenched in us/them dichotomies (2 

Corinthians 5:18-20). We are enabled to enter fully and freely into unity and 

community with cultural and social others (Acts 10; Galatians 3:28). Our social 

and cultural identity is by no means eliminated, but is no longer the center of 

gravity (Galatians 3:28-29).  

 Christ provides the anchor of identity, the center of gravity, and the narrative 

coherence for both Japanese student returnees and those who minister among 

them. In the end, it is not only Japanese students who need to learn this from 

Americans. It is each reminding, encouraging, and admonishing the other to 

constantly learn and re-learn where our anchor lies, and how our different 

cultures might snatch us away from Christ, but may also yield and drive us to 
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Christ. An anchored identity in Christ that is not co-opted by culture requires 

participation in a cross-cultural community always seeking in new ways what it 

means to be in Christ. 
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Conclusion 

 This paper has explored the problem of identity among Japanese student 

returnees. But more than that, it has considered the opportunities this problem 

opens up for discipleship among such students. We have seen that identity is a 

basic theological problem for all human beings--not just Japanese people-- 

resulting in a distorted, damaged, fragmented sense of self, one that struggles 

with deep-rooted issues of alienation and belonging. In the contemporary global 

geo-political climate, this basic human problem rears its head in tensions over 

globalization, national self-determination, and national civil religions. As in all 

cultures, the problem of identity manifests itself in unique ways in Japan, 

particularly nihonjinron and other-orientation.  

 In conclusion, what follows is a list of implications for ministry among 

Japanese students who will be returnees.  

1. Conversion is a worthy, biblical goal of ministry among Japanese students 

in the United States, but rather than proselytism or persuasion, it is the 

result of God's own action. We want to participate with God in helping 

students turn to Jesus Christ and not to Christianity. 

2. Turning towards Christ is not only a personal matter, but also a cultural 

one. We want to instill in students a vision to be witnesses of Christ in 
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Japan and among other Japanese people, able to both affirm and critique 

their own culture according to the gospel (especially the problems of 

nihonjinron and other-orientation), and to see themselves as a vital part of 

a generations-long vision of discipling their own nation. We want to equip 

and send them as bridge-builders between cultures, and among non-

Christians, other returnees, and foreigners in Japan. 

3. Ministry among Japanese students cannot be one way, as if American and 

Japanese Christians in the United States do all the giving and teaching. 

The WMJM and ministries like it have an opportunity for mutual learning, 

giving, critique, and growth in Christ. Japanese and Americans working 

together can help one another become better followers of Christ and better 

able to recognize the ways in which the gospel is either at home or in 

tension with one's own culture. The WMJM's intercultural, 

intergenerational, inter-religious life is a witness to both church and 

society of the community, unity, and reconciliation that is made possible in 

Christ. 

4. Many Japanese students come to the United States with deep-seated 

emotional struggles, such as anxiety, insecurity, depression, or anger. They 

are hungry for real love. While some of this is a direct result of having to 
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adjust to a new culture and language, the larger part of it seems to precede 

their coming to the U.S. The WMJM must create a safe, supportive, loving 

community in which students can be honest and vulnerable about these 

concerns.  

5. God is already at work in many students' lives in such a way that their 

hearts are ready to respond to his love. The WMJM is in a strategic 

position to demonstrate that love in ways they may never be able to 

witness in Japan, and to help them recognize God's voice and activity in 

their lives. 

6. The theological and human problem of identity is very practical for 

returnee Christians, potentially raising questions and internal struggles 

about acceptance and belonging. Christian returnees face double-

marginalization as having become open to new attitudes and behaviors in 

the U.S., as well as having their ultimate allegiance shifted to Christ. The 

WMJM must help prepare returnees for these struggles through 

mentoring, teaching, and ongoing supportive relationships. 

7. A healthy, integrated identity cannot simply be self-created. Only an 

identity anchored in Jesus Christ can adequately heal and transform 

alienation from God, others, and self, and deal with all the complex 
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fragments in students' stories and experiences (growing up in Japan, 

living for a time in the U.S., becoming bilingual, bicultural, Christian etc.). 

One of the main opportunities before the WMJM is to help students begin 

to build an identity anchored in Christ--with God as the ultimate Other--

that is not easily prone to insider-outsider boundaries, others' perceptions, 

and wrestling over belonging and acceptance. This requires thoughtful 

planning in terms of preaching, Bible studies, small group conversations, 

mentoring, etc. 

8. Ministry among Japanese students in the U.S. is so strategic and 

promising because students experience new freedom to explore questions 

of identity, purpose, and spirituality, and because they have an 

opportunity to see and participate in the love, community, and faith of 

Christians in ways that would be highly unlikely in Japan. For these 

reasons, the WMJM should invite and equip both Japanese and American 

Christians to remain in West Michigan (or in the U.S. among the Japanese 

diaspora), and to view this as a unique and vital ministry, rather than 

merely as preparation for "real" ministry in Japan. 

9. Finally, Japanese Christians have the most important role to play in 

ministry among Japanese students. American Christians also have an 
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important role, but it is one of support, encouragement, and facilitation. 
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